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 This project is an effort to test and extend Randall Collins’ interaction ritual 

theory in the context of religious organizations.  The theory proposes that optimal 

management of bodily copresence, intersubjectivity, and barriers to outsiders stimulates 

collective effervescence and social solidarity.  I use mixed methods to test the theory.  In 

the quantitative phase of research, I create measures of the ritual dynamics using data 

from the United States Congregational Life Survey (2001).  I find strong support for 

several of the hypotheses, including the fundamental idea from Durkheim that 

effervescence stimulates solidarity.  The quantitative findings also point to several 

extensions of the theory, such as the need to account for social density (an element of 

copresence) and service length (an element of intersubjectivity).  In the qualitative phase 

of research, I observe rituals and talk with focus groups at six different types of religious 

organizations.  Again, I find strong support for major propositions from the theory.  For 

example, the two organizations (Promised Land Baptist and Congregation Shalom) who 

rally around a perceived need to defend themselves against specific outsiders exhibit the 

highest levels of effervescence in the sample.  The qualitative findings reveal several 



additional extensions of the theory.  As one example, I find that the content of solidarity 

symbols, whether collectivist (e.g., Promised Land Baptist) or individualist (e.g., First 

Baptist), conditions organizations’ ritual proficiency.  As another example, qualitative 

analysis confirms the finding from the quantitative analysis that service length positively 

correlates with effervescence.  The findings in this study are applicable to a wide range of 

research questions in sociology, as interaction ritual theory is a guide for understanding 

how groups and organizations arrive at shared identities, morals, and ideologies through 

micro-level interaction.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

 

 

When [the aborigines] are once come together, a sort of electricity is 

formed by their collecting which quickly transports them to an 

extraordinary degree of exaltation.  

—Durkheim (1912: 247) 

 

 

The What and Why of This Project 

 

 This project is an effort to test and extend Randall Collins’ interaction ritual (IR) 

theory.  Pieces of IR theory can be found throughout Collins’ body of work, but I mainly 

draw on two of his books because of the sustained attention they give to IRs.  Conflict 

Sociology (1975) expresses IR theory with a set of testable propositions within Collins’ 

general conflict theory.  Interaction Ritual Chains (2004) also offers testable 

propositions, adding a number of new twists.  

 Interaction ritual theory is worth testing and extending because it addresses in a 

comprehensive manner some of the most important issues that concern sociologists.  

What drives people into each other’s company?  Why is it that some interactions are a 

great deal of fun but others are embarrassing disasters?  What processes lead a group of 

individuals to feel that “we are the same”?  How do groups develop their moral codes?  

How is it that group x and group y both come to know with equal certainty that their 

contradictory ideologies are true?  What makes a particular idea resonate with members 

of an organization?  Why are some organizations so much more committed to their 

causes than others?  These are just a few of the questions that Collins’ theory addresses 

and that I investigate further in this project.   
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Interaction ritual theory has the added value of integrating the accumulated 

knowledge of foundational perspectives from the history of the discipline.  Durkheim’s 

work on ritual, Mead’s work on symbolic exchange, and Goffman’s work on interaction 

rituals provide the micro-level starting points.  Building up to higher levels of analysis, 

Collins argues that organizations are groups of people who engage in certain kinds of 

rituals with each other, and that their ability to conduct intensely emotional rituals directs 

their degree of success in accomplishing their organizational goals.  Weber’s work on 

organizational conflict, stratification, and power is integrated into the theory at this higher 

level of analysis.  Along with these classic works, important contemporary work from 

exchange theorists, sociologists of emotions, and ethnographers is also carefully 

integrated in the theory.  The result is a cohesive body of concepts that serves the 

scientific purpose of establishing general explanations for a large range of particular 

phenomena.   

An ambitious general theory such as this should not be taken on faith.  The danger 

of such a theory is that by attempting to explain everything it explains nothing.  

Fortunately, Collins’ formal hypotheses suggest clear directions for empirical tests that 

either support the propositions or point to needed revisions.  I test these existing 

hypotheses, as well as a number of new and related hypotheses, using a combination of 

quantitative and qualitative data from religious organizations.  The quantitative data 

allow a broad assessment of patterns in a large number of organizations, and the 

qualitative data allow a more focused assessment of how IR dynamics operate in 

particular organizational settings.  These two approaches inform each other, especially 
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insofar as the qualitative analysis helps address new questions posed by the quantitative 

findings.   

Because of the broad scope of the theory, virtually any area of social life could 

provide empirical data.  I have chosen to focus on religious rituals because they are the 

focus of Durkheim’s The Elementary Forms of Religious Life ([1912] 1995), the key 

work upon which IR theory is based.  As I will discuss in Chapter 3, Durkheim 

considered religious rituals to have a unique capability to generate shared notions of 

identity, morality, and truth—outcomes that I want to highlight in this work.  Despite 

Durkheim’s emphasis, religion has been surprisingly scarce in IR research.  Fortunately, 

a handful of scholars have laid groundwork (Baker 2010; Collins 1998; Heider and 

Warner 2010; Preston 1988), but this area of study, so obviously relevant to IR theory, 

remains underexplored.   

Before stating the major questions, methods, and findings of this study, I need to 

briefly summarize IR theory’s main assertions.  I will also provide a more detailed 

summary in Chapter 2 prior to presenting the hypotheses that will drive that chapter’s 

analysis.  The summary in Chapter 2 also includes causal models which are useful in 

consolidating the main assertions. 

 

Society from an Airplane 

 Collins’ conflict theory addresses several very “macro-” areas of social life, from 

the spread of bureaucratic cultures, to the management of violence by the state, to the 

success of ideologies across time and space.  His stated intention is that all of these areas 

of research will be driven by “a sociology that builds up complex interrelations from the 

empirical realities of everyday interaction” (1975: 56).  In other words, his theoretical 
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work is foundationally microsociological.  Too often, he argues, sociologists work with 

abstract generalizations like “structure” or “society” that are, in practice, largely 

disconnected from empirical observation.  Like Simmel and Goffman, Collins prioritizes 

social interaction as the object of sociological observation.  He offers the following 

image: 

Imagine the view of human society from the vantage point of an airplane.  

What we can observe are buildings, roads, vehicles, and—if our senses 

were keen enough—people moving back and forth and talking to each 

other.  Quite literally, this is all there is; all of our explanations and all of 

our subjects to be explained must be grounded in such observations. 

(1975: 56) 

 

To Collins, efforts at sociological explanation too frequently rely on hypostatization.  For 

instance, while much work in stratification deals with finding patterns of inequality in 

aggregated data, these patterns reveal little unless the researcher can also grasp how 

processes of interpersonal interaction create or sustain such patterns.  The researcher may 

suggest that “social networks” sustain advantages for some groups over others, but even 

this concept forestalls deeper understanding until the researcher can grasp why and how 

networks form and persist, and what interactional processes forge their bonds.   

 Interaction ritual theory is the part of Collins’ larger conflict theory in which he 

proposes a handful of “dynamics” that drive successful social interaction.  These 

dynamics are drawn mainly from two sources: Durkheim and Goffman.  To the extent 

that these dynamics are effectively managed, social interactants are expected to 

experience four main outcomes: group solidarity, individual-level “emotional energy” 

(EE), symbols of social relationships (sacred objects), and standards of morality.  Collins 

argues that anticipation of these outcomes, especially (in order of importance to actors) 

EE and solidarity, drives humans into each others’ company.  Individuals are “EE-
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seekers… [who] feel their way toward those [social] situations in which, through the 

local combination of ingredients for making an IR happen, the EE payoff is highest” 

(2004: 157).  This image of “EE-seekers” has a parallel in the assumptions of exchange 

theories.  Collins’ individual actor is, like Coleman’s (1990) rational chooser, 

predisposed to maximize his own self-interest.  The difference is that Collins’ self-

interested individual strives after emotional profits that may or may not be (but often are) 

related to resource profits.  Interaction ritual theory takes as a starting point the image of 

individuals who are irresistibly driven to social situations that, in one way or another, 

make them feel good. 

 Interactions that maximize individuals’ sense of feeling good are interactions that 

successfully incorporate the following dynamics from Durkheim’s and Goffman’s 

theories of ritual:  bodily copresence, mutually focused attention, a shared mood, and 

barriers to outsiders.  When these dynamics are effectively managed, a shared feeling of 

excitement that Durkheim called “collective effervescence” drives the abovementioned 

outcomes of EE, solidarity, sacred objects, and moral standards.  Successful IRs generate 

collective effervescence, a feeling that allows people to know with confidence who they 

are, which group is their own, what they are certain of, and what they want to do in the 

future.
1,2

  

                                                      
1
 The term “ritual” can conjure diverse associations because it is defined in different ways between 

and also within disciplines.  Goffman and Collins mean the term to apply quite broadly in social life.  

Collins defines ritual as “a mechanism of mutually focused emotions and attention producing a 

momentarily shared reality, which thereby generates solidarity and symbols of group membership” (2004: 

7).  That IR theory considers rituals to be nearly omnipresent in social life does not render the concept 

useless for analysis.  The key is that rituals can be analyzed as a set of variables, with ritual intensity 

(effervescence) and social solidarity as outcomes that range from low to high.  See Collins (2004: 9-32) for 

distinctions between the use of “ritual” in IR theory and in other 20
th

-century scholarly movements.  

 
2
 Interaction ritual theory’s emphasis on Durkheim’s ritual analysis can be misunderstood.  

Durkheim and many 20
th

-century Durkheimian scholars (e.g., Talcott Parsons) emphasized functionalism, 
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 One of the advantages of this theory is its testability.  I hope to demonstrate in this 

study that the variables of interest can be operationalized and related to each other in a 

reasonably straightforward manner.  This is not to say that the model has no theoretical 

“gray areas.”  The dynamics and relationships are posited by Collins as recursive and 

overlapping, with, for instance, sacred objects facilitating social solidarity which, in turn, 

inspires more gatherings around sacred objects in the future.  It is probably analytically 

hopeless to try to trace an indubitably unicausal path from the “independent variables” to 

the “dependent variables.”  Nonetheless, the model provides ideal types that serve as a 

basis for research and discovery.  Further, the propositional format of the model allows 

systematic testing and revision, promoting a sociology that is grounded in real, 

observable human interaction.  Sociology is a vast field of inquiry that will benefit from 

continued rigorous analysis of big-picture, macro-level questions.  By the logic of IR 

theory, though, big-picture findings are virtually useless if we don’t understand what they 

have to do with “people moving back and forth and talking to each other.”   

 

Main Questions, Methods, and Findings 

 My main questions, methods, and findings in testing and extending this theory are 

perhaps best introduced by summarizing each of the ensuing chapters.  I divide this 

summary into the quantitative and qualitative phases of analysis. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                              
the idea that rituals serve a larger “society” by helping the society function properly.  Collins rejects 

functionalism, social evolutionism, and code-seeking programs, drawing instead on Durkheim’s 

“subcognitive realism.”  Subcognitive realism conveys the idea that group symbols, moralities, and 

identities are products of emotional solidarity rituals.  Durkheim’s functionalism and subcognitive realism 

are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.  For a more thorough discussion, see Collins (2004: 9-32). 
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Quantitative Phase 

 

 Chapter 2, which was written as an article that can stand apart from the rest of this 

project, contains the bulk of my quantitative analysis.
3
  My central question in Chapter 2 

is whether quantitative evidence supports Durkheim’s classic conclusion that collective 

effervescence generates social solidarity.  I utilize the United States Congregational Life 

Survey (USCLS), a large sample of U.S. religious congregations that contains rare 

measures of organizational effervescence and solidarity.  In multivariate regressions, I 

find evidence of a robust relationship between effervescence and solidarity—religious 

organizations that collectively report good feelings during worship are highly likely in 

multivariate models to collectively report strong feelings of 1) belonging and 2) 

commitment to the symbols and goals of the organization.  Despite the longstanding 

theoretical importance of Durkheim’s conclusion about effervescence and solidarity, I 

have found no prior study that provides comparable quantitative evidence of the 

relationship.   

Along with the evidence for a strong relationship between effervescence and 

solidarity, I also look in Chapter 2 at how these variables are conditioned by IR 

dynamics.  The process of developing indicators of the dynamics suggested to me a 

number of new potential directions for IR research.  For instance, I realized that bodily 

copresence is most usefully understood as continuous, not dichotomous.  In other words, 

it is not enough to know whether people are in a room together; to predict the output of 

effervescence and solidarity, it is necessary to know how many people are present and 

how close in proximity they are to each other.  Chapter 2 explores the relationship 

between “social density” and the outcome variables in detail, leading to the surprising 

                                                      
3
 See Chapter 2 for a thorough explanation of the questions, methods, and findings therein.  
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conclusion that preferences for social density are closely aligned with socioeconomic 

status.   

Another discovery in Chapter 2 followed my finding that congregational worship 

attendance rates are the strongest predictor of both effervescence and solidarity.  I 

realized that, in the context of IR theory, regularity of participation in an organization’s 

IRs may be the best available measure of the impact of IR “chains” (from Collins 2004).  

Interaction ritual chains are “carried by” individuals as they travel from IR to IR.  An IR 

that boosts a woman’s EE is carried with her into her next IR and has an impact on the 

dynamics of the new IR.  A different consequence would follow if the woman’s EE had 

been drained by the first IR.  The two IRs are “linked together” by the woman, and IR #2 

is impacted by IR #1.  In the context of religious organizations, we see that congregations 

who regularly engage in IRs together tend to feel good in each other’s presence and have 

strong feelings of solidarity.  High attendance rates improve the organization’s focus of 

attention, and connect the members together through a sequence of emotional IRs.  I find 

that the combination of high attendance and high effervescence has a powerful impact on 

social solidarity. 

Although analytic priority in such a theory needs to be reserved for the micro-

level, the statistical patterns in Chapter 2 lend quantitative support to key IR hypotheses.  

Additionally, the effort in Chapter 2 to operationalize IR dynamics and outcomes led to 

several new discoveries, and suggests many of the follow-up questions that I address with 

qualitative data in Chapters 3-7.   
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Qualitative Phase 

 

Sample and Approach.  For this phase of the research, I visited six religious 

organizations located in different cities throughout the state of Texas.
4
  The purpose of 

each visit was to analyze a religious service from the perspective of IR theory, and to talk 

with members to inform my assessments regarding (1) how the dynamics operated, (2) 

what collective emotions they experienced, and (3) what degree of solidarity they felt.   

There would be much to be gained from extended ethnography of any single 

organization that I visited.  Additional visits would add nuance insofar as I might 

ascertain patterns in IRs over time.  Researchers such as Barone (2007) and Preston 

(1988) have used ethnographic approaches along these lines in previous work.  My 

interest, however, was in observing IRs across a broad spectrum of religious 

organizations.  If IR theory is to be useful as a general theory of organizational behavior, 

the propositions need to apply to very different types of IRs.  I wanted to find out whether 

the theory applies comparably to diverse IRs and, if not, what revisions or extensions to 

the theory might be needed.  Further, I wanted to supplement findings from my 

quantitative research with analysis of organizations that fall outside the religious 

mainstream in America.  Too often in the sociology of religion, especially in American 

survey-based research, traditions such as Islam, Buddhism, Judaism, black Protestantism, 

and Latino Catholicism are rendered invisible due to their relatively small numbers or 

lack of organizational records.  Researchers frequently call for more work on non-

Christian religious experiences and practices (Bruce 1999; Cadge et al. forthcoming; 

                                                      
4
 The names and locations of the six organizations, as well as the names of all individuals 

associated with the organizations, have been changed.  This research adheres to the American Sociological 

Association’s Code of Ethics (American Sociological Association 2008).  Additionally, the study was 

approved by the Baylor University Institutional Review Board for use of human subjects in research.  
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Edgell forthcoming; Poulson and Campbell 2010), in particular, and the nature of my 

research questions suggested that this study would be an excellent opportunity to consider 

some of these traditions in closer detail.  By including the five traditions just mentioned, 

along with the more commonly-researched tradition of white Southern Baptists (e.g., 

Ammerman 1987, 1993, 1995, 1997; Di Matteo 2007; Finke and Stark 2005), I increased 

the likelihood of observing dynamics and outcomes that do not fit the predicted pattern.  

Interaction ritual research will continue to benefit from studies of rituals that closely fit 

expected patterns (e.g., Heider and Warner 2010), and the present study suggests how 

analysis may also encompass rituals such as those of Buddhists and Muslims that, at least 

at first glance, may not seem like an obvious fit.  

For my sample, I selected organizations from religious traditions that I thought, 

based on existing research, would embody diverse IR dynamics.  For instance, black and 

white Baptist traditions suggest different sides of the spectrum in terms of the typical 

levels of outward expression associated with their worship styles (Ammerman 1997, 

Chaves 2004, Lincoln and Mamiya 1990).  Although there are exceptions, black Baptist 

congregations commonly engage in expressive styles of worship including call-and-

response, dancing, jumping, applauding, and shouting.  White Southern Baptist 

congregations vary a good deal within the denomination, but the typical congregation is 

likely to be more restrained in worship.  These two traditions presented a good basis for 

comparing different ritual strategies for focusing congregants’ attention (Chapter 6).  The 

black and white Baptist organizations that I visited also presented a good basis for 

comparing different types of social solidarity (Chapter 4); while both congregations 
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exhibited solidarity, the white Baptists more distinctly exhibited membership solidarity 

while the black Baptists more distinctly exhibited symbolic solidarity.   

I also compare organizations from two traditions that consistently have been 

marginalized in American society: Jews and Muslims.  The Jewish and Muslim 

organizations presented a good opportunity to compare different strategies for managing 

barriers with outsiders (Chapter 7).  These two organizations were also a good contrast in 

terms of historical tradition, the size of their memberships (large and small, respectively), 

and the strength of their resource base (rich and poor, respectively).  I suggest ways in 

which their contrasting attributes and strategies moderate their outputs of collective 

effervescence (Chapter 3).   

Rounding out my sample, I consider two organizations, one Vajrayana Buddhist 

and the other Latino-Catholic, that raise intriguing questions about the properties of 

physical copresence (Chapter 5).  The Buddhists warrant consideration here because their 

organization’s central ritual of meditation would seem to suggest that physical 

copresence is unnecessary—but what happens when they get together for group 

meditation sessions?  The Catholic parish I visited allowed me to observe what I knew 

would be an extremely crowded IR.  This organization raised compelling questions about 

copresence because of the way it defied expectations regarding social density while 

confirming expectations regarding ritual stratification; consequently, as is the case in all 

of these comparisons, conclusions can be offered regarding the relative influence of 

different IR dynamics.  

Once I had selected organizations fitting the chosen parameters, I contacted the 

organizations by phone.  Once I had reached an individual in a position of leadership, I 
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would explain my project and ask for permission (1) to visit and write about an upcoming 

service, and (2) to hold a focus group after the service with 4-6 members of the 

community.  In every case, the organizational leaders not only granted permission but 

also assisted me in finding focus group participants.  On the selected days of observation, 

I attended the services like any other visitor and participated, as well as I could, in the 

ritual activities.  I recorded observations with handwritten notes, and recorded the focus 

groups with an audio device.
5
  There was, however, one exception: the conservative 

synagogue requested that I neither write notes nor use the audio device since this would 

violate their rules regarding work on Shabbat.  This did not turn out to be a significant 

hindrance to my data collection, however, as I recorded notes immediately following the 

visit and was able to recall the details most pertinent to my research questions. 

I use a comparative approach in my analysis of the observations.  Each qualitative 

chapter focuses on two organizations that differ in ways that help illuminate properties of 

each chapter’s conceptual focus.  Although each chapter focuses on two congregations, 

the conclusion of each chapter extends the comparisons to the other rituals in the 

qualitative sample.  I also consider the whole sample in the concluding chapter. 

 

Indicators.  It is important to state the indicators I used to identify levels of 

effervescence and solidarity in the qualitative analysis.  Social solidarity is simpler to 

measure, so I’ll address it first.  In the focus groups, I assessed membership solidarity by 

asking group members about the extent to which they think people experience a sense of 

belonging in their organization.  To assess symbolic solidarity, I asked focus group 

members about the extent to which their organization shares a common goal or vision.  I 

                                                      
5
 Appendix B lists the set of questions I used as a basis for the focus group discussions.  Appendix 

C lists basic demographic characteristics of the focus groups.  
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also asked members to tell me about any activities they partake in with the organization, 

other than worship services.  These prompts and follow-up questions initiated further 

conversation in which the participants volunteered additional details relevant to both 

types of solidarity in their organizations. 

Apart from the focus group questions, I also observed members as they interacted 

with each other and/or with me prior to, during, and after the rituals.  This approach was 

more useful with regard to symbolic solidarity, and less so with respect to membership 

solidarity.  Friendly interactions are simply too common in such settings, and I knew it 

would be prohibitively difficult to try to distinguish which friendly exchanges signaled 

genuine feelings of membership solidarity and which were more obligatory or forced.
6
  I 

did, however, observe numerous signs of symbolic solidarity.  The clearest signs of 

symbolic solidarity were: (1) repetitions of words, phrases, or physical movements that 

were (2) characteristic of the organization, (3) by different members of the organization 

(4) on multiple occasions.  

With respect to collective effervescence, I asked focus group members to describe 

their moods prior to, during, and after the service.  I chose not to suggest specific 

emotions such as those used in the USCLS index (joy, inspiration, sense of God’s 

presence, and awe) because I thought it would be most informative if the respondents 

came up with their own descriptions.  In practice, I found that respondents almost never 

spoke negatively about their experiences in their organization’s rituals.
7
  But I also found 

                                                      
6
 Repeated visits and ethnographic analysis would likely make it easier to assess membership 

solidarity as the sensitive researcher might be able to untangle some of the histories and intricacies of 

members’ relationships with each other. 

 
7
 Only at St. John’s Catholic Church did a focus group member directly criticize his organization’s 

ritual.  I report this criticism in Chapter 5.  Other focus group members, however, especially in the 

Buddhist and Muslim organizations, did report their own personal struggles remaining focused and 
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that they usually provided clear reports regarding the degree of emotional intensity they 

had felt.  These indicators ranged from words with more sedate connotations like “calm,” 

“peaceful,” and “relaxed” to words with more invigorating connotations like “uplifted,” 

“energized,” “spirit-filled,” and “overjoyed.”  As much as the literal content of their 

responses, I also took account of the way members delivered their responses.  Some 

responded quickly and definitively and received immediate affirmation from the group; 

these responses were always “positive” assessments of the rituals and I took them as 

evidence in favor of effervescence.  Other groups equivocated or asked me to repeat the 

question; these responses were always connected to less enthusiastic assessments of the 

ritual and I took them as evidence of low emotional intensity.  In addition to questions 

about their moods, I asked if any aspects of the ritual had stood out to the focus groups on 

the day we attended.  This question provided an additional opportunity for participants to 

volunteer their emotional responses to the ritual.  

Focus group members’ responses regarding effervescence were highly 

informative, but I knew that I needed to supplement them with my observations of the 

ritual, itself.  The clearest indications during the rituals had to do with the absence of 

effervescence.  Although there may be ambiguity in recognizing whether apparent 

effervescence is real or fake, there is little ambiguity in recognizing when effervescence 

is absent.  In what I assessed as moments of low emotional intensity, I observed a high 

percentage of participants yawning, coughing, clearing their throats, sitting or standing 

with passive body language, looking away from the action and around the room, 

refraining from singing and other collective liturgies, flipping through church bulletins, 

                                                                                                                                                              
engaged during their rituals.  These reports were framed as self-criticism, not as something lacking in their 

organization’s rituals.  
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or exiting the sanctuary.  Each time I observed periods in which effervescence was 

clearly absent, I was able to contrast it with other periods in the same ritual in which 

emotional intensity was relatively high.
8
  Signs like yawns, passive body language, and 

exits were replaced (or were preceded) by signs that suggested greater emotional 

engagement by a high percentage of participants.  These signs included crying, laughing, 

sitting or standing with alert body language, looking intently in the direction of the 

action, singing or chanting with volume and synchronicity, and talking excitedly with 

other participants about the ritual.   

Along with an overall impression of effervescence based on the abovementioned 

focus group responses and ritual indicators, I also report a number of physical behaviors 

that ultimately could be interpreted as either catalysts or expressions of collective 

emotional intensity.  Consider clapping.  Does clapping cause excitement?  Alternately, 

does clapping express an excitement that the clappers already possess?  Or, does clapping 

merely look like excitement when in fact it is tangential to how the clappers actually 

feel?
9
  Noting the complexities involved in definitively answering such questions, I found 

in practice that the combination of focus groups’ responses and the totality of my 

observations of their rituals provided, in each case, a strong impression of the level of 

overall emotional intensity that their ritual achieved.  While it is certainly possible that 

activities such as clapping, dancing, hugging, shouting, and kissing may instigate 

                                                      
8
 As I will show, the Islamic Center, Congregation Shalom, and Promised Land Baptist all moved 

from lower intensity to higher intensity over the course of their gatherings.  In the other direction, First 

Baptist, the Meditation Center, and St. John’s all moved from higher intensity to lower intensity over the 

course of their gatherings. 

 
9
 I have attended conferences and classes where the leader tried to rev up the group by getting us 

to clap, do “the wave,” and other “fun” activities.  When morally imposed on an unwilling audience, such 

activities can be emotionally draining.  
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emotional intensity, I treat them as supplementary indicators of effervescence when the 

preponderance of indicators at a given ritual already supports that interpretation.   

To my knowledge, nowhere in the existing literature is there a decisive formula 

for untangling the catalysts and indicators of effervescence.  Nonetheless, each ritual in 

my sample exhibited a combination of characteristics that supported a clear overall 

assessment of effervescence.  In each case, the combined indicators also supported my 

own subjective emotional response to the ritual, which I took very seriously.  I 

acknowledge that my own biases, both recognized and unrecognized, may have impacted 

my emotional responses.  Put in terms of IR theory, my own IR chains may have “wired” 

me to enjoy some types of rituals more than others.  Additionally, I don’t pretend to have 

noticed every detail of any of the rituals; it is possible (especially in larger organizations) 

that “pockets” of effervescence developed in some parts of the sanctuary but not others, 

and that the limitations of my own senses and skills prevented me from comprehending 

the total impact of each ritual.  Despite these limitations on the validity of my subjective 

emotional response, I consider my response important to the research questions because 

collective effervescence is supposed to be a collective emotional experience.  Especially 

at the extremes of emotional intensity, the copresent researcher should feel something.  

The researcher’s emotions are not, in this case, simply an impediment to pure reason.  

Rather, the researcher’s emotions are necessarily part of the data.  

In sum, analysis of each ritual’s outcomes involved consideration of: (1) the 

content of focus group responses, (2) the manner of focus group responses, (3) 

observations of members’ interactions before, during, and after the ritual, (4) 

observations of relatively unambiguous ritual indicators, (5) observations of more 
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ambiguous ritual indicators, and (6) my own subjective emotional response to the ritual.  

In each case, the combined evidence left me with a distinct impression of the ritual’s 

effervescence and the organization’s solidarity.   

 

Questions and Findings.  Chapter 3 focuses on collective effervescence.  

Durkheim’s concept is pivotal in IR theory.  In short, collective effervescence is the 

shared sense of excitement that groups and organizations experience in each other’s 

presence during successful IRs.  The experience of collective effervescence provides 

members of an organization the sensation that something special and exciting happens 

when they get together with other members of their organization.  In IR theory, collective 

effervescence feeds directly into all four outcomes.  Of particular interest, effervescence 

stimulates the perception of an external force which, in religious organizations, is often 

attributed to their god.
10

  This sense of force, as argued in Rawls’ (2004) analysis of The 

Elementary Forms, makes common identity, morality, and ideology possible.
11

  

 The two organizations I selected for Chapter 3 demonstrate that effervescence is 

not a static event, but must be actively pursued.  In both organizations, effervescence was 

noticeably lacking until certain IR dynamics were activated.  Congregation Shalom 

exemplified a cumulative effervescence.  I arrived at a 9:30 prayer service to find that, 

although the organization has several hundred members, only about 20 members filled 

the large sanctuary.  The ritual was initially unfocused and lacked a sense of energy.  

However as several families traveled from their private observances at home to join other 

                                                      
10

  For instance, Jesus’ quote in the Christian Bible captures quite well how many Christians 

perceive this experience: “Where two or three are gathered in my name, there am I among them” (Matthew 

18:20, New American Standard Bible). 

 
11

 I discuss Rawls’ analysis in greater detail in Chapter 3. 
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families at the synagogue, the sanctuary accumulated social density.  A little more than 

half-way through the three-hour observation, the room had filled to standing-room only, 

and most members were actively engaged in either mini-IRs that had erupted throughout 

the room or rhythmic, physical acts of prayer.  The cumulative effervescence I observed 

led to conclusions regarding ways in which mini-IRs, freedom of physical movement, 

and time condition effervescence with intersubjectivity. 

The Islamic Center was disadvantaged for effervescence from the outset because 

of limited resources and other disadvantages due to cultural context.  The marginality of 

their tradition in the U.S. compromises Muslim organizations’ efforts to (1) promptly 

gather on their holy day (2) with an adequate number of participants, and (3) with 

material resources that can be helpful in catalyzing effervescence.  Nonetheless, the 

Islamic Center did achieve moderate collective effervescence by the end of Jum’ah, and 

they did it by enacting ancient ritual techniques provided by their tradition.  The raka’ah 

sequence (prayer ritual) that ended their service required them to reposition their bodies 

in the room and engage in a rhythmic sequence of physical movements that demands 

concentration, trust, and mutual monitoring. 

 Chapter 4 investigates social solidarity.  In Collins’ general theory, social 

solidarity involves shared identity, ideology, morals, and goals.  Related, solidarity 

impacts organizations’ levels of power and conflict with other organizations.  In 

operationalizing the concept for the quantitative phase of this research, I utilized two 

distinct and measurable forms of solidarity: membership solidarity and symbolic 

solidarity.  Based on the USCLS results, the first form is much easier to achieve; there is 

variation between organizations, but high levels of membership solidarity appear to be 
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almost necessary for organizations’ existence.  In the qualitative phase of the research, I 

wanted to determine the degree to which these forms of solidarity are distinguishable at 

the micro-level. 

 Promised Land Baptist Church is an all-African-American organization that 

exemplified solidarity based on shared goals and symbols.  Similar to effervescence in 

Chapter 3, I discovered that this type of solidarity must be actively pursued.  Due to hard 

conditions in their local context, this pursuit is necessarily ongoing for members of 

Promised Land.  The Sunday morning service I attended followed a Saturday funeral for 

young men from the local community who had been shot and killed by a local gang.  

During the service I observed, the organization recognized and acted on a communal 

need to reenergize their shared symbols.  I observed a highly effervescent ritual at 

Promised Land that functioned as a needed stimulus to symbolic solidarity.  

 First Baptist Church is a mostly-white church that clearly exemplified 

membership solidarity.  Members told me repeatedly that they felt their church was their 

extended family, brought together through years of participation in common activities.  

Compared with Promised Land, however, First Baptist’s worship service exhibited much 

less urgency and intensity in pursuing a collective goal.  Nonetheless, I do not conclude 

that First Baptist therefore lacks symbolic solidarity.  Rather, congregants consistently 

expressed their common desire to cultivate individual-level level religious experiences 

through their independent efforts to “hear” God’s instructions through reading and 

hearing the words of the Bible.  The symbolic solidarity at First Baptist is found in their 

common ideology regarding the way that God communicates with the faithful.  Whereas 

Promised Land’s symbols are oriented toward the organization, First Baptist’s are 
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oriented toward the individual.  I argue that this is related to the contrasting levels of 

urgency and intensity that I observed in the organizations’ IRs.  This chapter contributes 

to the discourse on race and religiosity by showing how white evangelicals’ more 

individualistic orientations and black Protestants’ more collectivist orientations, 

examined at the ideological level in Emerson and Smith (2000), are energized and 

reproduced in the practice of IRs.  

In Chapter 5, I consider properties of physical copresence.  As mentioned above,  

copresence is probably best understood as a continuous, not dichotomous variable.  In 

addition to social density, orientation of bodies and physical contact also need to be 

considered.  Each phase of this research has suggested that copresence has a complex 

relationship with other IR dynamics and outcomes.  

 The Meditation Center that I visited raised a fundamental question regarding the 

importance of copresence: since meditation is recognized by many Buddhists as a 

practice that facilitates individual-level enlightenment, what is the benefit, if any, of 

meditating in a room with other people?  Posing this question to Meditation Center 

members led to a fascinating discussion regarding the mechanics and consequences of 

meditation.  I learned that the act of collective chanting is a moderately effervescent 

portion of their ritual that they enjoy, and that closely resembles other IRs in my sample.  

However, members are ambivalent about collective meditation because (1) other bodies 

in the room often serve as distractions, but (2) the other bodies also cultivate welcome 

sensations of moral pressure and symbolic empowerment for the individual practice.   

Members intend meditation to be a chiefly solitary experience which I interpret as an 

internal IR with its own properties of “collective” effervescence and “social” solidarity.  I 
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develop this notion of internal IRs in Appendix A, building on Norbert Wiley’s (1994) 

model of the semiotic self.  

 Like the Meditation Center, St. John’s Catholic Church held a ritual that raised 

unique issues regarding the properties of copresence.  In the quantitative phase of this 

project, I had found that social density has a measurable impact on effervescence.  

Whether the impact is positive or negative, however, appears to depend on 

socioeconomic status: lower-SES groups tend to gather energy from crowds, whereas 

higher-SES groups mostly find them tedious.  I knew in advance that St. John’s was an 

active, well-populated parish that brought together a high percentage of the local 

community’s Latino population.  Given that Latinos in St. John’s area earn less than half 

of the per capita income of whites in the area, and the lowest levels among all races and 

ethnicities in the area (according to U.S. Census data, 2000), I expected the crowdedness 

of St. John’s to facilitate high levels of collective effervescence.  To the contrary, my 

observations and members’ reports suggested that St. John’s had perhaps the least 

effervescent IR in my sample.  Why did St. John’s present a challenge to my quantitative 

findings?  Further, why did the somber mood inside the parish doors conflict so much 

with the effervescent IRs on the sidewalks and in the parking lot outside the church’s 

doors?  I conclude that the drain on effervescence inside the doors of St. John’s was 

primarily due to (1) ritual stratification and (2) ways in which the IR failed to establish a 

mutual focus of attention, and these issues overwhelmed the potential benefit of 

crowdedness.   

 In Chapter 6, I explore the most multifaceted IR dynamic.  Collins (2004) 

identifies this as “mutual-focus/emotional entrainment,” which he sometimes condenses 
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into the term “intersubjectivity.”  In the causal model displayed in Chapter 2, these 

related components are alternately identified as “mutual focus” and “shared mood.”  

Collins identifies this dynamic as the most important in the model, because it is the 

means by which individuals get caught up in each other’s “bodily micro-rhythms and 

emotions” (2004:47).  Interaction ritual theory holds that Durkheim’s sacred objects 

promote this experience, especially to the extent that IR participants monitor each other’s 

rhythms and emotions while focusing together on their sacred objects.  This dynamic is 

complex and could be measured in a variety of ways.   

 I return to a comparison of Promised Land and First Baptist in this chapter.  

Despite their doctrinal similarities, the churches managed their IRs in very distinct ways.  

First Baptist Church held an IR that was short, comfortable, and by members’ accounts, 

“relaxing.”  Promised Land Baptist Church, by contrast, held an IR that was long, 

intense, and “energizing.”  I show how the churches’ contrasting methods of ritual 

management led to greater focus, shared mood, and overall effervescence for Promised 

Land, and lower levels of each for First Baptist.   Specifically, Promised Land maximized 

and First Baptist squandered ritual resources related to technology, techniques, sacred 

objects, and time.   

 Chapter 7 examines the final dynamic of barriers to outsiders.  Barriers to 

outsiders facilitate members’ perceptions that their group is special and that they need to 

stick together.  Barriers can be more physical, as in turned backs and closed doors.  They 

can also be more symbolic, as in tastes and ideologies.  Symbolic barriers can be equated 

with the more well-known sociological concept of symbolic boundaries (Lamont & 
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Molnar 2002, Smith et al. 1998, Edgell et al. 2006).  The notion of barriers is crucial in 

integrating solidarity theories with theories of social conflict. 

Efforts to assess barriers’ impact on the outcome variables benefit greatly from 

qualitative analysis because barriers are extremely difficult to capture in any 

comprehensive way in survey-based research.  In operationalizing the concept for the 

quantitative phase, I was forced to recognize the numerous forms that symbolic barriers 

can take.  The quantitative results indicated that symbolic barriers in the form of 

behavioral restrictions are more strongly related to symbolic solidarity than to 

membership solidarity, and I wanted to assess whether this was consistent with 

qualitative observation, especially when accounting for additional types of barriers.   

I revisit my observations of the Islamic Center and Congregation Shalom in this 

chapter.  American Muslims and Jews are ideal for this question because their barriers 

with outsiders are so readily evident.  With respect to the Islamic Center, I argue that 

their barriers are both imposed by their cultural context and also generated from within.  

Because of cultural context, the Islamic Center experiences moral pressure to assure 

outsiders that they are neither extremists nor terrorists.  As the group’s imam declared, 

“Everyone has difficulties with Muslims.”  From within, the organization establishes 

barriers through the proficiency/cultural capital required to participate in the ritual.  Due 

to my own inexperience with Muslim prayers, my outsider status was readily evident to 

members due to my inability to participate in the raka’ah prayer sequence.  When 

participating in the raka’ah movements, members experience the emotional benefits of 

ritual proficiency developed through months and years of regular practice.  These barriers 

helped boost solidarity feelings for Islamic Center members.  However, the Islamic 
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Center is actively ecumenical, and I argue that this orientation places a limit on their 

experience of symbolic solidarity. 

Like the Islamic Center, Congregation Shalom has clear barriers generated from 

within and without.  Perhaps little needs to be said about the aggression Jews have 

historically faced from outsiders.  Weber ([1922] 1968) referred to Jews as “a pariah 

people,” constantly facing hostility from non-Jewish societies.  The sense of wandering, 

of being rejected everywhere they go, makes barriers a core facet of Jewish collective 

identity.  From within, much like the Islamic Center, Congregation Shalom presents 

barriers to ritual novices.  Participants in Congregation Shalom’s service benefitted 

emotionally from engaging in ritual activities that required months and years of regular 

practice in order to know when to do what and how to do it.  To a greater extent than the 

Islamic Center, however, Congregation Shalom utilizes their perceptions of barriers to 

fuel their effervescence and solidarity.  I draw on new material from Collins’ 2011 

American Sociological Association Presidential Address and consider how atrocities and 

ideological polarization promote Congregation Shalom’s symbolic solidarity. 

 Chapter 8 concludes the project by summarizing the findings from both phases 

and suggesting directions for future research.  I also include three Appendices.  The first 

offers hypotheses for a model of internal solidarity, based on my experiences at the 

Meditation Center.  The second lists the questions I asked during the focus groups.  The 

third tallies demographic characteristics of the focus groups. 

 

Conclusion 

 Interaction ritual theory is based on decades of careful work by one of the most 

innovative and productive social theorists of our era.  To the extent that Collins’ claims 
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are supported by empirical evidence, sociologists have a template for consolidating 

diverse theoretical perspectives from across the discipline.  Interaction ritual theory has 

significant implications regarding the sources and consequences of collective identity, 

morality, and ideology.  This project is an effort to assess the main propositions by 

detailed empirical evaluation of rituals in religious organizations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Quantitative Analysis of Effervescence and Solidarity 

 

 

Randall Collins’ interaction ritual theory (1975, 1998, 2004, 2008) is casting light 

on many issues in sociology.  Interaction ritual (IR) theory integrates a number of 

influential theoretical perspectives from the history of the discipline, including 

Durkheim’s work on rituals and social solidarity, Weber’s work on conflict and 

organizations, Mead’s symbolic interaction, Goffman’s interaction rituals, contemporary 

research from ethnomethodologists and sociologists of emotions (e.g. Garfinkel 1967; 

Katz 1999; Scheff 1990), and exchange theories of social interaction (e.g. Coleman 1990; 

Stark and Bainbridge [1987] 1996).  In this study, I evaluate empirical evidence 

pertaining to IR theory, with specific attention to religious organizations.  I examine 

survey data taken from religious congregations and test five hypotheses regarding the 

ritual production of collective effervescence and social solidarity.   

Interaction ritual theory posits that individuals are irresistibly drawn to social 

situations that maximize their flow of “emotional energy” (EE).  Interaction rituals (IRs) 

occur virtually any time two or more humans come into contact.  These rituals vary in 

their ability to provide the EE that participants desire, as well as in three other primary 

outcomes.  The variation is dependent on the more or less optimal arrangement of four 

factors: (1) bodily copresence, (2) barriers to outsiders, (3) mutual focus of attention, 

and(4) shared mood.  When these factors combine in the right way, participants 

experience collective effervescence.  To the extent that this occurs, there are four other 
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outcomes: (1) group solidarity, (2) individual-level EE, (3) shared sacred 

objects/symbols, and (4) shared moral standards.  This model is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

             

Figure 1.  Interaction Ritual Model.  Reproduced with Permission of the Publisher from 

p. 48 of Interaction Ritual Chains, by Randall Collins.  ©2004 by Princeton University 

Press. 

 

 

As evident in the subject matter (religious rituals) and key concepts 

(effervescence and solidarity), Durkheimian aspects of Collins’ theory are in view in the 

current study.  Consistent with Collins’ approach, however, I do not focus on functional 

adaptation to the needs of a social system.  Rather, the guiding propositions and working 

concepts are taken directly from Conflict Sociology (1975) and other work that 

emphasizes competition over resources between and within social groups.  This approach 

allows systematic hypothesis testing and applies the findings to Collins’ general conflict 

theory. 

Quantitative analysis of IR theory has been limited, and for understandable 

reasons.  The theory is mainly conceptualized at the micro-level, and it follows that 

research on the theory should mainly concentrate on what happens when real people 

engage in real actions in each other’s presence.  Quantitative analysis is more general, 
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and therefore not optimal on its own.  As Collins points out, “amassing statistics and 

survey data does not convey an accurate picture of social reality unless it is interpreted in 

the context of its micro-situational grounding” (2004: 258).  Strongly noting this, I follow 

prior IR research that uses statistical methods to identify general patterns supporting or 

calling into question expectations that are generated at the micro-level (Baker 2010;  

Collins 2008).  Collins (2008) demonstrates one way this can work when he uses 

numerical data on military and police ammunition expenditures to shed light on 

interaction rituals involving violence.  The micro-level has priority as the more decisive 

testing ground for IR theory, and the present study is intended as a resource for that 

discussion. 

 

Social Solidarity and Collective Effervescence in Durkheim, Goffman, and Collins 

Durkheim was driven to understand the production and consequences of social 

solidarity.  In his first work, The Division of Labor in Society (1893), he proposed two 

forms of solidarity: that based on shared roles and likeness among individuals living in 

more “primitive” societies, and that based on differentiated roles and interdependence in 

more modern societies.  At the end of his career, in The Elementary Forms of Religious 

Life (1912), Durkheim continued to focus on solidarity.  He analyzed the religious rituals 

of ancient tribes, and argued that religious rituals have the power to generate strong 

feelings of identification with the group, especially in relation to agreed-upon standards 

regarding sacred objects and moral behaviors.  Durkheim argued that the same basic 

processes are at work in modern religion.  In both premodern and modern societies, ritual 

leads to solidarity through the mechanism of collective effervescence. 
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Collective effervescence is an intense and shared emotional state experienced by 

ritual participants.  It is independent of and larger than any single participant.  Durkheim 

writes: “The vital energies become hyper-excited, the passions more intense, the 

sensations more powerful; there are indeed some that are produced only at this moment.  

Man does not recognize himself; he feels somehow transformed and in consequence 

transforms his surroundings” (Durkheim [1912] 1995: 424).  Such an experience, he 

argued, generates a strong sense of belonging with the other ritual participants because 

collective effervescence is a peak emotional experience that depends on the others’ 

presence.  Members attribute the emotional experience to a force that is above and 

beyond any one of them.  To Durkheim, this attribution is incorrect insofar as the external 

force is thought to be the supernatural.  Viewed in a different light, though, the attribution 

is correct to Durkheim because collective effervescence is necessarily above and beyond 

the individual.   

Collins draws on Durkheim’s subcognitive realism but rejects his functionalism 

(2004: 13).  Determining what is functional for society depends on judgments about what 

a functioning society should look like.  The focus readily shifts to researchers’ competing 

normative claims about what is or is not ideal for society.  When Durkheim’s work on 

ritual is directed to conclusions about reified notions of societies and social systems, 

Collins argues that it obscures the more important contribution of Durkheim’s 

observations regarding rituals, group solidarity, and shared symbols: 

The path forward from Durkheim, then, is not to accept his overall 

conception of societies, but to understand what he shows about the nature 

of specific interactions.  Particularly in his last work, The Elementary 

Forms of the Religious Life, Durkheim presented a powerful model of the 

ritual aspects of social behavior as the key to emotional solidarity and to 

our most fundamental conceptions of reality.  (1975: 43) 
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Collins emphasizes a line of thought from Durkheim that is developed further in 

the work of Erving Goffman (e.g, 1959, 1967, 1974).  Much of Goffman’s work is 

devoted to showing how solidarity is constructed in ritual behaviors at the micro-level.  

To Goffman, the situation places demands on social interactants, much as Durkheim’s 

religious rituals place demands on the worshipers.  The demands of the situation dictate 

the lines taken by the interactants—the selves they present, the roles they play, and their 

orientations to each other.  The extent to which individuals correctly enact the roles 

placed on them by the occasion dictates the extent to which positive feelings of solidarity 

tend to result.  If interactants are unsuccessful in those roles, negative emotions tend to 

result, as do efforts to save face and re-establish normal definitions of the situation.  

Collins draws on Goffman’s research to distinguish the main elements of the IR model 

(2004: 16-25).  For the present purposes, it is particularly important to note Goffman’s 

emphasis on creating and maintaining solidarity by showing mutual deference and 

sharing definitions of reality. 

In Collins’ work, the IR model drawn from Durkheim and Goffman is the micro-

level foundation of a general conflict theory.  Interaction rituals often stimulate conflict 

within and between organizations.  Within organizations, authority and status depend on 

emotions that are worked up in IRs.  Authority often depends on Goffmanian 

dramatizations of status that serve as reminders of sanctions that can be applied if 

subordinates do not submit (Collins 1975: 64).  Status is an issue of strength of 

membership as experienced in IRs.
1
  The uneven distribution of solidarity feelings 

                                                 
1
 Collins writes: 

There is a continuum from persons who are on the fringes of the group, just barely 

members, barely participating; others nearer the core; at the center is the sociometric star, 

the person who is always most intensely involved in the ritual interaction.  This person is 
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follows interactants’ skills and resources for maneuvering to the center of IR attention, 

and competition to reach that center spurs short- and long-term interpersonal conflicts 

within organizations.  Collins argues that IRs are a basis of conflict between 

organizations, as well.  The shared values and symbols that an organization rallies around 

are amplified through contrast with other organizations’ values and symbols.
2
  This can 

result in a range of interorganizational conflicts, including violence in some cases.  Status 

competition, symbolic combat, and violence loom in the background of IR theory.  

Durkheim and Goffman provide the mechanisms behind solidarity.  Weberian conflict 

theory, though, provides the organizational framework.  In that context, solidarity can 

also serve as a resource for domination (Collins 1975: 58-59; 2004: 41; Weber [1922] 

1968).   

 

Hypotheses 

 Five hypotheses guide this analysis.  I address the rationale for each, and show 

relevant propositions from Conflict Sociology (1975). 

(1)  collective effervescence  social solidarity 

 This study’s central hypothesis is that collective effervescence will be strongly 

and positively associated with social solidarity.  This is essential to the ritual theories of 

Durkheim and Collins, and is expressed in the following propositions from Conflict 

Theory:   

                                                                                                                                                 
the Durkheimian participant of the highest degree, and experiencing the strongest effects 

of ritual membership: emotional energy, moral solidarity, attachment to group symbols.  

(2004: 116) 

 
2
 Studies of symbolic boundaries are relevant here because they address the means by which 

groups use distinctive cultural resources (e.g., language, clothing, ideologies, and tastes) to establish 

collective identity and group solidarity (Edgell, Gerteis, and Hartmann 2006;  Lamont and Molnar 2002;  

Smith et al. 1998). 
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4.6 The stronger the emotional arousal, the more real and unquestioned  

the meanings of the symbols people think about during that experience. 

 

4.7  The longer people are physically copresent and the more they  

focus their attention by stereotyped gestures and sounds, the more real and 

unquestioned are the meanings of the symbols people think about during 

that experience.   

 

4.8 The more the conditions for strong ritual experiences are met, 

providing they do not produce mutual antagonism or asymmetrical threat-

deference arousals, the greater the interpersonal attachment and feeling of 

security.  (153-154) 

 

The data for this study permit an examination of different dynamics behind 

effervescence and solidarity, making hypotheses 2-5 possible.   

(2) social density  collective effervescence 

 social density  social solidarity 

Social density should positively associate with effervescence and solidarity. 

4.2  The greater the number of human beings who are physically 

copresent, the more intense the emotional arousal.  (153) 

 

4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 [printed above.] 

This hypothesis deals with physical copresence.  Here, social density refers to the 

proximity of human bodies in a given physical space, or the crowdedness of the IR.  Mass 

entertainment rituals such as sports and concerts provide strong examples of the basic 

principle: crowds give interactants a sense of being “where the action is,” a feeling that 

intensifies as participants share a common focus of attention (Collins 2004: 55-59; 82-83; 

Goffman 1967).  Social density also increases the likelihood of physical contact and other 

forms of incidental or intentional intimacy that require trust, and for this reason as well 

should serve as an independent factor that boosts effervescence and solidarity.   
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Hypotheses 3 and 4 involve mutual focus of attention and emotional entrainment.  

In the IR model, focusing on the same sacred object allows interactants to become aware 

of each other’s emotional responses.  To the extent that the IR is among equals who view 

the common object of attention similarly, the awareness of each other’s emotions adds 

momentum to feelings already in motion.  The feelings intensify when interactants get 

caught up in the same rhythmic activities, as when singing, dancing, or talking in certain 

ways.  Closely related, focused attention and emotional entrainment both foster 

effervescence and solidarity.   

(3)  longer rituals  collective effervescence 

 longer rituals  social solidarity  

Longer rituals should be associated with higher levels of effervescence and 

solidarity: 

4.1 The longer human beings are physically copresent, the more likely 

automatic, mutually reinforcing nonverbal sequences are to appear, and 

the stronger the level of emotional arousal.   

 

4.3 The greater the common focus of attention among physically 

copresent human beings, the more likely they are to experience a common 

emotional arousal or mood.  (153) 

 

4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 [above.]  

It takes time for emotional entrainment to gain momentum.  Cutting a ritual short, by 

contrast, can drain EE as participants feel robbed of their expected ritual payoff.  

Interaction rituals do not continue indefinitely, though.  It is likely that each IR has an 

approximate threshold based on interactants’ prior experience with similar IRs.  It is also 

likely that many IRs will feel too long when other elements are suboptimal, as when 

interactants move to incompatible rhythms or have competing stores of symbols.  In a 
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multivariate context, though, it is possible to gain a rough sense of the relationship 

between time and IR outcomes.    

(4) high group-level attendance  collective effervescence 

 high group-level attendance  social solidarity 

High attendance rates within organizations will positively associate with 

effervescence and solidarity. 

4.4 The more that people use stereotyped sequences of gestures and 

sounds, the greater the common focus of attention.   

 

4.5 The more that people use stereotyped sequences of gestures and 

sounds, the more likely they are to experience a common mood.  (153) 

 

4.3, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 [above.] 

In effective IRs, participants share common orientations to behaviors, emotions, and 

symbols.  It follows that experience breeds the ability to know how various forms of 

conduct are likely to impact the group’s ability to focus attention and foster a shared 

mood.  Familiarity with the organization’s symbols and manner of conducting IRs should 

facilitate ritual proficiency and group conformity.  As interactants prove proficient, it is 

likely that they will want to repeat the ritual, thus further improving their skills.   

(5) barriers with outsiders  collective effervescence 

 barriers with outsiders  social solidarity  

Barriers with outsiders should positively associate with ritual effervescence and 

social solidarity.  Barriers can take a variety of forms.  They can be as simple as a closed 

door or a turned back that assures the focus remains internal.  Other barriers involve 

efforts to exclude people who do not conform to the standards of the group, as when they 

fail to give appropriate signs of deference.  In Collins’ conflict theory, symbolic and 
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ideological barriers allow organizations to minimize internal conflicts and direct conflict 

toward non-members.  He argues, “A strong church needs its devil, and any 

organizational leader can enhance his power by making sure there are visible enemies or 

competitors against whom minor conflict can be quickly escalated when internal stresses 

become more serious” (1975: 306).  The following propositions speak to the barriers 

dynamic: 

 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 [above.] 

10.6 The more that members of an organization are aware of danger and 

hostility from another organization, the more loyalty to the organization 

(provided that there is not already greater hostility between groups within
3
 

the organization).   

 

10.61  The more exclusively an organization recruits from a cultural 

group (ethnic, racial, class) that is in conflict with another cultural group, 

and the more an organization emphasizes ceremonial tests of cultural 

similarity for membership, the greater the loyalty to the organization.  

(305) 

 

 In the following analyses, I explore two additional sets of relationships without 

incorporating them as formal hypotheses.  First, the resources and statuses of the 

congregations performing the rituals—measured with socioeconomic status (SES), race, 

gender, age, and marital status—are likely to impact levels of effervescence and 

solidarity.  These variables pertain to status and power within IRs.  Collins writes, 

“Strong attachment to the group per se requires that the rituals take place among equals” 

(303).  Different aspects of this principle are formally expressed in the following 

propositions from Conflict Sociology: 

1.3  The more one interacts with others in egalitarian exchanges, the 

more he acts informal, friendly, and tends to accept others’ ideals.  (74) 

 

4.8  [above.] 

                                                 
3
 Here and throughout, italics are in the original source. 
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5.232  The more one talks about ideals with equals who agree with one, 

the more committed one is to those ideals.  (157) 

 

6.3 The more equal the power resources and the higher the 

surveillance, the more conformity to rituals of group inclusion.  (216) 

 

10. 51 The more similar recruits are in cultural background, the more 

likely they are to become friends, and the greater the potential loyalty to 

the organization.  (304) 

 

These propositions assert that more egalitarian rituals should produce higher levels of 

solidarity.  Applied to the present study, however, it has to be recognized that elaborate 

status deference rituals are relatively rare in the contemporary U.S.  Collins (1975: 210-

216; 2004: 258-296) traces ways in which many deference rituals have evaporated during 

the last century, even since Goffman’s (1967, 1974) research on the topic.  Still, the 

principle remains that inequality tends to drain outputs of EE.  The implications of this 

cannot be addressed in full detail here, but IR outcomes are likely to fluctuate according 

to different concentrations of status, power, and cultural backgrounds.  This will be 

explored by assessing common control measures of SES, race, gender, age, and marital 

status. 

 In keeping with recent research in the sociology of religion, I also control for 

religious tradition.  Here, as well, Collins (1975, 2010) provides guidelines.  In IR theory, 

religious traditions are essentially ways of organizing IRs across time and space.  To be 

Muslim is to engage in certain kinds of rituals with other Muslims; subdividing further, 

Sufi Muslims engage in Sufi rituals, and so on.  An important consideration is the degree 

to which each tradition’s IRs are internally stratified.  Collins discusses how the 

iconoclasm of early radical Protestants was a transformation not only of how sacred 

symbols are treated in ritual, but also of the stratification involved in access to those 
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sacred symbols: “The proliferation of sacred objects in Catholic worship, and the 

resulting differentiation in religious rank enacted by differential access to various sacred 

objects, was replaced by the tendency towards leveling and egalitarianism in Protestant 

congregations” (2010: 8).  By this rationale, traditions such as evangelical Protestantism 

that have historically minimized the symbolic distance between laity and clergy may be 

expected to generate relatively high levels of solidarity.  However, differences in 

religious tradition are likely to mainly involve qualitative differences in ritual practices  

and resulting doctrines.
4
  Furthermore, measures of religious tradition are too broad to 

capture the high degree of variation in ritual practices between denominations, and even 

more so to capture the variation between congregations.  For these reasons, I control for 

religious tradition and account for its effects, but do not incorporate it into the main 

hypotheses. 

 

Data and Methods 

 

 

Source 

The data for this study come from the United States Congregational Life Survey 

(USCLS; Woolever and Bruce 2002, 2004), accessed through the Association for 

Religion Data Archives website (www.thearda.com).  The USCLS is a random sample 

that was developed by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the University 

of Chicago through a process of hyper-network sampling (McPherson 1982).  

Respondents to the 2000 General Social Survey who stated that they attend worship 

                                                 
4
 Another important consideration is the organizational resources available to congregations 

through affiliation with denominations.  As Collins points out (2004: 41), these types of organizational 

resources can allow some groups to generate more impressive symbols and higher levels of EE than other 

groups.  This is a good topic for future research.  Denomination, rather than tradition, would be the 

appropriate level of analysis. 
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services were asked to name their congregations.  From that information, NORC 

researchers were able to verify a list of 1214 congregations.  Of these, 807 agreed to 

participate (66%), and 434 (36%) returned a congregational profile and attendee surveys.  

The worship experience measures used here were given to a random subsample of 

respondents (n = 73,196), and these comprise the entire sample for this study. 

The congregational profiles provide organizational data such as denominational 

affiliation, size of congregation, and length of service.  The attendee surveys were given 

to all worshipers age 15 and older who attended services at participating congregations 

during the weekend of April 29, 2001.  These provide individual-level data on a range of 

factors including respondents’ demographics, levels and types of involvement with their 

worship communities, and emotional states during worship services.  Due to its particular 

combination of measures, the USCLS is uniquely well-suited for a test of IR theory.  The 

response rate is less than ideal, but as others have noted, it is a rare source of information 

on religious organizations that allows important relationships to be tested across a variety 

of religious traditions (Thomas and Olson 2010; Whitehead 2010).  Congregational 

weights were developed by the NORC to reduce bias due to unequal probabilities of 

selection (Bruce 2002), and these weights were applied in all of the following analyses. 

 

Dependent Measures 

 I concentrate on three dependent variables.  The first, collective effervescence, is 

an index of worshipers’ experiences during services with their organization.
5
  The index 

is made up of four measures that ask respondents how often they experience each of the 

following during worship services at their congregation: “a sense of God’s presence,” 

                                                 
5
 This measure is also the key independent variable in this study’s tests of solidarity. 
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“awe or mystery,” “inspiration,” and “joy.”  Options include “rarely” (1), “sometimes” 

(2), “usually” (3), and “always” (4).  Sensing that God is present suggests the perception 

of something outside and above the group, a feeling to which Durkheim attributed 

collective effervescence.  A sense of awe or mystery is, similarly, a feeling of weakness 

in the presence of something more powerful.  Inspiration suggests a spiritual experience, 

as when Christians talk about the presence and inspiration of the Holy Spirit.  Joy is an 

extremely positive feeling or emotion.  Factor analysis indicates that these four measures 

load on a common factor with loading scores above .64.  Added into an index, they have 

a Cronbach’s alpha score of .77.  Collective effervescence is conceived in IR theory as 

taking on different emotional qualities in different situations (Collins 2004; 2010: 2).  

Here, the index captures intense feelings in worship.
6
  The index captures collective 

effervescence in an analytical sense because the individual scores are aggregated at the 

congregational level.  The individual responses combine to create a rate for each 

congregation, and the rates are the units of analysis.  This allows all of the analysis and 

interpretation to focus on the organizational level.   

 The USCLS includes two items that indicate social solidarity.  The first asks,  “Do 

you have a strong sense of belonging to this congregation?”  This corresponds well with 

the concept of solidarity in IR theory, as Collins explicitly equates social solidarity with 

feelings of membership (2004: 49).  Possible responses include “yes, a strong sense that 

is growing”; “yes, a strong sense that is the same as last year”; “yes, but not as strong as 

                                                 
6
 One concern in constructing the index was that it not privilege some traditions over others due to 

the wording of the items.  Supplementary analysis compared traditions’ mean scores on the effervescence 

index as well as its component parts.  The results do not indicate any large or systematic differences.  

Evangelical, Catholic, and black Protestant congregations tend to score higher, while mainline, Jewish, and 

“other” congregations tend to score lower.  These results, as well as all other supplementary models 

mentioned below, are available from the author upon request. 
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in the past”; “no, but I am new here”; “no, and I wish I did by now”; and “no, but I am 

happy as I am.”  These were recoded so that either of the first two options equal one and 

the remaining options equal zero in order to ensure that the models predict a substantively 

robust measure of solidarity.   

 A second aspect of social solidarity is shared commitment to the aims of the 

group.  The USCLS asks respondents, “Does this congregation have a clear vision, goals, 

or direction for its ministry and mission?”  Shared commitment to goals is closely related 

to two other outcomes in the IR model—sacred objects and standards of morality—and 

captures a more prolonged form of group identification.  Shared commitment to the 

organization’s goals is a shared commitment to the organization’s symbols, and these are 

able to reinvoke feelings of solidarity even in the absence of the group (Collins 2004: 82).  

Responses to this item include “yes, and I am strongly committed to them”; “I am not 

aware of such a vision”; “there are ideas but not clear vision”; “yes, and I am partly 

committed to them”; and “yes, but I am not committed to them.”  These were recoded so 

that the first option is a positive indicator of solidarity, while the other options are 

negative indicators.  Again, this strategy is meant to ensure a substantively robust 

indicator of solidarity.  To the extent that members within a congregation share a strong 

commitment to a shared vision, it can be confidently claimed that they experience social 

solidarity. 

 As with the effervescence measure, individual scores on both solidarity measures 

are aggregated into mean scores for both types of solidarity in each congregation.  The 

same process was used with all independent variables drawn from the attendee surveys.  
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Again, this strategy ensured that the all analysis and interpretation in this study focuses 

on the organizational level. 

 

Independent Measures 

 Average congregational income and average education are treated as a combined 

measure of SES.  Although it would also be informative to assess their independent 

effects, they are highly correlated (.806***) and posed a potential problem of 

multicollinearity.  Income is measured as total household income before taxes, with the 

options less than $10,000 (1); $10,000-$24,999 (2); $25,000-$49,999 (3); $50,000-

$74,999 (4); $75,000-$99,999 (5); and $100,000 and above (6).  Education is measured 

as highest level completed, including none (1), 8
th

 grade (2), some high school (3), high 

school (4), trade certificate (5), associate degree (6), bachelor’s degree (7), and graduate 

degrees (8).  These items were standardized to form an index with an alpha score of .89. 

 Three items from the congregational profile were required to measure the average 

social density at each congregation’s worship services.  The first asks, “So far this year 

(2001), what is your best estimate of average weekly attendance at worship services for 

this congregation?  If you have more than one worship service, record the average 

attendance for all services combined.”  As the phrasing suggests, it is necessary to divide 

this measure by the number of services that each congregation holds in a typical week (a 

measure that is also available in the congregational profile) in order to gauge the average 

number in a typical service.  The quotient is the average weekly per-service attendance.  

The USCLS includes an additional question on seating capacity that allows a measure of 

social density.  The congregational profile survey asks, “What is the approximate seating 

capacity of the space where your largest service is held?”  This item is used as the 
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denominator in the equation: social density = average number of attenders/ seating 

capacity.   

Average IR length is taken from the congregational profile, with the response 

options “up to 1 hour,” “1-1.5 hours,” “1.5-2 hours,” and “2 hours +.”  Organization-level 

frequency of attendance at worship services is measured by asking how often respondents 

attend services at their congregation.  Options include “This is my first time” (1), “hardly 

ever” (2), “less than once a month” (3), “once a month” (4), “2-3 times a month” (5), 

“usually every week” (6), and “more than once a week” (7).  Responses are aggregated to 

create a mean level of attendance for each congregation. 

 Barriers to outsiders is measured with an index constructed from a battery of 

questions in the congregational profile.  The survey asks, “Does your congregation or 

denomination have any special rules or prohibitions regarding the following?”  

Responses are either yes or no, and the battery includes smoking, drinking alcohol, 

dancing, personal appearance, and gambling.  In principal components factor analysis, all 

of these items loaded on a single factor with scores above .62.  This catalogue of rules 

captures one way in which some congregations establish boundaries between insiders and 

outsiders.  This additive index has an alpha score of .83. 

 Control variables were constructed by averaging congregational responses on 

select items.  These include dummy variables for race (white = 1), gender (female = 1), 

and marital status (married = 1).  Age is a continuous measure.  Religious tradition is 

measured with a system of dummy variables using Steensland et al.’s (2000) RELTRAD 

typology.  These categories were determined based on the denominational affiliation 

expressed in the congregational profiles, using the same designations as other work that 
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uses the USCLS (Scheitle and Finke 2008; Whitehead 2010).  Evangelical Protestants are 

treated as the contrast category.   

Figure 2 displays the basic conceptual model, with indicators of the concepts in 

the current study.  For the sake of clarity, the figure does not comprehensively symbolize 

the inter-related and recursive character of the model.  Collins is clear that the ritual 

ingredients are inter-related and that solidarity feeds back into those ingredients.  The 

purpose of Figure 2 is not to show all possible relationships within the model, but to 

summarize the analytical approach. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 Sample characteristics are shown in Table 1.  On average, 42% of a 

congregation’s members report strong commitment to the vision, goals, and direction of 

the congregation.  Many more, on average, report a strong sense of belonging to the 

congregation (79%).  The spreads of the two solidarity measures differ as well.  While 

some congregations report no commitment at all to group goals, there are no 

congregations in which fewer than half of the respondents report a strong sense of 

belonging.  This suggests that feelings of membership are easier for congregations to 

attain than is ideological assent.  Further, shared feelings may have stronger appeal for 

participants than shared symbolic content.    

Table 2 shows correlations between the three main variables of interest and other 

measures used in this study.  Effervescent worship, sense of belonging, and group 

commitment are all highly correlated.  A number of other relationships stand out, as well, 

although most of these are altered in the multivariate analysis below.  Socioeconomic 

status is negatively related to all three dependent variables.  Service length positively 
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Table 1  

USCLS Sample Characteristics 

 

 

Variable 
n Mean SD Min Max 

Sense of belonging 407 .79 .10 .51 1.00 

Commitment to group goals 407 .42 .19 0 .88 

Collective effervescence  407 11.21 1.12 6.83 14.0 

Average income 407 3.10 .59 1.53 5.06 

Average education 407 5.00 .81 2.18 7.34 

% White 407 .79 .28 0 1.00 

% Black 407 .07 .23 0 1.00 

% Hispanic 407 .01 .07 0 .75 

% Asian/Pacific Islander 407 .04 .13 0 .88 

% Native American 407 .02 .04 0 .38 

% Married 407 .64 .13 .17 1.00 

% Female 407 .62 .07 .30 1.00 

Average age 407 52.91 8.27 29.09 72.10 

Average number at  

   worship services 
367 75.97 70.77 5 1666 

Social density
 
 362 .30 .18 .02 1.36 

Length of service 405 1.74 .78 1 4 

Group-level attendance 407 5.91 .52 3.41 7.00 

Barriers index 370 1.14 1.54 0 5 

Evangelical Protestant 113     

Catholic 102     

Mainline Protestant 165     

Black Protestant 10     

Jewish 5     

Other 16     

   Source.—Data are from the United States Congregational Life Survey (2001). 
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associates with effervescence and group commitment, but not sense of belonging.  Social 

density, surprisingly, is negatively related to collective effervescence.  Organization-level 

attendance is consistently and strongly related to all three dependent variables.  The 

measure of barriers to outsiders is also positively related to all three, although not as 

strongly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Table 3 displays multivariate relationships with collective effervescence.  As in 

all of this study’s regressions, standardized coefficients are displayed to provide a sense 

of the relative strength of the coefficients.  Hypothesis 2 does not receive support here, as 

density does not significantly relate to effervescence.  However, the negative bivariate 

relationship indicated in Table 2 becomes non-significant when other factors are taken 

into account.  Supplementary regressions indicated that density is negatively related to  

Table 2 

Correlations with Key Variables 

 

 

Variable 

Collective 

effervescence 

Sense of 

belonging 

Commitment 

to group goals 

Collective effervescence  1.000    

Sense of belonging  .552***   1.000  

Commitment to group goals  .555***  .476***          1.000 

Average SES -.556*** -.411*** -.348*** 

% White   -.054     .036     .014 

% Female    .005     .021    -.017 

% Married         -.098*          -.032        -.139** 

Average age    .090          .248***    -.062 

Social density -.201***    -.087    -.098 

Service length  .178***     .096  .326*** 

Group-level attendance  .605***       .604***  .555*** 

Barriers index  .260***         .154**  .492*** 

   Source.—Data are from the United States Congregational Life Survey (2001). 

   * p < .05. 

   ** p < .01. 

   *** p < .001.    
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effervescence until SES is added to the model as a control, and this suggested the 

possibility that SES might be a latent factor in the negative bivariate relationship.  To 

explore this possibility further, I ran the effervescence model again with an interaction 

effect between SES and density.   

As Figure 3 illustrates, SES conditions how density impacts effervescence.  When 

SES is set at the mean or one standard deviation below, density has a positive effect.  

When SES is set at one standard deviation above the mean, density has a negative effect.   

Table 3 

OLS Regression of Collective Effervescence 

 

 

Variable 

 

Beta 

 

SE 

 

  Beta 

 

SE 

Intercept  4.93***    4.98***         

Average SES -.082 .166    .133 .166 

% White -.000 .225    .007 .224 

% Female  .074 .683    .067 .678 

% Married -.024 .454   -.012 .452 

Average age  .010 .007    .002 .007 

Social density  .062 .269    .006 .268 

Length of service  .117* .069    .126** .069 

Group-level    

   attendance 

 .404*** .140    .411*** .139 

Catholic
a
  .149** .168    .152** .166 

Mainline
a
  .024 .136    .017 .135 

Black Protestant
a
  .031 .414    .029 .410 

Jewish
a
 -.010 .713   -.014 .707 

Other
a
 -.293*** .222   -.250*** .228 

Barriers index  .052 .035    .041 .035 

SES x density     -.248* .718 

R
2
  .483     .494  

N 323    323  

   Source.— Data are from the United States Congregational Life 

Survey (2001). 

   Note.—
a
 Evangelical Protestants are the contrast category. 

   * p < .05. 

   ** p < .01. 

   *** p < .001.    
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Figure 3.  Effect of Social Density on Collective Effervescence at Different Levels of 

SES. 

 

Based on this, it appears that closeness of bodies excites group emotions as long as the 

bodies in question do not belong to too many members of upper-class groups.  At high 

levels of SES, in fact, density detracts from effervescence.  This evidence supports 

Goffman’s (1967: 63) observation that taboos against physical contact are more extensive 

among the middle and upper classes.
7
  Although expectations of assymetrical situational 

deference have generally diminished in the U.S., there is evidence here that mutual 

deference in the form of personal space is desirable in IRs of the better-off.   

                                                 
7
 With respect to religious rituals, Weber [1922/1968] made the related observation that upper-

class religious groups prefer more dignified, decorous rituals than the other classes.   
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Supporting hypothesis 3, longer services positively correlate with increased levels 

of effervescence.  Similar to social density, length of service is a situational measure that 

takes no account of what is actually talked about and enacted (the content of the IR).  The 

evidence supports a general principle that when people gather and focus on the same 

thing, they share an emotional experience to the extent that they remain in each other’s 

presence for a long time.  Especially in a voluntary context, this may be related to 

interactants’ desire that their investment of time be compensated with emotional rewards.   

Additionally, increasing the length of time maximizes participants’ familiarity with the 

ritual symbols, which can gain in emotional resonance as a result.  Of course, remaining 

at a ritual too long can also produce negative emotions, and there is likely a point of 

diminishing returns.  However, the perception that a ritual is too long may be due in 

many cases to the inability of the IR to capture a common focus, or to individuals’ lack of  

prior familiarity with the group.  The evidence here reveals a general positive relationship 

between time and effervescence.   

In accord with hypothesis 4, attendance is positively associated with 

effervescence.  This is the strongest relationship in the model.  As discussed above, 

individuals who attend worship rituals more frequently are likely to become more 

familiar with the ritual’s symbols, and thus more adept at reaching desired levels of 

effervescence.  Accordingly, churches with high levels of attendance experience high 

levels of effervescence.  These experiences are somewhat addictive to participants, and 

this is a good occasion to recall the recursive nature of the IR model.  When IRs 

successfully generate EE, participants are likely to want to return repeatedly to restore 

their personal supply. 
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 With respect to religious tradition, Catholic rituals are associated with higher 

levels of effervescence than evangelical rituals.  It should be noted that the average 

bivariate levels are very similar for Catholics (11.4) and evangelicals (11.53).  In 

supplementary analysis, independent measures were added progressively.  This process 

revealed that the Catholic measure is non-significant until the addition of the attendance 

measure.  This suggests that higher rates of attendance (6.22 for evangelicals vs. 5.7 for 

Catholics) are partially responsible for important differences between IRs in the two 

traditions.
8
  

 Table 4 presents results from regressions of the solidarity measures.  For each 

dependent variable, the effect of collective effervescence is assessed, first, with 

demographic rates only, and second, with the full model.   

Showing strong support for hypothesis 1, collective effervescence is a robust 

predictor of social solidarity, whether the latter is measured as collective sense of 

belonging or collective commitment to the group’s goals.  The standardized coefficients 

indicate the measure’s strength, second only to attendance rates.  To confirm the strength 

of the finding, several additional analyses were conducted.  The independent variables 

were added to the models one-at-a-time and in different combinations.  In each case, the 

influence of collective effervescence was significant and positive.  The index was also 

broken into its component parts (“awe,” “inspiration,” “sense of God’s presence,” and 

“joy”) so that each item could be assessed individually.  Again, in each case the effect 

was significant and positive.  In the end, the final 4-item index was included in Table 4  

                                                 
8
 The “other” coefficient is also statistically significant, but this category serves mainly to 

minimize missing cases in multivariate analysis. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 

OLS Regression of Social Solidarity  

 

             Sense of Belonging          Commitment to Group Goals 

 

Variable Beta SE Beta SE Beta SE Beta SE 

Intercept  .165*  -.373***   -.343**  -.915***  

Average SES -.144** .012  .038 .014  -.071 .024  .159** .023 

% White  .015 .016 -.068  .019   .136**  .030 -.069  .031 

% Female  .011 .056  .104* .059  -.003  .105  .009  .096 

% Married  .033 .031 -.114*  .039  -.124**  .060  .019  .064 

Average age  .188*** .000  .235*** .000  -.159*** .001 -.108* .001 

Social density    .129** .023    .062  .038 

Length of service    .034  .006    .106*  .009 

Group-level  

   attendance 
  

 .655***  .012    .399***  .021 

Catholic
a
   -.145**  .014   -.253***  .024 

Mainline
a
    .096  .011   -.145**  .019 

Black Protestant
a
   -.056  .036   -.040  .058 

Jewish
a
    .128**  .062    .081*  .100 

Other
a
    .114  .019    .240***  .032 

Barriers index   -.098  .003    .160***  .005 

Collective  

   effervescence 

 .458*** .004  .246***  .004   .524***  .008  .347***  .008 

R
2
  .359   .514     .346  .593  

N 406  323   406 323 

   Source.— Data are from the United States Congregational Life Survey (2001). 

   Note.—
a
Evangelical Protestants are the contrast category. 

    
* p < .05. 

   ** p < .01. 

   *** p <. 001.    

5
1
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because it best captured different aspects of collective effervescence as discussed by 

Durkheim and Collins.  A number of combinations of the worship experience items, 

however, would have provided comparable evidence in support of hypothesis 1.   

Hypothesis 2 receives mixed overall support in this study.  Although not 

statistically significant with respect to effervescence (as discussed above) and group 

commitment, social density is positively related to a collective sense of belonging.  

Supplementary analysis shows SES to again be an important intervening variable in the 

group commitment regression, as it was with effervescence.  Cumulatively, the results of 

this study suggest that the relationship between density and IR outcomes is dependent on 

additional factors.  Socioeconomic status is one such factor.  As discussed in the 

hypothesis section, the relationship with effervescence also depends on the degree to 

which crowds are able to mutually focus on a common object.  Additionally, while 

crowds give people a sense of being where the action is, they also can contain many 

strangers.  Within large organizations, it is difficult to recognize particular individuals.  

For some, this is part of the appeal of large organizations; anonymity motivates their 

choice to attend a large church in the first place (Thumma and Travis 2007).  In larger 

churches, positive effects of social density may be attenuated due to interactants’ inability 

to escape the sensation of being “just another face in the crowd.” 

Hypotheses 3 and 5 are partially corroborated, as both service length and barriers 

are significant and positive for group commitment but non-significant for sense of 

belonging.  This can be interpreted as general support for the relationships predicted by 

IR theory, allowing for the fact that particular ways of focusing attention and establishing 

barriers vary depending on the organizational context.  Sense of belonging has more to do 
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with feelings of membership, whereas commitment to a group’s vision or goals is more 

aligned with shared symbols.  The findings in Table 4 suggest that longer services and 

behavioral restrictions have a greater affinity with the latter. 

As was the case when regressing collective effervescence, the congregational 

attendance measure is the strongest in both solidarity models.  Thus, hypothesis 4 is well-

supported.  Based on this evidence, the rates at which interactants repeatedly return to an 

organization’s IRs can be understood as a central factor determining IR outcomes.  

People are motivated to attend repeatedly by good group feelings generated in IRs.  This 

suggests the benefit of examining the interaction between rates of attendance and 

collective effervescence (see below). 

 Catholic congregations have lower levels of both forms of solidarity despite their 

high levels of effervescence.  Bivariate comparison is again warranted.  82% of 

evangelical congregations report a sense of belonging, compared with 73% of Catholic 

congregations.  52% of evangelical congregations share a common vision, compared with 

only 27% of Catholic congregations.  For both forms of solidarity, evangelicals report the 

highest levels among religious traditions, while Catholics report the lowest.  These 

baseline differences are likely due to a variety of historical and contemporary factors that 

cannot be summarized in a satisfactory manner here.  Briefly, the evidence supports the 

interpretation that Catholics are drawn to ritual and feel its effects, but the weight of 

recent changes and internal conflicts have detracted from feelings of solidarity.  

However, religious tradition needs to be interpreted cautiously since it is a mental 

category that summarizes a legion of particular differences.  Future research should 

continue to work through these differences, with qualitative approaches taking the lead. 
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Conclusion 

 In this study, I have considered quantitative evidence regarding Collins’s IR 

theory.  My foremost consideration has been the relationship between collective 

effervescence and social solidarity in religious organizations (H1).  The data indicate a 

positive relationship that is robust in multivariate models.  Consistently and clearly, 

effervescence predicts solidarity.   

 A second hypothesis (H4) also received strong support: high rates of attendance 

within religious organizations positively correlate with effervescence and solidarity.  

Evidently, familiarity breeds solidarity.  High rates of participation in an organization’s 

IRs improve the organization’s ability to proficiently handle IR dynamics and boost 

feelings of solidarity.  The effect is likely reciprocal.  As a congregation experiences 

rewards of EE and solidarity, a large proportion of its members are likely to return 

repeatedly for supplements.  Combining the evidence for H1 and H4, it is likely that 

repeat attendance amplifies the effect of effervescence on solidarity.  This is addressed 

below. 

Hypotheses 2, 3, and 5 all received partial support.  Social density (H2) appears to 

have a mixed relationship with IR outcomes.  Although non-significant in the 

multivariate model, additional analysis indicates that SES mediates the impact of density.  

As SES increases, congregations become decreasingly emotionally charged by the 

proximity of bodies.  This supports Goffman’s observations about preferences for 

physical distance among the bourgeois.    

Service length (H3) positively correlates with effervescence and commitment to 

the group’s goals, but is unrelated to sense of belonging within the group.  As with social 
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density, the effect of service length is complicated by other factors.  A good direction for 

future research would be greater precision in measuring the effects of time, allowing 

sensitivity to ebbs and flows and curvilinear variation.  This might allow researchers to 

compare time thresholds and cutoff points affecting outcomes in IRs across different 

types of organizations. 

The barriers to outsiders index (H5) does not significantly correlate with 

effervescence or sense of belonging, but it positively correlates with commitment to a 

group’s vision or goals.  This IR ingredient, then, is more efficacious for an explicitly 

ideological form of solidarity.  As stated above, behavioral proscriptions are one of many 

forms that barriers might take, and congregations that do not have strong proscriptions 

(the majority of congregations in this sample) are likely find other ways to delineate IR 

boundaries.  Those who do regulate behavior, though, are able to articulate a clear 

“vision” of their organization.  This type of barrier is a statistically-evident ideological 

motivator to organizational solidarity.
9
   

  The IR model requires a flexible understanding of causal direction.  It is 

explicitly drawn as a series of feedback loops, where social solidarity increases the 

likelihood of physical copresence, shared symbols improve groups’ ability to focus their 

attention, and so on.  Future research can assess the validity of the recursive theoretical 

model through longitudinal analysis.  Longitudinal data would provide the additional 

benefit of comparing long-term levels of effervescence and solidarity in different 

organizations.   

                                                 
9
 This finding is consistent with research that has noted compatibility between IR theory and strict 

church theories (Baker 2010; Barone 2007).  Strict churches tend to be stronger, as Kelley (1977) 

maintained.  Here, strictness has more to do with shared symbols than feelings of membership.   
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 Variables in the IR model also work in tandem.  As shown above, SES and social 

density interact in an important way to condition collective effervescence.  

Effervescence, in turn, interacts with rates of attendance to impact social solidarity.  This 

is evident in supplementary models, and the impact on commitment to group goals is 

illustrated in Figure 4.  At higher levels of attendance, the impact of effervescence is 

more pronounced.  This is consistent with the theory.  Interaction rituals build solidarity 

over a span of time.  Ritual repetition ensures the prolongation of symbolic resources that 

are generated by heightened group emotions. 

   

Figure 4:  Effect of Collective Effervescence on Commitment to Group Goals  

at Different Rates of Group-Level Attendance. 
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Interaction ritual theory is part of a larger conflict theory, where competition for 

status takes place within IRs, and where IRs provide “transituational resources” that 

individuals can draw on when navigating the modern world (Collins 2004: 258-296).  An 

individual who gains status in an IR, for example, enlarges her personal supply of EE that 

can be drawn on to dominate subsequent IRs in similar contexts.  Organizations that find 

ways of generating high levels of EE gain an advantage over competing organizations.  

Their members carry with them strong emotional memories and symbols of their 

organization even when away from it.  These memories and symbols sometimes translate 

into symbolic or violent conflict with members of other organizations, because feelings 

of solidarity are intensified by contrast with outsiders.  The above analyses suggest a  

number of specific ways in which religious organizations advantage themselves with 

transituational resources for pursuing individual and collective interests. 

Congregations are organizations of people engaged in certain kinds of IRs over 

time.  Their IRs usually take place in fixed locations set aside for worship, but many 

others are likely to take place in the “outside world.”  These can occur in a variety of 

locations and with different combinations of participants.  Members often recruit 

outsiders to take part, and some of these outsiders become insiders and begin to recruit 

new members.  Other members position themselves for situational dominance by 

rejecting or otherwise antagonizing those who do not share their symbols.  Inside and  

outside the doors of the place of worship, congregations are ready-made markets for IR 

chains, attracting some people toward each other and propelling others in opposite 

directions.   
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Micro-level observation needs to continue to lead the way in cultivating the 

theory’s implications.  Quantitative work can lend support.  Both approaches benefit from 

efforts to systematically gather evidence for specific propositions and then refine the 

propositions as evidence accumulates.  Here, evidence strongly supports the foundational 

IR assertion that collective effervescence generates social solidarity.  The results inform 

several other propositions, as well, and can hopefully be useful in guiding specific 

directions for future IR research. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Collective Effervescence 

 

[A]nyone who has truly practiced a religion knows very well that it is the 

cult that stimulates the feelings of joy, inner peace, serenity, and 

enthusiasm that, for the faithful, stand as experimental proof of their 

beliefs. 

 —Durkheim (1912: 420) 

 

 

 In the work of Durkheim and Collins, collective effervescence is the essential 

mechanism linking humans’ religious practices to their identities, moral laws, and ideas.  

This aim of this chapter is to examine how religious organizations use ritual practices to 

pursue and achieve this consequential group experience.  Before proceeding, it is 

necessary to contextualize Durkheim’s discussions of effervescence within the 

epistemological dilemma at the center of The Elementary Forms.  Anne Rawls’ (2004) 

Epistemology and Practice outlines this dilemma in close detail.  She argues that 

Durkheim’s main purpose in The Elementary Forms has been consistently overlooked: a 

sociological solution to an epistemological impasse between Humean skepticism and 

Kantian apriorism.   

According to Rawls, the problem Durkheim attempts to solve is how individuals 

arrive at shared ―categories of understanding,‖ a small and limited set of notions 

(including time, space, classification, force, causality, and totality) without which human 

thought as we know it could not operate (Rawls 2004: 1-2; Durkheim 1912: 8-9).  These 

categories, according to Durkheim, ―are like solid frames that confine thought,‖ and 

―seem to us as almost inseparable from the normal functioning of the intellect‖ (9).  The 
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notion of basic categories of human thought can be found throughout the history of 

philosophy, from Aristotle to Kant and beyond.  But where do these categories originate 

in human experience? 

In The Elementary Forms, Durkheim offers a solution to the epistemological 

dilemma posed by the conflicting epistemologies of Humean empiricists and Kantian 

apriorists.
1
  Both positions are fatally flawed, he argued, because both start with the 

individual.  Although Durkheim thought the empiricists were correct to argue that the 

categories must originate in experience, he argued that they were unable to determine 

how different individuals at different times derive universally valid categories of 

understanding.  On the other hand, although he thought the apriorists were correct to 

assert that the categories must be universally valid, he argued that they were lazy to 

assume that the categories must therefore be innate.   

                                                      
1
 Hume ([1777] 1975) pursued the origin of the categories by considering whether humans are able 

to derive them from nature based on sense perceptions.  Hume’s empiricism ended in skepticism, however, 

through his demonstration that there is no necessary connection between our unchanging categories of 

thought and the natural phenomena that we perceive.  For instance, the category of causality, constituent in 

human thought, cannot be established through an individual’s perceptions.  The individual might perceive 

that y has always followed x in the past, but how can she definitely determine that y occurred because of x, 

and that the pattern will necessarily persist in the future?  Such a conclusion would require an additional 

assertion related to the category of time: the future is necessarily like the past.  But, again, how could this 

additional assertion be justified based on sense perceptions?  We might say that the future will probably be 

like the past, but there is no way to be certain that it will.  In fact, the future often turns out to be quite 

different from the past.  Based on arguments of this nature, Hume concluded that there is no way for 

fundamental categories of thought to develop out of individuals’ sense perceptions (Durkheim 1912: 12-14, 

145-149; Rawls 2004: 8-11). 

Kant ([1781] 2007) ―solved‖ Hume’s dilemma by positing that categories of understanding exist a 

priori in the mind of the individual.  This solved Hume’s empirical dilemma by assuming it away.  

Durkheim harshly criticized this position, calling it ―lazy‖ and ―the death of analysis‖ (1912: 148).  To 

Durkheim, apriorists had cheated by shifting the problem from the origin of the categories to ―the 

justification of innatism‖ (Rawls 2004: 61).  Unable to empirically explain their derivation, the apriorists 

conclude that the categories must be innate.  Durkheim argued that Kant’s solution also posed an additional 

problem:  if humans possess a priori categories of understanding, all of our perceptions of reality 

necessarily will be mediated by those categories.  Thus, we have no way of being certain that our 

interpreted perceptions actually do correspond with reality ―out there.‖  Kant’s solution thus introduced an 

unbridgeable gulf between the world as an object of experience and the world as it really is.  There is no 

way of knowing that my observations of ―the world‖ are accurate representations since all of my 

observations are filtered through my pre-existing mental categories.  Empirical observation becomes 

largely irrelevant to accurate correspondence. 
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Durkheim’s solution was that the categories of understanding do not originate in 

individual experience, but in the collective practices of ritual.  Ritual has a special 

function in that it produces moral feelings that convince participants of the categories’ 

force and necessity.  An individual’s sensory perceptions of the natural world, Hume’s 

focus, are always particular and can always be doubted.  Moral feelings, by contrast, are 

not subject to such doubts because the group’s common experience confirms them.  

Sensory perceptions fluctuate from person to person and occasion to occasion, whereas 

moral feelings necessarily are shared, internalized in individuals’ consciousnesses, and 

confirmed over time through ritual repetition.  Durkheim’s thorough analysis of ancient 

religious rituals, the bulk of the content in The Elementary Forms, is an effort to show 

how humans generate through religious rituals the moral feelings or emotions that 

structure the fundamental categories of their thought and their basic understandings of 

reality (Durkheim 1912: 13-18; Rawls 2004: 63-68).   

 As stated at the beginning of this discussion, collective effervescence is 

Durkheim’s essential mechanism linking ritual practice to humans’ identities, moral laws, 

and ideas.  This is because it has the unique capacity to impress on ritual participants the 

sensation of an external force.  In this line of thinking, our basic conceptions of who we 

are, what we should do, and what is true are impressed upon us by emotional forces 

produced when we interact in certain ways in the presence of sacred objects with other 

members of our group.  It follows that those organizations which are most successful at 

generating collective effervescence, thus most successful at conveying moral force, will 

most successfully approach consensus regarding their identities, laws, and ideas.   
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Interaction ritual theory extends Durkheim’s epistemological formula by rendering 

it as a series of testable relationships.  Which organizations have the strongest evidence 

of social solidarity?  In IR theory, these should be the organizations that manifest the 

strongest evidence of collective effervescence.  Which organizations have the strongest 

evidence of collective effervescence?  In IR theory, these should be the organizations that 

manifest the strongest evidence of skillful ritual management.  Collective effervescence is 

neither static nor automatic.  Rather, participants actively work to achieve it, and once 

achieved its magnitude varies.  Interaction rituals range from unfocused and emotionally 

draining to intense and invigorating.  This variation is evident between organizations, 

between rituals within single organizations,
2
 and even within particular rituals. 

This chapter compares how two organizations, Congregation Shalom and the 

Islamic Center, managed their rituals to maximize effervescence.  These two 

organizations’ rituals similarly illustrate that effervescence is not automatic but has to be 

pursued.  In both organizations, the rituals were initially unfocused.  Congregation 

Shalom pursued and ultimately achieved an extended period of vibrant effervescence that 

was evident in their enthusiastic sounds and movements during and after the service.  I 

argue that they achieved this ritual status by maximizing copresence and intersubjectivity 

with the resources of time, freedom of physical movement, and mini-IRs.  The Islamic 

Center initially lacked effervescence, evident in members’ passive body language, lack of 

visible engagement with the words of their Imam, and comments afterwards.  However, 

 

                                                      
2
 Although intensity varies between rituals of a single organization, some organizations are likely 

to be better attuned to the tools that tend to produce their desired results.  Ritually proficient organizations 

will more consistently draw on tools that lead to high levels of effervescence.  Proficient organizations have 

more invigorating IR chains. 
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Figure 5.  Collective Emotional Intensity in Congregation Shalom’s Ritual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 6.  Collective Emotional Intensity in The Islamic Center’s Ritual. 
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they ultimately achieved a few moments of effervescence by making technical 

adjustments that maximized physical copresence and intersubjectivity. 

These organizations provide a useful contrast in terms of initial advantages due to 

resources and cultural context.  Congregation Shalom appears to be the wealthiest 

organization in my sample, and the Islamic Center appears to be the poorest.
3
  

Congregation Shalom’s tradition dictates that they gather all day on what happens to be a 

weekly U.S. holiday from work, and the Islamic Center’s tradition dictates that they 

squeeze a gathering into the middle of the afternoon on a U.S. workday.  The evidence in 

this chapter suggests that resources and cultural context played an important part in 

conditioning the rituals’ emotional outputs.  As I will argue in Chapter 6, however, 

resource base does not exclusively determine effervescence; in fact, it can even drain 

emotions when the resources are mismanaged.  Although the Islamic Center’s ritual did 

not convey as long and strong a sensation of emotional force as Congregation Shalom, 

the Islamic Center nonetheless made use of other resources from their tradition to ensure 

that a brief moment of effervescence was achieved.  Both organizations’ rituals 

demonstrate that effervescence is elusive, but both eventually find it by reconfiguring 

their ritual dynamics.  To explore how they did this, I touch on all of the IR dynamics 

(copresence, intersubjectivity, and, to a lesser extent, barriers) in this chapter before 

examining them in greater detail in subsequent chapters. 

 

 

                                                      
3
 I use the terms ―wealthy‖ and ―poor‖ here with respect to organizational resources.  I do not 

know members’ average income, although Congregation Shalom appears to be much wealthier in this way, 

as well, based on indicators like car models, clothes, mannerisms, and stated occupations.  In terms of 

organizational indicators, Congregation Shalom reports high levels of financial giving, meets in an 

immaculate building on a large campus, and has a large paid staff.  The Islamic Center has a small and 

fluctuating membership, meets in a small and neglected house, and has one paid staff member who pleaded 

members for volunteer hours on the day I visited.  
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Congregation Shalom: Gathering Emotional Force 

Congregation Shalom is a well-attended and well-resourced urban synagogue that 

also runs a school, a family center, and numerous weekly and monthly educational and 

community-building programs serving all age groups.  On two different campuses, the 

organization holds daily prayer services, large holy day celebrations, and multiple 

Shabbat services for over 1,000 participating families.  I observed a Shabbat morning 

service merged with a Bar Mitzvah, a ritual in which a Jewish community collectively 

affirms a 13-year old boy’s transformation into adulthood and religious leadership.  

Members explained to me that their Bar Mitzvahs are regularly merged with Shabbat 

morning services.  When I attended, a boy named Michael was being honored.  

 Jews prioritize Shabbat as a sacred time of the week.  Shabbat begins on Friday 

evening near sundown and continues until after dark on Saturday night.  This ritual has 

been called ―the very foundation‖ of the Jewish faith, and Jews expect joy and restfulness 

to flow from it (Grunfeld 2003).  Conservative and orthodox Jewish organizations 

typically maintain that no work is to be done during this time, and that energies should be 

spent on activities such as prayer, Torah study, and interaction with the community 

(Grunfeld 2003; Ribiat 1999).  The primary sacred object during Shabbat morning 

services is the Torah.  In conjunction with rabbinic laws and Jewish traditions (together 

these sources are known by Jews as Halakha), the Torah symbolizes Yahweh’s special 

relationship with Jacob’s descendents throughout history (Mariner 1996).   

 When I entered Congregation Shalom’s spacious main sanctuary just before 9:00 

am, I found only about 20 participants.  Three rabbis began the service, leading reading 

and singing in Hebrew of selections from the Torah.  My impressions during the first 20 
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minutes were of a low-impact IR.  Not only was it sparsely populated, but participants 

did not appear enthralled by the worship activities.  As the 3-hour service progressed, 

however, late arrivals gradually filled the sanctuary.
4
  During the second hour, most of 

the sanctuary had filled and the focus had become noticeably more intense.  During the 

third hour, the sanctuary was standing-room-only and the organization was ecstatic.  

Members enthusiastically danced, sang, cried, hugged, and laughed, conveying the 

impression that they had achieved high levels of effervescence.  After the service, focus 

group members confirmed this impression when they all agreed that they felt ―uplifted.‖  

During the Bar Mitzvah ceremonies, Michael’s closest friends and family 

members took turns telling the congregation about their love and pride for Michael and 

his dedication to Judaism.  Many of the stories, especially from Michael’s devoted father, 

were emotionally poignant.  At one point, I noticed a woman in the row in front of me 

leaning to another woman in her row to provide a tissue.  Both women had tears in their 

eyes.  A third woman, sitting in my row, leaned toward the first woman and asked if she 

could have a tissue as well.  When a fourth woman sitting next to the third woman asked 

if she could also have a tissue, all four broke out laughing, as did others sitting nearby.  

All were aware of their shared emotional state and enjoyed the moment of recognition.  

This was one of many moments during the middle and latter parts of Congregation 

Shalom’s service in which I observed strong and shared emotions, as the organization 

                                                      
4
Although the biggest increase did occur during the 15 minutes prior to the Bar Mitzvah 

ceremonies, the accumulation of participants is most accurately described as slow and steady throughout 

the entire three-hour period. 
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generated emotional force through their use of mini-IRs, uninhibited physical movement, 

and time.
5
 

 

Mini-IRs  

The concept of ―mini-IRs‖ recognizes that, alongside individuals who attend and 

observe on their own, crowds are typically composed of several discrete subgroups of 

people engaging in small IRs within the larger IR.  The individuals within a given 

subgroup often travel to the event together, remain physically proximate throughout most 

of the event, and engage in their own IRs.  Prior research demonstrates that crowds vary 

in the number and average intimacy of their subgroups, and the aggregate can thus be 

understood as more or less ―anonymous‖ (Aveni 1977; McPhail 1991).  A less 

anonymous crowd would be one in which a large proportion engage in emotionally 

invigorating mini-IRs with close friends. 

At Congregation Shalom, I was struck by the organization’s proclivity to engage 

in frequent and enthusiastic mini-IRs.  This was evident from the earliest moments of the 

service when family members and friends sat together and talked within small clusters 

throughout the sanctuary.  This continued throughout the service.  As new participants 

entered the sanctuary, members of in-progress mini-IRs would often wave or call across 

the room and ask the newcomers to join them.  The conversations were often at full-

volume, causing me to wonder whether some at Congregation Shalom considered them a 

distraction from the focus of the larger ritual.  In other settings, for instance, members of 

crowds sometimes reprimand individuals who distract the group with candy wrappers, 

                                                      
5
 These strategies mainly coincide with the dynamics of copresence and intersubjectivity.  The 

final dimension, barriers to outsiders, is examined in Chapter 7. 
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cell phones, loud conversation, and the like.
6
  Early in my observation, I considered the 

mini-IRs a possible indicator of unfocused attention. 

 However, no one was noticeably shamed at Congregation Shalom for talking 

aloud within their smaller groups.  At times I even observed the group of rabbis taking 

part, holding their own mini-IRs or, in one rabbi’s case, audibly greeting late-arriving 

friends from his station at the front of the sanctuary.  Nor did it appear as though the 

mini-IRs caused Congregation Shalom to neglect their sacred object.  They continued to 

hear, recite, sing, and interpret the Torah.  However, their style of attention was distinct 

from more reserved crowds I have observed.  Congregation Shalom appeared to have an 

organizational culture in which mini-IRs were encouraged and complementary to the 

main action.   

 As Congregation Shalom’s ritual gradually increased in emotional intensity, I 

began to understand that the mini-IRs were a resource that increased the organization’s 

overall focus of attention.  The data indicate that Congregation Shalom (1) engaged in 

active mini-IRs throughout their service, (2) maintained focus on the Torah, and (3) 

achieved a highly effervescent ritual.  The coincidence of these factors does not logically 

require that (1) promoted (2) and (3), but there are good reasons to think that this is the 

case.  The style of attention at Congregation Shalom was to allow for mini-IRs with their 

own local properties, but that maintained a basic focus on the events of the formal ritual.  

For instance, two women in my row spoke together throughout much of the second hour 

of the service.  During one point of the Bar Mitzvah, the woman closest to me interrupted 

her friend to tell her ―I love this part!‖  The woman’s friend responded, ―Oh, I know!‖  

They watched intently as Michael recounted memories of the ways his friends and 

                                                      
6
 I describe one such example involving a crying child at a white Baptist church in Chapter 4. 
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teachers at school had helped him learn to be faithful.  The women’s reactions during 

Michael’s comments were nearly identical, verbally affirming or laughing at the same 

moments.  This exemplified the basic orientation exhibited in most of the mini-IRs I was 

able to hear.  Members appeared to be generally attentive and reverent toward the Torah 

and the larger ritual, but free to simultaneously engage with their friends.  

 In other settings, mini-IRs could possibly derail the larger IR.  Two conditioning 

factors have to be considered, however.  First, participants in mini-IRs must intend to 

promote, not impede, a shared focus and emotion among the rest of the crowd.  To laugh 

with a friend at a funeral, for instance, would be to dismiss the symbols and emotions of 

the rest of the funeral-goers.  By contrast, when two children at story time talk excitedly 

with each other about what will happen next, it tends to promote the other children’s 

enthusiasm.  In the case of Congregation Shalom, the mini-IRs did not render the main 

events inaudible, nor did they compete with the main event in emotional tone.  Rather, 

they coincided with and complemented the main event.  Second, mini-IRs are likely to be 

most effective when the organization emphasizes the collective rather than the individual.  

Unlike members of the white Baptist and Buddhist organizations that I will discuss in 

Chapters 4 and 5, Congregation Shalom’s members did not indicate that their purpose in 

attending the event was an individual-level religious experience.  If this had been a 

common goal at Congregation Shalom, members would likely have been more prone to 

sit quietly, focusing on reflexive internal dialogue or the voice of God, morally objecting 

to other members’ sounds.   

Because of Congregation Shalom’s collective focus, mini-IRs were not 

distractions, but rather confirmed their shared symbols and had the effect of invigorating 
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attention and emotional connection to the events of the larger ritual.  Members were 

oriented toward each other and their sacred object, as though the Torah was the source of 

the good feelings produced in their mini-IRs.   

 

Freedom of Physical Movement 

 Just as Congregation Shalom’s members felt free to engage in mini-IRs, they felt 

free to move about the room as they wished.  By contrast, the unspoken norm in the other 

organizations in my sample was to remain in or near one’s seat throughout the service. 

Especially during the first half of Congregation Shalom’s service, members’ movements 

often coincided with the arrival of newcomers.  As newcomers arrived, other members 

often moved to greet them.  New mini-IRs sprouted in different locations around the 

sanctuary.  These movements were neither constant nor chaotic—the majority of the 

congregation remained in or near the seats they had initially chosen—but free movement 

was clearly normal and acceptable to members, and a significant proportion travelled the 

room during the ritual. 

 Mini-IRs and freedom to move around both conveyed the impression that 

Congregation Shalom was surprisingly informal about certain aspects of their ritual.  This 

was surprising because of the formality of other aspects of the ritual.  The dress code was 

formal, for instance, as most men wore jackets, ties, and yarmulkes, while most women 

wore dresses and head coverings.  Other aspects of the service evinced ritual formality, as 

well, such as the use of Hebrew and the precise handling of the Torah.  These formal 

features of the ritual, however, did not function as constraints on members’ ability to 

interact whenever and with whomever they wished.  There were no barriers between 

insiders.   
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Congregation Shalom felt free to move around the sanctuary, and they also felt 

free to move their bodies around when remaining in a fixed location.  Throughout the 

ritual, members sporadically drew on traditional customs involving rapid twisting or 

bowing.
7
  I first observed this during the first hour on occasions when the congregation 

would stand to sing and read aloud.  Several members twisted their torsos to-and-fro, a 

custom known in Yiddish as shuckling.  Some, such as a woman in my row, twisted very 

casually and lightly as though the intent were to ―keep the blood flowing,‖ as in tai chi.  

A similar effect might have been achieved if members were to lightly bounce, jog in 

place, or stretch, but shuckling and bowing gave them a way to maintain attention in a 

manner that reinforced their Jewish identity.  Members of the focus group confirmed my 

interpretation of these movements.  Ellen Anne, a widow who was in her 50s, explained, 

―Moving a little bit during prayers feels good to me.  I get tired if I just sit there or stand 

there, so I move a little and I feel like this helps.‖   

 As the morning progressed, I noticed a growing proportion of the congregation 

twisting or bowing.  This arguably could have been related to a growing proportion of the 

congregation who were losing (and trying to recapture) interest.  However, my 

impression was that intersubjectivity increased as members were impressed by each 

other’s visible engagement with the ritual.  In short, the movements were a resource from 

the tradition that helped focus attention and mood through rhythmic entrainment and 

mutual monitoring, as well as stimulating circulation of the blood.  

 To my surprise, Congregation Shalom turned out to hold the most ―charismatic‖ 

ritual in my sample.  In many ways, they resembled Pentecostal and charismatic Christian 

                                                      
7
 These movements are most associated with the Hasidic tradition, but are taken up by many non-

Hasidic congregations as well. 
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organizations whose members dance, speak in tongues, get slain in the spirit, and so on 

(Poloma 1982; Cox 1995).  Congregation Shalom incorporated a different set of 

movements and sounds than charismatic Christians, but they were similarly expressive, 

especially during the more cathartic moments of their ritual.  I noticed, however, a 

difference in the emotional quality of Congregation Shalom’s movements compared with 

the quality of movements I have observed in charismatic Christian organizations.  To 

Congregation Shalom’s members, emotional engagement was understood not as a 

precondition for physical movement, but as a potential but inessential byproduct.  The 

movements were performed in order to invigorate an experience rather than because of 

an experience.  Ellen Anne and other members confirmed that their orientation to the 

movements was very pragmatic and not necessarily motivated by inner sentiments or 

mystical experience. 

 A late moment in the service not only brought together all of the elements 

mentioned thus far, but also introduced a new one: collective physical reorientation to the 

sacred object.  Activating another resource from Jewish tradition, the rabbis carried the 

Torah scrolls from the front of the sanctuary, into the audience, and finally to a glass ark 

against the back wall.  The process took several minutes, and members gathered close to 

the scrolls, sometimes touching them with prayer books as the rabbis carried them 

through the aisles.  This process was a visual demonstration that the Torah belongs to the 

community, brings them together, and (especially since contact with the scrolls was 

mediated by prayer books) is sacred.  During this time, enthusiastic mini-IRs persisted all 

around the sanctuary.  Members moved around, sang, twisted, and bowed as each saw fit.  

This produced a heightened situation of energy, movement, and intersubjectivity that I 
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consider the most effervescent period within their ritual, and possibly within my whole 

sample of rituals.   

 

Time 

 As mentioned above, the mini-IRs and physical movements made Congregation 

Shalom’s ritual feel surprisingly informal despite their formal dress code, use of Hebrew, 

and careful handling of the Torah.  I think Congregation Shalom’s informal orientation, 

which appeared commensurate with their effervescence, was largely due to their use of 

time.   

As a Jewish organization, Congregation Shalom views their morning prayers as 

merely one period during a longer day of worship and prayer.  Shabbat takes place from 

Friday night to Saturday night, and all activities within that timeframe are supposed to 

have a sacred orientation (Grunfeld 2003).
8
  Awareness that they are within a sacred span 

of time conditions their IRs throughout Shabbat.  For Congregation Shalom members, in 

contrast to many non-Sabbatarian organizations, sacred IRs neither began when they 

entered the sanctuary nor concluded when they exited.   

This impression was supported by the comments of the focus group.  Bryan, a 

married man in his 30s, explained that Congregation Shalom does not pressure members 

to attend the prayer service.  He added, ―When I don’t come [to the morning service], I’m 

observing Shabbat with my family.  If we’re not at the synagogue, that’s fine.  Wherever 

we are, we’re doing the same thing.‖  Matt, a widower in his 50s, added, ―This is what 

                                                      
8
 The Shabbat behavioral proscriptions can be rather extensive depending on the community.  

Congregation Shalom enforced several Sabbatory regulations that are discussed in Chapter 7 with respect 

to barriers to outsiders. 
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we do during Shabbat.  Most of us have been doing it for most of our lives.  Wherever we 

are, we pray with our community.‖ 

Sacralizing all of Shabbat helps reduce a certain pressure that might otherwise be 

felt in IRs when the organization’s sacred time is more limited.  A counter-example 

might be useful here.  At the white Baptist church that I examine in Chapters 4 and 6, a 

one-hour service distinguished sacred time from profane time.  During worship, members 

pursued individual mystical experiences with God.  After worship, many members went 

out to lunch, watched football, or otherwise relaxed at home.  This means that First 

Baptist’s sacred time had to be utilized efficiently.  Mini-IRs, for instance, would mostly 

need to be avoided unless the content was explicitly on the larger ritual.  Movement 

needed to be limited because members had only a brief period in which they needed to 

exert silent effort to ensure a moment with God.  By contrast, Congregation Shalom 

members knew that, wherever they happened to be during Shabbat, they would need to 

refrain from work and either pray, read the torah, or spend time with friends.  All of these 

experiences are part of their sacred time, reducing the pressure to produce sanctity during 

collective worship.   

Put differently, Congregation Shalom was able ease into effervescence because 

they could relax and relish each other’s company.  The service became emotionally 

intense, but I doubt that this would have been achieved if Congregation Shalom had a 

more nervous orientation toward sacred time.  Further, because Shabbat stretches across a 

24-hour period, collective prayers are largely a chosen activity of participants, rather than 

morally enforced.  Observance of Shabbat is morally enforced, but the particular rituals 

are not.  In other words, it is likely that most Congregation Shalom members attend 
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Shabbat morning prayers because they enjoy doing so, much as they enjoy moving across 

the room to greet friends, engaging in mini-IRs, or twisting back and forth.  They are 

committed to the idea that Shabbat is a different sort of day, and so they are inclined to 

relax and enjoy the moments within it.  

 

The Islamic Center: Repositioning for Effervescence 

The Islamic Center is a one-story house surrounded by a white fence.  A hand-

painted sign hanging on the fence reads simply, ―Masjid.‖  On the ground outside the 

front door is a mat for removing one’s shoes.  Inside the house, a narrow lobby separates 

the front door from the Islamic Center’s spacious prayer room, and connects to 

washrooms designed for wudhu, the ritual cleansing of one’s body in preparation for 

prayer.
9
 

I visited the Islamic Center during Jum’ah, the prayer service held on Muslims’ 

holy day of Friday.
10

  The Muslim prayer ritual, salat, is multifaceted.  Muslim apologist 

Maududi explains, ―This systematic method of worship includes recitation of the Qur’an, 

repetition of selected words for praising Almighty God, standing, kneeling, sitting, 

prostrating, and other postures and movements‖ (1977: 97).
11

  The primary sacred object 

                                                      
9
 I consider wudhu in the context of IR barriers in Chapter 7. 

10
 Estimates of the number of Muslims in the U.S. population vary.  Smith (2002a) compares 

several sources including the General Social Survey, and estimates a population of 1.9—2.8 million (less 

than 1% of the total U.S. population).  A 2007 study from the Pew Research Center estimates the total 

population of U.S. Muslims at 2.35 million. 

 
11

 Winchester (2008: 1763) describes salat as follows:  

Performed five times a day, salat is a complex act of worship involving specific 

movements of the body such as standing, bowing, prostrating and kneeling coupled with 

recitations of Qur'anic verse at particular moments in time.  Performed by… experienced 

worshippers, the complex movements appear fluid and artful--"meditation in motion," as 

one convert aptly described it… At the end of the last cycle of prostration (called a rakat), 

the worshippers utter a unified "Ameen" and stand up from their positions on the floor to 
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is the Qur’an, which is read throughout and serves as a rhythmic device to prompt 

specific movements.  The Qur’an is also central in the khutba, a sermon delivered before 

salat during Jum’ah. 

Like Congregation Shalom, the Islamic Center’s ritual demonstrates the social 

construction of collective effervescence.  Their brief ritual seemed unfocused, even 

emotionally draining, during the first thirty minutes.  At the thirty-minute mark, however, 

the Islamic Center activated a Muslim ritual resource that decisively altered the dynamics 

of physical copresence and intersubjectivity.  By repositioning their bodies and engaging 

in a group prayer sequence, members achieved a twelve-minute period of moderate 

effervescence that allowed them to depart with a new store of good feelings and 

confidence in their organization. 

Members’ comments after the service confirmed my impression that much of the 

service lacked collective energy.  I asked the Islamic Center’s focus group about their 

moods during and after the service.  Tyler, a middle-aged IT worker, and one of the few 

Anglo members of the masjid, spoke first:  ―My ‘mood’? What do you mean?‖
12

  

 Before I could respond, an African-American construction-worker in his 50s 

named Antoine interjected, ―I feel good.  Because I know I am doing what Allah has 

commanded.  The Qur’an teaches that when Allah gives a blessing to one, he blesses all 

of us who are present.‖   

                                                                                                                                                              
embrace one another and give reciprocal greetings of "Asallam Alaykum" 

and "W'alaykum Salaam." 

As Winchester explains, salat is performed five times per day by devout Muslims.  During Jum’ah, salat is 

practiced collectively, so that the movements are done in unison while the Qur’an is sung or chanted.   

 
12

 Here and throughout this project, participants’ italicized quotations represent emphasis and 

inflection on their part. 
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 As Antoine spoke, Tyler continued to think about the question.  He looked deep in 

thought and possibly a bit bothered.  When Antoine was done, he said, ―Yeah.  I do it 

because it’s my duty.  It doesn’t really matter if I feel happy or sad or whatever.  But I 

agree with Antoine – I feel good because I am doing what the Prophet said I should do.‖  

The group echoed Tyler’s remarks repeatedly during our conversation: salat and Jum’ah 

are duties.  This is consistent with the theme of submission to Allah, the meaning of 

―Islam.‖  The Islamic Center’s members considered feelings to be inessential artifacts.  

Much more consistent in their comments were the themes of dutiful submission and the 

practical guidance offered in the khutba.   

 Abu, a middle-aged small-business owner, said,  

I come to Jum’ah because this is the duty of Muslims.  We pray five times 

a day, and come to hear the khutba and pray with other Muslims.  I can’t 

always come because of my job, but whenever I find a way to leave work I 

come.  Coming to Jum’ah reminds me that I am a Muslim and to follow 

Allah.  I pray on my own every day, but the khutba helps give me 

guidance on how the Qur’an applies to my life. 

 

Along similar lines, a college student named Fawaz explained, ―Khutba is good 

here because it helps me understand what the Qur’an is saying in some places.  I know 

how to read Arabic since my family all learned it, but I don’t understand all of it.  Khutba 

helps me learn parts I don’t know.‖ 

These comments lend evidence to my observation that effervescence was mostly 

missing from the Islamic Center’s ritual.  However, Durkheim’s work and IR theory 

suggest that collective effervescence is essential for establishing and confirming 

organizations’ notions of truth, morality, and identity.  If members don’t gain EE from 

each others’ presence, why do they continue to meet?  Three interrelated responses to this 

question fit both the data and the theory.  The first and most obvious response is that the 
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Islamic Center is not a vibrant organization.  As I discuss in greater detail below, their 

numbers are low, their resources are scarce, and I would not be shocked if I were to hear 

in a few years that they had disbanded.  Their shortage of ritual proficiency is consistent 

with their shortage of organizational vitality.  A second response is that members of the 

Islamic Center typically do gain EE from the Islamic Center’s rituals, but not by feeling 

buoyant with their friends.  Rather, they gain EE by sacralizing the shared symbol of 

―duty.‖  Comparable to many soldiers, athletes, and priests, the Islamic Center’s 

members’ prior IR chains make symbols of authority and submission sufficient for EE.  

Symbols such as ―duty,‖ ―responsibility,‖ and ―work ethic‖ imply a certain doggedness to 

persist despite difficulty or even boredom.  While ―duty‖ may not always look appealing 

to the outsider, it can be powerful to the insider.  Still, even the sacred symbol of duty 

requires occasional intense IRs to rejuvenate the symbol’s resonance.  The third response 

is that the Islamic Center did achieve effervescence, even if they didn’t convincingly 

articulate this in the focus group.  By my observation, the final portion of their service 

accelerated members’ focus, copresence, and intersubjectivity.  This made their worship 

experience feel different from the mundane; confirmed their identity, morality, and 

ideology; and likely encouraged them to return for more on subsequent Fridays.  Their 

khutba may not always be invigorating, but members feel good about fulfilling their duty; 

beyond that, the raka’ah sequence during salat (discussed below) lets them leave with the 

feeling that something sacred had occurred. 

I will proceed by considering, first, why the first two-thirds of the Islamic 

Center’s Jum’ah failed to achieve effervescence.  I argue that this was largely due to a 

series of factors related to the marginalized status of Islam in the U.S.  The Islamic 
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Center was disadvantaged for effervescence because of (1) an inability to gather 

promptly, (2) with an adequate number of participants, (3) with sufficient material 

resources for effervescence.  Next, I argue that the Islamic Center was finally able to 

achieve a moderate level of effervescence despite these difficulties by drawing on the 

Muslim resource of raka’ah. 

 

An Inconvenient Holy Day 

American Muslims’ religious practice is disadvantaged by their cultural context.  

Although they are legally free to practice as they wish, their faith is not accommodated 

by the culture as it is in majority Muslim nations.  In Turkey, for instance, public adhans 

can be heard throughout the day calling all believers to prayer.  By contrast, many 

Americans are unfamiliar with or antagonistic toward the tenets of Islam, and this can 

pose a number of practical problems for those who wish to leave work or other 

commitments and attend Jum’ah on a Friday.   

Masjid (or ―mosque‖) attendance is quite low among American Muslims, with 

less than 15% attending Jum’ah (Mujahid 2001).  American Muslims tend to practice 

salat in private, alone or with families, more often than in larger corporate settings 

(Wuthnow 2005).  The minority of American Muslims who are able to visit a masjid on 

Friday are usually forced to keep their visit brief so they can get back to work.  Although 

prior research has focused on Muslims in the workplace (Read 2004), or gender and 

family views among American Muslims (Predelli 2004; Read and Bartksowski 2000), 

little has been written regarding constraints on Muslim-American religious rituals.  

Muslim-Americans’ low attendance rates can be taken as indicators of a tradition that is 
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struggling to flourish in its current context.  If the tradition is to thrive despite these 

difficulties, close attention to ritual dynamics should prove useful. 

The most obvious obstacle to effervescence at the Islamic Center was the 

inconvenience of gathering for worship during a non-Muslim work week.  Congregation 

Shalom, as discussed above, is able to set aside a full day for worship.  This impacts the 

quality of members’ focus during the morning prayer ritual.  After a night of prayer and 

reflection, the morning service is a three-hour period in which members can ease their 

way into effervescence.  When Congregation Shalom’s morning prayers are over, 

members can continue to spend time in prayer, reflection, and community.  The Islamic 

Center’s members, by contrast, rush from jobs and errands to the masjid, where they 

rapidly pound out a ritual and then rush back to their jobs and errands.  The disparity 

between cultural norms and organizational aims conditions the quality of the Islamic 

Center’s attention. 

One exchange between focus group members at the Islamic Center indicates the 

sort of psychological shift this rapid worship experience can require.  I had asked about 

members’ experience of Jum’ah, and Fawaz explained, ―Life is so busy and fast-paced, 

but you come to Jum’ah, and everyone is together in the room, and I pray to Allah, and it 

sort of puts me in a different state of mind.‖  Antoine replied, ―And then we rush back to 

our jobs and everything gets hectic again.‖  Antoine’s reply prompted empathetic 

laughter from the group, and suggests an important contrast in the quality of holy day 

rituals for American Muslims and participants in other American religious traditions such 

as Judaism and Christianity.  Because Saturday and Sunday are embedded in the culture 

as times of moral freedom from professional obligations (with some exceptions), most 
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Jews and Christians can worship and reflect on their community for a full day if they so 

desire.  Muslims’ holy day is not similarly culturally advantaged.  Due to timing, their 

corporate experience is necessarily a diversion from their daily chains of interaction.  

Although this diversion may be a welcome diversion to devout Muslims, it forces them to 

exert extra time and effort adjusting to the group experience.  For example, they have 

little opportunity to engage in functions like Christians’ ―Sunday School,‖ which can 

serve as an emotional warm-up to the main event of corporate worship.
13

 

Another way in which the timing of their holy day conditions the quality of the 

Islamic Center’s attention is that it forces a staccato rhythm and flow on their ritual.  

When I arrived, ten men (including myself and the Imam) were present.  Newcomers 

arrived throughout the ritual, up to and including the closing prayer.  Table 5 shows the 

times when the twelve latecomers arrived. 

Each new arrival was a diversion from the khutba, or an interruption of focused 

attention and rhythmic entrainment.  Each time the door opened, several heads turned and 

watched, drawing attention away from the khutba.  The Imam, Omar, often watched the 

latecomers, as well, from his position behind the podium.
14

  Each entrance caused the 

organization to momentarily stop and restart the ritual.   

Of course, Congregation Shalom’s members also arrived intermittently during 

their Shabbat service, but in that case I considered the gradual accumulation of members  

 

 

                                                      
13

 I discuss this issue of pre-ritual rituals in Chapter 4 with respect to Promised Land Baptist 

Church. 

 
14

 Another interruption came in the form of a ringing cell phone during the khutba.  I saw only one 

head turn toward the passive moral offender.  Ironically, the call coincided precisely with a moment when 

Omar was discussing the potential dangers of technology.  
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Table 5 

 Entry Times for Jum’ah Latecomers  at the Islamic Center,  

1:30 – 2:12 pm (number of latecomers in parentheses) 

 

 

 1:35 (1) 

 1:40 (2) 

 1:41 (3) 

 1:45 (1) 

 1:46 (1) 

 1:50 (1) 

 1:55 (1) 

 2:00 (1) 

 2:02 (1) 

 

to spur rather than impede effervescence.  I think three other ritual factors conditioned the 

impact of late arrivals on effervescence at Congregation Shalom and the Islamic Center.   

The first relevant factor is the design of their physical spaces.  At Congregation 

Shalom, the entrance was at the back of the sanctuary.  If a participant at Congregation 

Shalom were to feel distracted by late arrivals, it would have been relatively easy to 

ignore them.  In the case of the Islamic Center, by contrast, the doorway was in the side 

of the room, within the periphery or full view of all of the participants.
15

  These 

differences are at least partially related to the respective stores of ritual resources in the 

two organizations.  Organizations with the means to do so, such as Congregation Shalom, 

can minimize the negative impact by building inconspicuous entrances and/or designated 

sections for latecomers.  At the Islamic Center, scarce financial resources meant that 

                                                      
15

 And, related to ritual stratification, the entry was placed directly in front of the women’s 

screened-off section.  I discuss gender-based ritual stratification at the Islamic Center in Chapter 7. 
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remodeling their modest house was likely to be low on the list of organizational 

priorities.   

 The second factor is their respective levels of social density.  The Islamic Center’s 

khutba had the lowest social density of any ritual I observed during this research.  In a 

room that could fit at least 200, ample ―personal space‖ was available to all throughout 

the ritual.  This rendered the late arrivals more consequential than they may be otherwise, 

much as scarcity of economic resources tends to correlate with their increased value.  

Congregation Shalom knew from experience that their sanctuary would eventually fill up, 

so late arrivals became less relevant as indicators’ of the organization’s vitality.  At the 

Islamic Center, every new arrival was significant and drew attention from the ritual.   

 The third factor is their respective orientations to time.  Congregation Shalom had 

developed an organizational culture in which all of Shabbat is devoted to sacred activity.  

A full 24-hour period removed some of the burden placed on their morning prayer service 

to generate collective energy.  In effect, Congregation Shalom was able to ease into 

effervescence by engaging in activities that they enjoyed in a way that supported the 

focus of the larger ritual.  At the Islamic Center, by contrast, time constraints meant that 

every moment of the prayers and every word of the khutba mattered.  As with scarcity in 

attendance, scarcity of time increased the value of every minute.  Late arrivals 

jeopardized the focus during the limited time frame in which the Islamic Center was able 

to worship. 

   

Repositioning for Effervescence with Raka’ah  

 After 30 minutes of an emotionally uninvigorating khutba, Omar invited the 

congregation to come to the front of the room to practice salat together.  The 20 men who 
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were present moved from their spots around the room and formed a horizontal line from 

one wall to the other, facing the front of the room.
16

  The men allowed about two feet of 

space between each other.  For twelve minutes, they prayed, knelt, stood, and bowed 

together.  Their movements were extremely well synchronized. 

 I had not observed any instances of interpersonal physical contact until the 

raka’ah sequence.  During the sequence, in contrast to the khutba, the participants 

mustered considerably higher levels of copresence by standing in a horizontal line that 

stretched from wall-to-wall.  This reduced their personal space and made necessary a 

degree of trust that had been unnecessary during the khutba.
17

  I observed physical 

contact when Omar helped a man into his chair, as well as a hand-shaking, shoulder-

clasping, and hugging after the raka’ah sequence between men who had been standing 

near each other.  Consistent with Winchester’s description (above in note 12), warm 

embraces were built into the ritual moment. 

Although emotional entrainment and shared attention appeared low during the 

khutba, it clearly accelerated during the raka’ah sequence.  The sequence allowed the 

group to experience their shared identity by enacting physical and symbolic unity.  

Durkheim (1912: 262-263) argued that such behaviors facilitate the coming together of 

otherwise discrete individual consciousnesses: 

It is by uttering the same cry, pronouncing the same word, or performing 

the same gesture in regard to some object that [groups] become and feel 

themselves to be in unison… Individual minds cannot come in contact and 

                                                      
16

 An additional member joined the line shortly after the sequence began.  I did not participate, as I 

had little personal experience with salat and didn’t want to impose a distracting influence on the ritual.  I 

discuss this methodological decision in the context of ritual barriers in Chapter 7. 

 
17

 Social density, as evident here, is more than an issue of the ratio of attendance to capacity.  

Density can vary further according to the alignment of bodies within the room.  A density shift of this type, 

however, is really only possible if the room has a low enough initial level of density to allow significant 

realignment. 
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communicate with each other except by coming out of themselves; they 

cannot do this except by movements.  So it is the homogeneity of these 

movements that gives the group consciousness of itself. 

 

In the Islamic Center’s ritual, the coming-together of individual consciousnesses was 

prompted by the movement of bodies in the room.  Before the raka’ah sequence, each 

participant seemed to rest on an isolated island of personal space.  To begin the sequence 

they left these islands and formed a shared continent.  Led by the skillful singing of the 

muezzin, they rhythmically kneeled, bowed, stood, and vocalized, necessarily monitoring 

each other’s movements and concentrating together on the words of the Qur’an.  The 

raka’ah sequence was relatively brief (12 minutes), but feelings of shared emotion 

permeated the room as soon as it was done.  Thus, the raka’ah sequence appeared to 

ensure strong feelings of effervescence that were absent during the khutba.  Overall, the 

evidence indicated that collective effervescence was boosted by a mid-ritual shift that 

increased density and contact. 

   I asked Islamic Center members to describe their experiences during the raka’ah 

process.  Tyler explained, ―Sometimes my mind sort of wanders a little.  Like my foot 

will get a cramp or something, but I keep coming back to the verses and what they’re 

saying.‖  Antoine replied, ―That’s good.  That’s very human.  That’s right.  Sometimes 

you think about something about your body or whatever, but you keep coming back to 

the prayer.‖  Other members of the group nodded and sounded affirmations.
18

   

 I wanted to know whether the Islamic Center members’ experience of corporate 

salat differed from their daily experience of individual salat.  Alex, a college student who 

                                                      
18

 Tyler’s comment is comparable to the experience of the Meditation Center members in Chapter 

5 whose meditation was at times a struggle to move beyond body awareness to meditative self-solidarity.  

Like Meditation Center meditators, Tyler and Antoine dealt with the physical distraction by rhythmic 

devices—here, the raka’ah movements.  Unlike the meditators, Tyler and Antoine intentionally activated 

conscious thought by ―coming back to the verses and what they’re saying.‖   
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recently converted to Islam from Christianity, explained, ―Salat with the group intensifies 

how it feels.  It’s good when I’m alone, but when you know you’re there with all your 

brothers, it’s somehow a more intense experience.‖  Antoine added,  

We’re all from different nations and backgrounds.  We’re all very 

different.  So it feels good to come together and worship Allah together 

despite our differences.  I get a real feeling of unity from being all 

together, almost shoulder to shoulder, praying to Allah together.   

 

Although Tyler and Antoine had acknowledged that their minds sometimes drift during 

the raka’ah sequence, Alex and Antoine also indicated that it is an intense and bonding 

part of the ritual.   

 

Conclusion 

 Congregation Shalom and the Islamic Center both generated collective 

effervescence through explicit choices and shifts that altered their respective ritual 

dynamics.  This chapter provides evidence that effervescence is socially constructed.  

Along with Durkheim, we may bracket the issue of whether entities called God or Luck 

or Spirits work through human choices to stimulate powerful religious experiences.  In 

terms of social science, there is good evidence that the human choices and shifts are 

instrumental to effervescence. 

 I argued that Congregation Shalom’s achievement of effervescence followed a 

gradual accumulation of bodies within the room.  Equipped with potent traditional and 

material resources, members were in a good position to ease into effervescence.
19

  Their 

management of mini-IRs, physical movement, and (especially) time maximized the 

benefits of copresence and intersubjectivity, so that the second and third hours were filled 

                                                      
19

 Here, I refer specifically to the organizational ritual resources that I have been describing.  

Individual-level cultural capital is also an important issue.  Well-designed rituals can still fail if participants 

are not properly trained.  I will consider the issue of cultural (or ―religious‖) capital in Chapter 7.  
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with tears, laughter, dancing, and widespread celebration of the organization.  The 

Islamic Center struggled throughout their khutba because of limited resources and 

cultural disadvantages.  Unlike Congregation Shalom, who could take time to enjoy their 

IR, the Islamic Center experienced nearly insurmountable pressure to get in, feel good, 

and get out.  Nonetheless, the dense and rhythmic raka’ah unified the organization as 

―brothers‖ who are affectionate toward each other and committed to their common duty. 

 Mini-IRs, physical movement, time, traditional resources, and material resources 

all condition a ritual’s copresence, intersubjectivity, and barriers.  I will return to each of 

these dynamics in greater depth in subsequent chapters.  I will also return to 

Congregation Shalom and the Islamic Center for a close examination of barriers to 

outsiders in Chapter 7.  Before moving on to these ritual dynamics, it is important to 

consider the process by which ritual practice leads to identity, morality, and ideology.  

On its own, collective effervescence would not be able to convey the experience of 

emotional force beyond the ritual, itself.  Collective effervescence transforms into 

solidarity as it is preserved in organizational symbols and the secure feelings of 

membership.  If effervescence is to lead to identity, morality, and ideology, it has to be 

preserved in social solidarity.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Social Solidarity 

 

Without symbols… social feelings could have only an unstable existence.   

 —Durkheim (1912: 232-233) 

 

 

Collective effervescence is ephemeral.  I attempted to demonstrate in Chapter 3  

that it has to be actively pursued through the management of ritual dynamics.  If an 

organization is proficient enough to achieve a few moments of effervescence, there can 

be no doubt that the feeling will start to slip away as soon as the dynamics shift.  

Eventually, someone or everyone will need to go have lunch, or take a nap, or pick up the 

kids at school, and in the process they will start fresh IRs in different locations with other 

people, creating new feelings of a different sort.  Because it is ephemeral, collective 

effervescence cannot establish loyalty, identification, morality, or ideology beyond the IR 

that arouses it.  In IR theory, these experiences are properties of social solidarity.  

Solidarity may also be ephemeral in the long run, but it nonetheless provides humans 

with their most palpable perception of the eternal.  

 Durkheim (1912: 232-233) argued that shared sacred objects are necessary for (1) 

bringing people together and also (2) reminding them of each other after they depart.  The 

objects symbolize the group, and allow identification by calling to mind the special 

experience that once occurred or usually occurs in the group‟s presence.  In Durkheim 

and IR theory, shared ways of talking, thinking, talking about thinking, and thinking 

about talking also symbolize the group.  Deviance, for instance, is a way of talking and 

thinking about censured behaviors; by agreeing about what is inappropriate, actor a and 
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actor b remind each other that each of them, fortunately, understands and stays within the 

bounds of what is acceptable to their group.  The two actors find solidarity in identity and 

morality. 

In Chapter 2, I measured social solidarity in two ways: (1) a common sense of 

belonging, and (2) a common sense of shared goals and “vision.”  The first, membership 

solidarity, is evident among at least 51% of members in every religious organization in 

the random sample.  This suggests that most members of an organization need to feel like 

they belong if the organization is to persist at all.  Symbolic solidarity, however, has 

greater range and variation.  This measure of symbolic solidarity is the most similar, of 

the two, to the sort of solidarity that boosts collective power in research on social 

movements.  Movements with a shared sense of ideology,  purpose, and other forms of 

solidarity improve their chances of achieving their goals, from worker strikes to student 

protests to large-scale political movements (Dixon et al. 2004; Hirsch 1990; McAdam 

1986; Snow et al. 1986; Summers-Effler 2010).  Shared symbols and commitments drive 

collectives to persist in their cause, even when their prospects don‟t look good. 

Here and in Chapter 6, I compare the all-black Promised Land Baptist Church 

with the mostly-white First Baptist Church.  These two organizations are similar in 

denomination and doctrine, but widely divergent in the practice of ritual.  In short, 

Promised Land exemplified effervescence whereas First Baptist often appeared distracted 

and bored.  Promised Land‟s effervescence was evident in their clapping, enthusiastic 

singing, shouting, alert postures, and visible and audible engagement with the content of 

the sermon.  By contrast, First Baptist‟s lack of effervescence was evident in 

congregants‟ rustling of bulletins, unenthusiastic singing, inattention to the activities on 
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stage, yawns, and exits from the sanctuary.  Members‟ comments after the service 

confirmed these impressions, as I report below.   

In Chapter 2, I found a robust statistical relationship between effervescence and 

solidarity in a sample of religious organizations.  The data I assess here and in Chapter 6 

support this basic relationship, and they also suggest ways to continue to refine the 

model.  In Chapter 6, I will consider specific strategies for cultivating a focused attention 

and a shared mood, and in so doing I will offer explanations for why Promised Land 

succeeded in generating effervescence and First Baptist failed to do so.  In this chapter, 

my focus is more narrowly on types and consequences of social solidarity.  

My strategy in this chapter is to: (1) compare the organizations‟ micro-level 

indicators of solidarity, (2) distinguish different types of solidarity, and (3) consider the 

consequences of (2).  I contend that Promised Land has more obvious signs of symbolic 

solidarity, whereas First Baptist depends more on feelings of membership solidarity.  

However, consideration of First Baptist‟s ritual suggests that they do not lack symbolic 

solidarity (nor does Promised Land lack membership solidarity, as the data in Chapter 2 

already implies).  Rather, the symbolic solidarity that unifies First Baptist is of a very 

different sort than Promised Land‟s, and has different organizational consequences.  

Figure 7 illustrates the relationships I observed at First Baptist and Promised Land 

between types of symbolic solidarity and the level of collective effervescence generated 

in their organizations‟ IRs. 

Promised Land evinced a collective commitment to overcoming violence in their 

area, and their service was an active effort to rejuvenate solidarity symbols in the wake of 

an extremely discouraging event.  Their circumstances provided them with a clear enemy, 
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Figure 7.  Comparison of Effervescence and Solidarity Symbols. 

 

and this helped them rally around a shared symbolic cause.  First Baptist‟s members, by 

contrast, evinced the common goal of individual enlightenment through an experience 

with God.  They were unable to develop a coherent rallying cry, and their organization 

lacked a sense of collective mission.  As I will discuss in this chapter‟s conclusion, the 

distinction between the two groups‟ symbolic solidarities is relevant to Emerson and 

Smith‟s (2000) work on black and white evangelicals.  The evidence here suggests ways 

that these traditions‟ contrasting orientations, collectivist vs. individualist, are generated 

in the practice of IRs. 

Before comparing solidarities (this chapter) and evaluating ritual strategies for 

effervescence (Chapter 6), I will provide evidence from the focus groups supporting my 

determination that the two rituals resulted in contrasting outputs of effervescence. 

 

Promised Land: Uplift, Energy, and Joy 

My impression that Promised Land‟s ritual generated high levels of effervescence 

was supported by members‟ comments.  Asked about their mood following the service, 

an older lady named Sylvia responded quickly and definitively: “I feel uplifted.”  
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Everyone agreed, and Wendell, a married man in his 40s, added that he felt “energized.”  

Another woman, Addie, offered that she always felt “overjoyed” after services, and a 

woman named Alice said that she tends to leave Promised Land‟s services with “peace” 

in her heart.  The participants all agreed with Sylvia‟s additional claim that the church‟s 

worship services are “spirit-filled.” 

As suggested by their comments, the high-energy service I observed was not 

unusual at Promised Land.  The organization cultivates effervescence by letting prior 

high-energy IRs spur momentum into subsequent IRs.  Promised Land assured a sense of 

“uplift” through their preparation, or buildup to the ritual.  Wendell explained: “Church 

starts before you get to church.  You have to be prayed up.  When Sunday comes, we‟re 

prepped, we‟re ready to go.  We‟ve already got the spirit going.  And when the pastor 

gets into it, it‟s like adding wood to the fire.”  Addie offered, “Every Sunday when you‟re 

getting ready to come, you have that expectation.  And we get it.  I mean, we always have 

spirit-filled worship services, and we go away with a sense of happiness and joy.  And it 

starts with our Sunday school.”   

Wendell‟s and Addie‟s statements draw attention to two important points.  First, 

their prior experience with Promised Land‟s rituals led them to expect that future rituals 

would produce happiness and spiritual uplift.  Both had ample time to develop this 

expectation since they had been attending for 20 (Wendell) and 35 years (Addie).
1
  With 

respect to the IR model, this lends evidence to the idea that high familiarity with a 

                                                      
1
 The group I spoke with was extremely well-accustomed to the church‟s rituals. The members of 

the focus group had been attending the church for an average of 26 years. The “newcomer” of the group 

had been a member for 4 years. They informed me that most of the rest of the congregation similarly had 

been attending for a very long time.  
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group‟s rituals breeds the ability to proficiently generate EE and solidarity.
2
  

Reciprocally, emotionally-charged rituals inspire participants to return repeatedly for 

supplements.  Second, observers of IRs must take account of smaller rituals that build up 

to rituals serving as the main events.  In the case of Promised Land and countless other 

American churches, Sunday school serves a function similar to warm-ups before a big 

game, or pre-party drinks before a gala.  The focus group at Promised Land informed me 

that less than half of the congregation attends Sunday school regularly.  Those who do 

attend, however, are positioned to be the “spirit-filled” energy conductors during morning 

worship.   

 

First Baptist Church: Information, Thoughts, and Applications 

 When I asked First Baptist members to describe their moods after the service, a 

young married woman named Cherith responded that she felt “restful.”  Rest had been 

the explicit subject of that morning‟s sermon, and the group laughed with Cherith after 

her response.  Ron, a married man in his 50s, added, “Looking forward to rest.”  I 

acknowledged Cherith‟s and Ron‟s responses, and asked for any other descriptions of 

their moods.   

 There was a pause of several seconds.  Cherith spoke again: 

One of the great things about Pastor Craig is the fact that he puts a lot of 

common life in his preaching.  I feel like we all get kind of drawn into his 

[approach of], “Has anybody ever felt this way before?” and then [we 

think], “Oh, I need to rest.”  You have that “ah-hah!” moment where you 

go, “Oh. That makes sense.”  We all know today was about rest, and we 

all go away thinking, “Maybe I should think about that.” 

 

                                                      
2
 Proposition 4.7: “The longer people are physically copresent and the more they focus their 

attention by stereotyped gestures and sounds, the more real and unquestioned are the meanings of the 

symbols people think about during that experience.” (1975: 154)  Evidence favoring this proposition is also 

presented in Chapter 2. 
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Cherith‟s response highlighted First Baptist‟s emphasis on practical application of 

biblical lessons.  I was still unsure, however, about how she felt.  Cherith and Ron were 

simply restating the subject of the sermon.  They had given valid responses to the 

query—even if “restful” doesn‟t precisely qualify as a mood, perhaps “peaceful” or 

“calm” would be equivalents—but, as Ron‟s comment (“looking forward to rest”) 

suggested, the restfulness spoken of by the pastor had to do with incorporating moments 

of rest in one‟s daily life.  Pastor Craig had not stated that congregants would literally 

walk out of that day‟s service feeling rested.   

 I asked the question again: “How else would you describe how you felt after the 

service?”  Ron responded again: “There‟s information, too. That‟s what we got from [the 

sermon].”  Debbie, a married woman in her 50s, added, “It just creates thought process.  

You go away with something to think about, to either influence the way you live or to 

take away and do something about.”  Debbie‟s statement suggested that First Baptist‟s 

sermons stimulate the symbolic resources of thought processes and principles of 

application to daily life.  Again, though, the response circumvented the question of how 

the participants had felt.  

 At this point in the discussion, Diane, a married mother of three, said: 

This time I will leave feeling a lot better because I know my children were 

listening today.  And I really have to fight on a personal level trying to get 

them to rest, to get adjusted to life without school and structure [during a 

vacation from school].  And so I believe [the pastor] talked about, you 

know, “You do that,” but I will go away feeling relieved that I‟m not the 

only one sitting there talking about that.  It‟s coming from a word from 

God.  And I can use that with my children and myself. 

 

Diane felt a lot better after the service because she had reason to believe that the contents 

would have a beneficial impact on her kids.  The Word of God legitimated her authority 
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regarding a particular household dynamic.  I asked Diane whether her children had talked 

with her about the sermon yet.  She responded, “No, but I question them during the 

service: „Did you hear that?‟  But it‟s still a challenge for me to keep them still, to keep 

them focused.”  Diane expressed good feelings as a result of the sermon, and they had to 

do with the symbolic content that was being imparted “from a Word from God” to her 

kids, with Diane as the intermediary.    

The comments of First Baptist‟s focus group primarily revealed an interpretive 

framework of religious practice that does not emphasize assessment of one‟s own 

emotions or feelings.
3
  This did not appear to be their conscious motivation for attending 

church.  Rather, as I will suggest below, the members of the focus group were seeking a 

mystical experience in which God would communicate personalized information about 

individual choices and behaviors.    

I will return to the organizations‟ respective outputs of effervescence in Chapter 

6.  Here, I will proceed by focusing on their contrasting types and consequences of 

solidarity.  I begin analysis of each organization by focusing on the portion of their ritual 

that I consider most relevant to their symbolic solidarity: the sermons and their 

immediate aftermaths. 

 

Promised Land Baptist Church: Revitalizing Organizational Symbols 

 Pastor Dave is a heavy man with gray hair in his early 50s.  He wore a light blue 

suit and snakeskin boots.  He has been pastor of Promised Land for over a decade, and 

seems completely comfortable with the role.  He is skilled at the energetic call-and-

response preaching style that is common in many African-American churches.  He began 

                                                      
3
 In this sense, First Baptist is much like the Islamic Center, as discussed in Chapter 3. 
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his sermon by telling the congregation of about 100 that he had been at a funeral on 

Saturday.  He said that the young people at the funeral had “looked lost, like they had lost 

their identity.”  He then explained that the sermon today would be addressed to the young 

people of Promised Land.  In fact, “old people, if you want, you can tune me out.”  I 

glanced around the congregation at that point to see how the young people were 

responding.  This presented a puzzle: there weren‟t any.  At least, not many.  There were, 

at most, 15 people who looked under 30.  Of these, perhaps 5 were young men in their 

late teens or early 20s.
4
  If young people were largely absent, I wondered, and old people 

are permitted to tune the pastor out, who is the sermon for?  Why preach a sermon to a 

mostly imaginary audience?   

 From additional comments by Pastor Dave and congregants who spoke with me 

after the sermon, as well as from news reports, I was able to gather additional information 

about the prior day‟s funeral.  It was for one of two young men who had been shot to 

death on the Monday before.  The victims were aged 17 and 20.  They had been sitting in 

a parked car along with two other men in their early 20s.  Another group of men wearing 

hoodies walked up to the car and opened fire with pistols and a shotgun, leaving 20 bullet 

holes in the side of the car.  The two young men in the front seat were wounded but 

escaped.  The two young men in the back were killed.  The shooting had happened only a 

few blocks from Promised Land, and the victims were well-known by the church 

community.   

 Pastor Dave continued to address “the youth.”  He wanted them to recognize in 

the wake of the murder that no one ever knows when death will come.  Those who aren‟t 

                                                      
4
 By my most liberal estimate, less than 10% of the congregants were the target audience. 
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prepared for death will go to Hell.  Not only do young people face immediate mortal 

dangers, he argued, they are living in “the last days.”  Apart from violent crime, natural 

disasters such as earthquakes and hurricanes could come at any time.  The schools are 

being torn apart.  Families fail to provide support, to the point where “children are suing 

their parents” and “parents are disowning their children.”  Where are young people to 

turn for direction? 

 Pastor Dave brought out a prop at this point: a white bandana.  He held it up for 

the congregation to see.  He pointed at it and yelled, “young people, this is not where it‟s 

at! This is not where your family is!”  He put the bandana away.  He then held up his 

fingers and tried to contort them into a gang sign.  He obviously had no idea how to make 

the sign and spent time playing up that fact, to the comic delight of his audience.  He 

gave up and took a more serious tone: “young people, this is not where it‟s at!” 

 The energy in the room intensified as Pastor Dave identified other false sources of 

meaning and direction.  Too many youth, he argued, try to find it in things like bling and 

tennis shoes.  Too many youth think they can find it in partying, dance clubs, drugs, 

alcohol, and tattoos.  Pastor Dave warned the youth in the church that he sees how they 

cover up their tattoos when they come to church.  At this point, he erupted: “You want a 

tattoo?  Get the cross of Jesus tattooed upon your heart!”   

 Pastor Dave encouraged the youth to identify with the church and the cross rather 

than the world and its pleasures.  At this point, he began to address the adults in the 

congregation.  “They watch us when we‟re in church,” he said.  “When I was a child, I 

pretended to be like the grownups in our church.  We‟d have fun and pretend to be them.”  
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He proceeded to imitate eccentric ladies who attended the church he grew up in, again to 

comic effect.  “The young people watch us.  They want to be like us.” 

 He returned his attention to the youth.  “Keep on markin‟ us, young folks.  You 

gotta learn how to act in church.”  The message of the rest of the sermon was clear: the 

church provides family, meaning, and direction that can‟t be provided elsewhere.  Have 

faith in Jesus and his church, and avoid the dangers and temptations of the world.  The 

energy in the room grew palpably as the pastor preached and the congregation answered 

back.  Late in the sermon, the pastor started singing.  The organ joined in at high volume.  

Clapping began at different spots around the room.  Some stood, some smiled, some 

nodded their heads, and some raised their hands.   

After roughly ten minutes of this, Pastor Dave said, “I need someone who is 

spirit-filled to sing Amazing Grace.”  An older assistant pastor took up the challenge.  

Then, for the final five minutes, we all swayed together and sang the same song, grasping 

hands within the pews and across the aisles.   

 

Promised Land’s Imaginary Audience 

 Why was Promised Land‟s sermon preached to a largely imaginary audience?  

Pastor Dave had stated at the top of his sermon that the old people could tune him out 

because this sermon was for the young people.  Although he was obviously kidding about 

the older participants tuning him out, there was no irony in his statement that the sermon 

was for the young.   

It appeared that Pastor Dave and the other members genuinely wanted to edify the 

few members of the church in their teens and twenties.  However, the sermon would 

likely have been comparably effective if these younger members were absent altogether.  
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This is because the effect of the ritual was to enliven symbolic solidarity, and this was 

done by rejuvenating confidence in the group‟s most valued symbols after these had been 

battered by the group‟s enemy in the prior week.  The ritual can be understood as a hiatus 

and regrouping in the midst of a heated and ongoing conflict.  The shooting of two young 

men, described above, was deeply discouraging.  As one member, Wendell, remarked 

softly during the focus group, the shooting made him “sad.”  He added, “You look back 

and wonder what‟s going on in the world.”  Had Pastor Dave ignored the shooting, or the 

ongoing problem of gang violence in their city, the sermon might have seemed oddly 

irrelevant to the congregants, and more importantly it would have left them in a weak 

position when they again encountered or heard about their opponents in the following 

week.   

The symbols of the opposing sides of the conflict could not have been more 

obvious.  The enemy‟s symbols were displayed by Pastor Dave for all to see in the form 

of a bandana and gang signs, and referred to by words when he spoke of “drugs,” 

“clubs,” “tattoos,” and so on.  Pastor Dave also made clear what symbols Promised Land 

was to use to combat their enemies‟ symbols: the cross of Christ that the “young” 

members needed to “tattoo” on their hearts.  Clearly, this activity exemplified Collins‟ 

assertion that barriers with outsiders enhance commitment to an organization‟s symbols.   

 

Barriers with “Outsiders” and Symbolic Solidarity 

In Collins‟ general conflict theory, violence and the potential for violence always 

lurk beneath the surfaces of organizations‟ symbolic conflicts (Collins 1975: 351-413).  

For Promised Land and other urban churches all around the U.S., violence emerges as a 

necessary and explicit feature of the symbolic content.  It is immediately evident “in the 
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streets” every time a gunshot is fired or sirens are heard.  Collins proposes that the threat 

of violence catalyzes organizations‟ symbolic solidarity.
5
  Evidence in favor of this point 

was readily available at Promised Land. 

This observation, though, raises a pressing question.  Isn‟t there a problem with 

arguing that Promised Land‟s service symbolized conflict with “outsiders”?  Many of the 

young men who belong to the gangs in question live in the local community and are good 

friends and relatives of the Promised Land church family.
6
  In effect, the gangs war 

against the community they are a part of.  In the IR I observed, then, the “outsiders” were 

simultaneously “insiders” who belong to the local community.  This creates a delicate 

situation in terms of how the congregation discusses the gangs.  To accuse young men by 

name, for instance, would overlook the fact these young men are also the primary (though 

not the only) victims.   

How, then, can the conflict be symbolized without diminishing solidarity with 

their local community?  One way for the congregation to maintain a degree of solidarity 

with the young men in these circumstances is to ritually emphasize the organizational 

features of the gangs rather than the personal failings of individual gang members.  The 

ceremony made clear, in other words, that the enemy organization and the broader 

secular culture that informs its symbols are the problems.  This position, I should note, is 

consistent with research on gangs.  Gangs swallow up young men through their social 

                                                      
5
 Proposition 21.52: “The more that members of a group are threatened by violence, either from its 

own hierarchy or from outsiders, the more intense the commitment to the group and its symbols” (1975: 

379). 

 
6
 This is not unusual in neighborhoods with prominent gang activity.  Consider Pattillo‟s account 

of Groveland‟s “Black Mobsters” in Black Picket Fences (1999).  Although a notorious and powerful (i.e., 

proficient at violence) national gang, the Mobsters were known by Groveland residents as friends, sons, 

brothers, uncles, etc.  They also provided needed services to the community such as combating graffiti, 

breaking up fights, helping shut down a liquor store, and providing security for school events.  See also 

Sánchez Jankowski (1991). 
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networks (Anderson 1999; Pattillo-McCoy 1999).  Gangs are powerful and offer valuable 

incentives that are extremely difficult for underprivileged youths to procure on their own.  

In addition to material resources like income and weapons, these incentives include 

intense feelings of membership and excitement and symbols of agency and power.  Such 

rewards become available after a series of rituals aimed at recruitment and initiation 

(Sánchez Jankowski 1991: 47-58).  Although the choice to join a gang is considered by 

Promised Land to be an individual-level moral failure, the culprits that they identify in 

ritual are the disembodied entity known as the gang and the corrupt secular culture that 

provides its symbols.  

Promised Land ritualized their opposition to the enemy organization by deriding 

its symbols rather than the particular youths who use the gang‟s symbols to assert their 

own power and agency.  As discussed above, Pastor Dave held up the bandana and 

mocked the gang signs, explicitly identifying these symbols as inferior to the 

congregation‟s sign of the cross.  We can abstract from this activity a specific function 

served by symbolization.  In this case, symbols serve as a device that allows interactants 

to respond to painful conflicts from a bearable distance.  The symbols rouse emotions, 

but they also allow a buffer from other emotions related to the apprehension that the 

“enemies” are often the same loved ones that they want to protect.   

Another way of using barriers to rouse solidarity is to direct attention to a 

mythological Enemy.  Pastor Dave asserted several times during the service that the 

gangs were a work of Satan.  At one point he exclaimed, “Young people, your family is 

not on the streets.  That voice you hear calling you belongs to the Devil!”  During the 

focus group, I asked what problems Promised Land faced as a congregation.  Without 
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hesitation, an elderly woman named Sylvia answered, “Like all the rest of the 

congregations throughout the world—Satan.  The Devil is busy.”  I asked her for 

examples.  She responded, “He could be right inside of a lot of our churches.  Sometimes 

we slip.  And then it takes one slip and then the Devil gets into you and you go dividing 

the church.  Satan is busy.”  To Sylvia, the Devil sometimes gets inside her church and 

“divides” them.  It is worth noting that Sylvia‟s automatic response regarding “problems” 

in her church was to cite breaches in solidarity.  Given the extent to which Promised 

Land members depend on each other and their shared symbols to make it through each 

week, however, her response is unsurprising.   

  

First Baptist Church: Getting Together to be Alone with God 

Pastor Craig is in his mid-30s, and had been hired recently following First 

Baptist‟s long search for a young pastor that might appeal to teenagers and young adults.  

He wore a thin, inconspicuous headset microphone.  He delivered the sermon with 

confidence, often pacing the large stage and looking at different sections of the sanctuary.  

Pastor Craig had just returned from a vacation, and his sermon focused on the value of 

rest, on “nurturing unhurried moments” in a fast-paced world.  He mixed in several 

colloquialisms, stating for instance that “[The Apostle] Peter could be a little bit 

redneck,” or, at another point, that a crabby character in a story he was telling was “a 

goober.”   

 The pastor read aloud from the Bible three times.  All readings were less than two 

verses.   He consistently emphasized practical application in contemporary life.  For 

instance, when discussing a verse in which Jesus takes his disciples to a deserted place to 

rest, he contrasted their experience with vacations in contemporary life that are overfilled 
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with emails and texts.  “Jesus wasn‟t tethered to a Smart phone,” and we likewise need to 

“unplug and tune in to God.”  

 Although the pastor seemed a proficient public speaker, the congregation became 

noticeably shifty after about 15 minutes.  Five minutes later, the restlessness had 

increased.  Eyes glanced around the sanctuary, bulletins rustled, and some members 

exited the sanctuary.  Pastor Craig spoke and moved more emphatically, but did not 

appear to recapture the congregation‟s attention until he announced that he‟d conclude 

with a few practical tips for their rest time.  

  After the sermon, an altar call was held while we sang a hymn.  The congregation 

watched as a woman and her young daughter approached the stage during the second 

verse.  She spoke with the pastor, and then an assistant pastor took her aside.  Another 

assistant pastor invited a young family to the stage and announced the family‟s decision 

to become members.  He told them to “consider this church your family,” and the 

congregation welcomed them with a collective “Amen.”  Pastor Craig then led a final 

prayer and gave a benediction.  The 10:30 service was over promptly at 11:30.
7
 

 

Extended Family  

Membership solidarity was evident in members‟ comments after the service.  The 

church‟s website had given an initial indication that this might be the case, as the home 

page reports, “We are a church in which you can really experience a sense of belonging.”  

Members tended to confirm this, especially those who had been attending for many years.  

                                                      
7
 Quantitative evidence reported in Chapter 2 revealed a positive relationship between service 

length and (1) effervescence and (2) commitment to group goals, but no relationship with membership 

feelings. This is consistent with my observations at First Baptist‟s brief service, which showed substantial 

membership solidarity but little effervescence and relatively weak symbolic solidarity.  The issue of service 

length is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. 
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Glen, who had attended for nine years, explained, “We feel very close.  The church is 

part of my family.”  The family motif came up numerous times.  Glen‟s wife Diane 

explained that she looks forward to worship services because, “It‟s kind of like rejoining 

your family.  [You] find out what‟s going on during the week, and you find that these 

people live like you do, basically.” 

Cherith agreed, stating, “You come into church and you see the people you love.  

Just like [Diane] said, it‟s like a reunion.  You see the people around you.  We have five 

generations in the church, so of course we see family but not just that we see our church 

family, and they kind of tell us, „We love you,‟ you know, „Here‟s all our love.‟”   

 As Cherith suggested, the familial feelings at First Baptist seem to be bolstered by 

their multi-generational demographics.  In Sunday worship and other events, different 

age groups interact, as indicated by Diane: “We intermix and intermingle with each other.  

And I think that keeps us a whole as a church.” 

 

Outsiders Wanted 

Prior research demonstrates that collective identity in many conservative 

Protestant congregations is shaped by symbolic boundaries with outsiders such as 

atheists, secular humanists, and evolutionists (Draper and Park 2010; Edgell et al. 2006; 

Smith et al. 1998).  Smith et al. (1998) argue that evangelicals‟ sense of being embattled 

by a corrupt surrounding culture forms the basis of their identity and helps them thrive as 

a movement.  Other recent work, however, has suggested that many within the tradition 

may be moving in a more world-affirming direction (Draper and Park 2010; Lindsay 

2006; Shibley 1998; Webber 2002).  As Shibley (1998) points out, such changes within 

the tradition would be consistent with theory on a “sect  church” cycle wherein 
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“otherworldly sects” initially gain vitality from high levels of socio-cultural tension, but 

then gradually lose vitality as they gain legitimacy, succumb to social pressures, and 

transform into “worldly churches” (Johnson 1963; Stark and Finke 2000). 

Consistent with the position that evangelicals have become more “world-

affirming” in recent years, First Baptist did not appear to have serious boundaries with 

anyone in the surrounding culture.  The sermon displayed no “fire and brimstone,” and 

the primary behavioral mandate was that Christians take time to enjoy life‟s goodness.  

Pastor Craig alluded to a “fast-paced world” and warned against tethering oneself to 

technology, but the tone of the comments was lightly self-critical.
8
  The pastor did make 

one potentially offensive comment when he used the term “redneck,” but it was clear 

from his delivery that he was attempting to use the term colloquially to broaden the 

sermon‟s appeal.  Members of the focus group did not mention conflict with 

homosexuals, secular humanists, atheists, or any other social group.  Promised Land‟s 

strong sense of boundaries, by contrast, catalyzed their symbolic solidarity.  First Baptist 

would likely have strengthened their symbolic solidarity had they been conscious of an 

external threat. 

 

Symbolic Solidarity in Individual-Level Religious Experience 

Studies of evangelical Protestants suggest the central role of the Bible within their 

belief system, particularly among Baptists (Ammerman 1987, 1995).  For the most part, 

the interest is not with the material object itself but the contents of the text as interpreted 

by those present, especially the preacher.  Although there are differences among Baptists 

regarding how literally the Bible needs to be interpreted, there is little disagreement about 

                                                      
8
 Supporting this impression, the church has a pastoral blog and congregational Twitter page, both 

of which were regularly updated before and after my visit. 
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its symbolic importance (Ammerman 1995).  Consistent with this, collective attention to 

“God‟s Word” was the primary source of symbolic solidarity at First Baptist.  

Members frequently expressed that they benefited from the service because they 

were able to hear the Word of God in various ways.  The Word of God was thought to 

operate indirectly through the stories and applications of the pastor and the quiet 

reflection of congregants.  As Ron and Debbie commented (above), the sermons provide 

“information” and “create… thought process.”  These thought processes “influence the 

way you live.”  As Diane mentioned, the command that her children find time to rest 

comes “from a word from God.”   

 Hearing the “Word of God for their lives” appears to be the main goal of First 

Baptist‟s private and corporate worship.  Members consistently invoked personalized 

applicability as the ultimate benefit of both.  Debbie expressed pleasure in the 

personalized nature of God‟s communication during Sunday worship: 

I think it‟s so impressive when I come on Sunday.  There‟s always a point 

in the sermon where something is said that is something I‟ve thought 

about during the week.  I‟m a note-taker and I‟ll write it down and put a 

little star...  The sermons are always so timely.  It seems it always 

happens: there‟s something that brings it right back to me and makes me 

understand that I need to listen and apply this, that it‟s not for everyone 

else out there, but my responsibility is to walk away with something that 

God has said to me. 

 

Continuing, Debbie claimed that hearing God‟s personalized expression was not only a 

delight but a duty: 

If I don’t walk away with a Word from God, I’m the problem.  Someone 

challenged me when I was a youth to never go to church and walk away 

without God.  God is there and God is speaking, and if I leave and haven‟t 

heard him, then I’m the problem.  And it just made me think, “Oh my 

goodness, if I don‟t get something out of a prayer, a song, whatever….” 

[trails off] It‟s sort of that moment for me, realizing, “This was for me.” 
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 Diane picked up on Debbie‟s comments, stating: 

It‟s kind of funny afterwards to talk about the message.  Because the 

things that just really struck me are for me only.  We‟ll hear the same 

message from the same person, but the person I‟m talking to will say, “Oh, 

but what about such and such?”  I mean, something different struck them.  

And so I think it‟s all about when your heart connects. 

 

By Diane‟s statement, worshipers‟ hearts “connect” with God in unique ways and at 

different times.  This suggests the realm of religious experience, defined by Glock and 

Stark as “all those feelings, perceptions, and sensations which are experienced by the 

actor or defined by a religious group or a society as involving some communication, 

however slight, with divine essence, i.e. God, with ultimate reality, with transcendental 

authority” (1965: 42).  When the believer feels her heart connect (Diane), or has an “ah-

hah” moment (Cherith), or realizes “this was for me” (Debbie), she perceives that God is 

speaking directly to her.  First Baptist‟s members seek these mystical moments, express 

pleasure when they are achieved, and (at least in Debbie‟s case) blame themselves when 

the experience is absent.   

 

Conclusion 

The ritual I observed at Promised Land revitalized the organization‟s symbols in 

the midst of an ongoing and violent conflict.  After being emotionally battered by the 

murders of young men from their community, Promised Land responded by deriding the 

enemy‟s symbols and extolling their own.  The pastor accomplished this in a sermon 

preached to a mostly imaginary audience, leading me to conclude that “audience” is a 

flexible social construct that can be effective even when the supposed listeners are absent.  

Here, the “audience” were the “young people” who must choose allegiance to either their 

church or their enemy.  In symbolizing the enemy as either a disembodied organizational 
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entity or the figure of Satan, the organization allowed members a more manageable 

distance from which to address a conflict that involves their own loved ones as not only 

victims but culprits.  Promised Land‟s service exemplified the powerful human drive for 

solidarity, the torment when solidarity symbols are under attack, and the power of ritual 

to restore them. 

Promised Land‟s use of symbols applied directly to their organization as such.  In 

effect, Pastor Dave had told his congregation, “Although our symbols and the community 

they symbolize were battered this week, let‟s gather together to celebrate and restore 

them so that the organization may give us strength this week.”  First Baptist‟s approach 

would be better summarized as, “God speaks to you as an individual.  You may have had 

difficulty hearing his voice this week.  Let‟s gather together and celebrate our shared 

symbol of the Bible so that you will be more open to God‟s individualized instruction 

today and in the week to come.”  Symbolic solidarity at First Baptist is found in common 

identification with a solitary religious experience. 

In this sense, First Baptist has a great deal in common with the Meditation Center, 

which I will examine in Chapter 5.  I will argue that group meditation at the Meditation 

Center was valued not because members were energized by an intense collective IR, but 

because the group provided moral pressure in support of solitary meditation.  For the 

most part, the rituals at First Baptist and the Meditation Center are not oriented toward 

the group, per se.  Because the goal is an independent and inimitable religious 

experience, the experience of the person in the nearby pew or on the nearby meditation 

cushion is mostly perceived as irrelevant (although it feels encouraging to see that they 

are trying to do something similar).  This speaks to the ways in which participants orient 
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themselves to the ritual, and suggests that religiously individualistic rituals will yield 

relatively low levels of mutual monitoring, emotional entrainment, and collective 

effervescence.  I will argue in Chapters 5 and 6 that this was exactly the case at both the 

Meditation Center and First Baptist.  

 To the extent that mutual monitoring does take place during First Baptist‟s rituals, 

it might be of a similar nature to mutual monitoring at the Meditation Center.  There, 

other people served mainly as distractions to solitary practice.  Some Meditation Center 

members spoke of the need to incorporate distractions into their meditative awareness, 

but in general it was best if other meditators remained quiet and still.  Likewise, the 

baseline expectation at First Baptist is that hearers of the Word will remain still and 

attentive.  Early in Pastor Craig‟s sermon, for instance, a young child near the stage 

began to cry.  This went on long enough for several members to turn their heads in the 

child‟s direction.  A woman several pews ahead of me expressed a loud “shh!” and the 

mother hurried the child out of the sanctuary.  This is not an unusual scene in public life, 

but it draws attention to the moral pressure at First Baptist to permit members of the 

organization to pursue independent mystical moments.  

 A scene such as the exit of the crying child could conceivably occur at Promised 

Land, and I would not suggest that individualistic religious orientations are entirely 

absent there.  However, the moral management of noise and individual expression at 

Promised Land is a stark contrast to the Meditation Center and First Baptist.  Quiet and 

stillness are not required during Promised Land‟s worship because there is little incentive 

to ensure that other people don‟t enter one‟s consciousness.  Promised Land‟s ritual 

depends on the experience of other people, and noise and movement alert the individual 
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consciousness to that experience.  When the organ plays improvised music, hearers are 

alerted to the emotional engagement of the organist.  When congregants exclaim “mm-

hmm” or “preach it,” hearers are alerted to the emotional engagement of other listeners.  

Spontaneous human expression is less welcome at First Baptist because members are 

“listening” to something internal.  The intended object of internal concentration differs 

from that at the Meditation Center, though.  Whereas Meditation Center members were 

attending to reflexive inner dialogue, First Baptist members were listening for the voice 

of God.   

  This chapter‟s observations recall Emerson and Smith‟s (2000) investigation of 

white evangelicals‟ unwitting contributions to America‟s racial divide.  Emerson and 

Smith argue that white evangelicals‟ fixation on “accountable freewill individualism,” 

“relationalism,” and “antistructuralism” has the effect of blinding them to the racialized 

nature of American culture.  Emerson and Smith‟s argument, however, has been 

criticized for overlooking that these patterns merely echo a perspective on race that is 

readily evident among white Americans in other social spheres (Bonilla-Silva 2003; 

Feagin and O‟Brien 2003; Lamont 2000; Williams 2004).  Emerson and Smith‟s data 

suggest that evangelicals are somewhat more likely than other whites to express 

individualism, relationalism, and antistructuralism, but it is unclear why this is the case.  

Comments from their interviewees typically do not help in this regard, since they rarely 

tie their views on race to their faith.  Is there something unique about religion that 

perpetuates circuitous racism among whites?  

 In an effort to describe different types of social solidarity between a black Baptist 

and white Baptist church, I found that the black Baptists‟ worship ritual focused attention 
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on symbols of the collective, while white Baptists‟ worship focused attention on symbols 

of the individual.  Rawls‟ work (discussed in Chapter 3) suggests that religious rituals 

have the potential to provide participants an experience of the fundamental categories of 

human knowledge.  The symbols that gather the organization together inform the 

members of their identity, their goals, their morals, and their basic understanding of how 

the world operates.  The symbols are powerful in this regard because of the collective 

emotional force that accompanies them in ritual.  Emerson and Smith‟s work rightly 

notes that white evangelicals have a distinct positive relationship with attitudes that 

perpetuate racial inequality.  The findings of this chapter suggest that these contrasting 

orientations of black and white Baptists are generated and cultivated in weekly ritual 

practices that focus heightened attention on, respectively, “we” and “I.” 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

Bodily Copresence 

 

 

Bodily presence makes it easier for human beings to monitor each other‟s 

signals and bodily expressions, to get into shared rhythm, caught up in 

each other‟s motions and emotions; and to signal and confirm a common 

focus of attention and thus a state of intersubjectivity. 

 —Collins (2004: 64) 

 

 

 Telecommunication technologies have diversified the ways in which humans can 

communicate.  But is it possible to hold an interaction ritual from a distance?  Drawing 

on Goffman, Collins defines ritual as “a mechanism of mutually focused emotions and 

attention producing a momentarily shared reality, which thereby generates solidarity and 

symbols of group membership” (2004: 7).  There is little reason to think that the 

telephone and other electronic communication formats can‟t provide participants with “a 

momentarily shared reality” that “generates solidarity.”  These formats arguably fall 

under IR theory‟s definition of ritual.  However, lack of bodily copresence severely limits 

emotional intensity.  Consideration of distanced communication formats reveals why 

copresence is necessary to reach the highest levels of effervescence and solidarity. 

 Radio and telephone technologies made it possible for humans to carry out IRs 

that are exclusively oral.  Mutual focus of attention can be achieved in exclusively-oral 

IRs by maintaining a topic of conversation, and emotional entrainment can be achieved 

through vocal intonation, volume, or the use of emotionally-loaded terms like “love,” 

“hate,” or “pissed off.”  What is missing from these IRs, however, is the risk of physical 

consequences.  For example, two lovers might have an emotionally poignant interaction 
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over the phone, but there is simply no way for the interaction to culminate in kissing or 

sex.  Exclusively-oral IRs are fundamentally safe.  The lovers might tell each other things 

like, “I want to hold you,” or even engage in “phone sex,” but their physical distance is 

an unavoidable limitation on their intimacy.  They know that it is impossible to achieve 

the highest levels of solidarity.   

Just as the most intense forms of intimacy cannot be reached over the phone, so 

also the most powerful forms of conflict cannot be reached.  Although two participants in 

a phone conversation might become extremely angry with each other, there is no way for 

the anger to culminate in immediate violence.  Because physical risk is eliminated, 

because more extreme forms of solidarity and conflict are not options, interactants in 

exclusively-oral rituals cannot gain the sense that they are truly “where the action is” 

(Goffman 1967).   

 Internet technologies have made additional types of distanced rituals possible.  

Messaging technologies facilitate exclusively-verbal interactions.  Mutual focus of 

attention can be achieved, as in a phone call, by sustaining a topic of conversation.  

However, these technologies do not allow for interactants to send and receive clear 

emotional cues,
1
 making misunderstanding a constant threat to solidarity.  Kruger et al. 

(2005) point to an inescapable “egocentrism” that governs email relationships: “[P]eople 

tend to believe they can communicate over email much more effectively than they can” 

(925).  Without “paralinguistic cues such as gesture, emphasis, and intonation,” emails 

and texts lend themselves to misinterpretation.  Emotional entrainment and overall 

                                                      
1
 The emoticon is a blunt effort to reintroduce nonverbal emotional cues to the interaction.   
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intersubjectivity are severely limited by internet media, as is, again, the sense of 

immediate risk that provides a sense of being where the action is. 

  Internet technologies have also made it possible to transmit pictorial and video 

attachments to accompany oral and verbal interaction.  Services such as Skype and 

Google Talk, for instance, allow for videoconferencing, or oral interactions accompanied 

by video feeds of the interactants.  Although slow transmission speeds can impede 

rhythmic entrainment, these technologies help recover paralinguistic signals that are 

unavailable in emails and texts.  Nonetheless, as with phone calls, videoconferencing 

cannot result in the most intense forms of solidarity and conflict.  Interactants know that 

their ritual cannot climax in a kiss or a fistfight, and there is an inherent limit on ritual 

intensity and action. 

 Collins (2004: 53-64) considers copresence in several specific interaction formats.  

In each case, it is clear that face-to-face contact would lead to greater emotional intensity 

than remote contact.  It is difficult to imagine, for instance, videoconferencing of intense 

formal rituals such as weddings and funerals becoming widely prevalent.  “The lack of 

feedback, of seeing others present and being seen by them, would surely diminish the 

sense that one is paying one‟s respects” (54).  He also considers less formal scenarios, 

such as watching sports or election results on television.  Emotional excitement is 

attainable for someone who views the event in solitude, but viewers typically want to 

share their excitement: “At peak moments of victory, or suspense followed by dramatic 

success, the excited viewer reaches out to hug, touch, or kiss someone” (56).  This is 

probably the main reason why Americans often hold Super Bowl and election night 
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parties.  Without feedback and intersubjectivity with friends, their excitement could not 

be maximized or sustained. 

 Physical copresence facilitates emotional intensity by allowing interactants to 

become attuned to each other‟s thoughts and emotions.  Goffman (1981: 103) argued that 

persons in each other‟s presence “are tracking one another and acting so as to make 

themselves trackable.”  Collins points to evolutionary theory and the idea that “humans as 

animals have evolved with nervous systems that pay attention to each other: there is 

always the possibility of fighting, or spreading an alarm; or, on the positive side, positive 

sexual contact” (54).  Physical copresence creates feedback and a sense of risk, and these 

components promote effervescence.   

Still, the properties and consequences of copresence are complex and far from 

fully understood.  In Chapter 2, I examined copresence as a continuous rather than 

dichotomous variable.  I found support for the hypothesis that social density promotes 

effervescence, but I also discovered that analysis of the relationship must account for the 

conditioning effect of socioeconomic status.  Here, I consider social density further in 

analyses of a Buddhist meditation session and a Latino-Catholic Mass.  At the Meditation 

Center, I was particularly interested in gathering evidence regarding a simple research 

question: why meditate with a group?  The lively discussion that ensued in my focus 

group highlighted the importance of moral pressure and symbolic empowerment, both of 

which require copresence with other Meditation Center members.  At St. John‟s Catholic 

Church, I became fascinated by the contrasting rituals inside and outside the doors of the 

sanctuary.  Although both of St. John‟s rituals were very crowded, I observed a mood of 

action and glee outside, and a mood of boredom and sobriety inside.  I argue that this 
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contrast points to the influence of ritual stratification, another variable that conditions the 

effects of copresence.   

 

The Meditation Center: Why Meditate with Other People? 

 There are several different branches and variants of Buddhism, including the 

major world traditions of Mahayana, Theraveda, and Vajrayana.  The Meditation Center 

practices a westernized form of Tibetan Buddhism in the Vajrayana tradition.
2
  As many 

observers have pointed out (e.g. Cadge 2005; Numrich 2000; Smith and Froese 2008), 

American Buddhism is largely separated into immigrant communities (“cultural 

Buddhists”) and convert communities (“convert Buddhists”).  The Meditation Center 

clearly belongs in the latter category, as several members discussed not only their own 

adult conversions but also the group‟s distinction from a more “traditional” Buddhist 

temple in their city.  Numrich (2000) identifies several characteristics common among 

convert Buddhists that were evident in my visit to the Meditation Center: members are 

predominantly white, financially stable, highly educated, and dissatisfied with their non-

Buddhist religious upbringings.  They are also persistently open-minded.  Meditation 

Center members frequently mention that all are welcome and can benefit from 

participating in their community (sangha), even those with no interest in religion, per se.  

The community believes that everyone can benefit from meditation, in particular, and this 

practice is the stated foundation of all that the group does.   

                                                      
2
 Estimates of the number of U.S. adult Buddhists range from 500,000 to 4 million.  By all 

estimates, they make up less than 2% of the U.S. population (Wuthnow and Cadge 2004; Smith 2002b).  

Smith‟s (2007) data indicate that Vajrayana Buddhists make up approximately 14% of all American 

Buddhist organizations.  Tibetan organizations, in particular, make up approximately 5% of American 

Buddhist organizations. 
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There are a variety of types and rationales for Buddhist meditation.
3
  The 

Meditation Center practice “shamatha,” which is meant to facilitate self-development as 

the practitioner learns to “peacefully abide” with his own mind.  Meditation Center 

members expect to become more mindful, wise, and calm through the regular practice of 

meditation.  Shamatha involves sitting on the ground (or cushion) with legs crossed and 

hands resting on one‟s knees.  The meditator attempts to maintain an upright yet relaxed 

posture while lightly focusing attention on his breathing.  In that position, he then tries to 

gently turn away from distracting thoughts and outside concerns as they pop into mind 

(Chödrön 2001; Mipham 2005; Ray 2004). 

Meditation is clearly not a time for social interaction.  Meditators learn to avoid 

all verbal and nonverbal communication during the practice.  But this raises a question: if 

meditation is a personal process that is by and for the individual, why do the Meditation 

Center and many other Buddhist organizations regularly hold group meditations?  The 

question is not whether Buddhists value community.  Along with the Buddha and his 

teachings, sangha is one of the “Three Jewels” in which Buddhists take refuge.  Sangha 

refers to monastic communities or, especially in the West, lay Buddhist communities.  In 

either case, the social component is highly valued.  But it is nonetheless clear that 

meditation is fundamentally solitary.  Practitioners even suggest that it must be practiced 

regularly when away from the group in order to be effective (Chödrön 2001; Mipham 

2005).   

 

  

                                                      
3
 According to Wave 3 of the Baylor Religion Survey (2011), 12.4% (213/1714) of Americans 

practice “mindfulness meditation.”   This percentage includes non-Buddhist forms of meditation, however.  

Tibetan Buddhist meditation, in particular, is much less common at .008% (15/1714).   
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The Chant and the Sit 

 In the main shrine room of the Meditation Center, twenty-five blue cushions in 

neat rows take up most of the available space on the wood floors.  Each cushion is about 

a foot tall, and is designed to help one sit comfortably with legs crossed for a long period 

of time.  A short raised stage with three small shrines stretches along the front wall of the 

room. To the right of the stage is a lower platform with an extra cushion.  Six large and 

colorful banners adorn the front and side walls.   

 On the day of my observation, nine women and seven other men took their 

cushions (three individuals entered late, for a total of eleven women and nine men).  

Seventeen of us were white, and there was one Latino, one Latina, and one Indian male.  

Rita, the Latina, handed each person a folder containing written chants.  Connie, a local 

artist in her twenties who works as the group‟s office manager, walked to the front and 

prepared the stage.
4
  Next, she sat on a cushion next to the stage and explained to us that 

she would ring a bell three times: to begin the chanting, and to begin and end “the sit.”  

 Connie instructed us to read aloud the first four chants in the folder.  She rang the 

bell and we began.  The group recited in an unexpressive monotone.  Some punctuated 

the first beat of each line with a high-pitched whine.  Inconsistent with what prior 

experience with the group and their teachings had led me to expect, I found that the 

chants were for the most part praise songs to god-like beings.
5
  The chanters tended to 

                                                      
4
 Connie is the Center‟s only paid employee.  Otherwise, it is entirely maintained by volunteers. 

 
5
 Durkheim‟s (1912:30, 47) definition of religion leaves out belief in the supernatural, and he 

argued that this allowed him to incorporate Buddhism.  Stark and Finke (2000:90) assert that it was 

unnecessary to avoid gods in the definition, since popular Buddhism has always been “rich in supernatural 

beings.”  At the Meditation Center, gods were included in the ritual symbols of the chants but entirely 

absent from members‟ explanations of what they were doing.   
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begin at contrasting speeds and gradually fall into a common cadence.  The loudest 

voices set the pace and the quiet voices followed along.   

 After the four chants, Connie rang the bell and we began to meditate.  I had 

received meditation instruction from one of the members (Louise) during a preliminary  

visit to the Center, and I attempted to follow her guidelines.
6
  I directed a soft gaze 

toward the ground a few feet in front of me.  I wiggled my head a little to maneuver it 

into a good resting place at the top of my spinal column.  I relaxed my jaw and left my 

mouth slightly open.  I “listened” to my breath.  I tried not to think about anything in 

particular, and gently redirected focus to my breath when conscious of conscious thought.   

 There were few “external” distractions.  I noted the individuals who arrived late, 

but they quickly found cushions and began to meditate.  I noticed that two individuals in 

my periphery shifted positions more often than the others, but for the most part everyone 

was very still.  The most prominent object of my external awareness was the hum of the 

air conditioning unit.  I heard it shut off about halfway through the exercise.  I noted 

shortly after that beads of sweat began to form on my face (it was over 100° outside).  

This made me anxious until I remembered Louise‟s advice to “welcome” distractions as 

opportunities to redirect attention to my breath.  My mind “settled,” although I was happy 

when the AC resumed a few moments later.   

 With respect to my internal awareness, I was able to avert disruptive thoughts for 

much but not all of the session.  Louise had suggested a technique that proved useful: I 

counted my breaths from 0 to 21 and back down again.  Some worries did cross my mind, 

                                                      
6
 The center offers free public instruction in meditation to all newcomers.  This is provided by 

some two dozen members who take turns as designated instructor.  Members are strongly encouraged to 

serve as instructors, and doing so gives them a greater sense of investment in the organization and its 

symbols.     
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though.  For instance, I thought anxiously about practical issues related to my role as a 

researcher.  Related to this, I also engaged in too much self-assessment, sometimes 

happily affirming to myself that I could meditate just fine (thereby hindering the ability to 

meditate just fine).  The following recalls what some of my thoughts would have looked 

like if written down:
7
 

I need to remember to ask Perry if I can read some of his poems.  Wait—

Perry isn‟t here today.  That‟s funny.  I was eager to ask him and so I 

hadn‟t realized he‟s not even here.  He could be sitting behind me, but I 

don‟t think so.  Get back on track.  17………… Was I on 17?................  

16….  a total guess…………… not a bad thing that I forgot what number 

I‟m on.  That‟s a sign that I‟m not being dominated by my conscious 

thought.  I‟m really in the right state, I think.… come on……… 

17………………………. 16…………….………….  15.    

 

Toward the end of the session, I sensed that my vision was a bit shimmery, as if 

the room was lightly vibrating.  I felt somehow more a part of the room, as if it were 

more of a single unit than a collection of discrete parts.  When Connie rang the closing 

bell, I was surprised that the entire event had passed so quickly.   

 

Solitary and Collective Rituals 

 Members at the Meditation Center mentioned several times that meditation is by 

and for the individual.  They believe that society would benefit from a growth in the 

prevalence of the practice, but the practice per se is wholly devoted to individual-level 

experience.  When I asked members of the community why they meditate as a group, 

they were often surprised to hear the question.  Perry, a highly-educated poet who has 

come to the center for 25 years and now coordinates all of the meditation instruction, 

                                                      
7
 I follow researchers such as Caughey (1984), Collins (2004), and Wiley (1994) in reporting 

remembered excerpts of internal dialogue as relevant data on cognitive reflexivity.  Preston (1988) also 

uses this methodological resource in analysis of Zen practice.  This internal dialogue will be considered 

further in Appendix A. 
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admitted that he had never given the question very much thought: “That‟s a good 

question.  I‟ll have to think about that.” 

 The practice is so heavily focused on individual self-development that even the 

most experienced members can overlook that they regularly participate in a collective 

religious ritual.  When discussing the presence of other meditators, members often stated 

that other people serve as distractions.  According to Steve, a single man in his 40s: 

When you meditate with the group, the issue to deal with, and that we‟re 

trained to think about and talk about, is possible interruptions.  People 

walking in and out the door and sitting, or somebody being restless… Just 

being with the group is… challenging. 

 

Alan, a single man in his 30s, explained that he sits near the front during group 

meditation in order to avoid distractions: “That makes it easier for me to meditate.  But 

that‟s not necessarily the goal… to make it easier.  It‟s sort of like a cop-out.”   Alan‟s 

sentiments were consistent with the group.  A major goal of meditation is cultivating a 

new awareness of one‟s immediate surroundings, and distractions from meditation are 

considered opportunities to train this capability.  Bree, a single woman in her 30s, 

explained: 

When you begin, you start with a type of meditation that is very closed in 

your field of awareness and vision.  And as you progress, you open up 

until it‟s almost a 360° awareness of what‟s surrounding you in the 

physical space.  The sounds.  Other bodies.  Everything. 

 

 Whether or not other people are welcome distractions, they are considered 

distractions nonetheless.  Members‟ hesitations regarding collective meditation were also 

evident in their comments about the physical space.  Steve commented,  

Space is a problem here.  Sometimes I want to go to the main shrine room, 

and there‟s some guest speaker or something that I didn‟t know about, and 

I‟m like, „there‟s all these people‟ [with a look of disgust].  And I think, 

“we should expand! We should build a larger center.”   
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For Steve, crowdedness was a problem that obviously needed to be corrected.  Other 

members concurred, and explained that the Center was planning an expansion that will 

include a second main shrine room.  Having meditated with the group in the main shrine 

room, I understand their impulse.  There were only 20 participants in my session, but 

almost all of the cushions were filled and “personal space” was limited to no more than a 

couple feet in any direction. 

The group‟s expressions of discomfort are consistent with the findings reported in 

Chapter 2 that socioeconomic status conditions the effects of density on effervescence.  

Religious organizations with high levels of education and income tend to report decreases 

in collective emotional benefits when ritual density is high.  Goffman (1967) observed a 

similar phenomenon in ethnographic study, and attributed it to the sacralization of the self 

among the upper-classes.     

High social density appears to compromise the self-focus called for in meditation, 

especially among high-SES groups.  Consistent with this, members‟ reports did not 

consistently point to positive emotions.  Gina, a single woman in her 20s, reported, 

“Today I had a lot of anxiety.  I was still preoccupied afterwards, but maybe a little more 

settled.”  Terry, a woman in her 30s, explained, “Today I was just tired.  My objective 

was just to get in.  It was something I had committed myself to for some period of time.  

So I was just glad I did it.”   Similarly, Steve described his struggle with fatigue in detail: 

I was just battling the entire time.  So I was just glad I got through it.  I 

was realizing how my body was functioning, what‟s going on with my 

body, all that body awareness stuff.  I‟m really tired.  My eyes were going 

[demonstrates a struggle with heavy eyelids] and I thought, „I need to keep 

them open.  I‟m trying to keep them open.‟ 
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For these members, the ritual did not lead to shared ebullience.  Participants expressed 

feelings like anxiety or fatigue as much as they expressed feelings like joy or 

empowerment.   

 When it came to the chanting, however, participants consistently described it as 

fun and energizing.  Terry, for example, said, “I look forward to doing the chants.  The 

unity that comes from doing that.  And the voices joining together.  I think it‟s really 

cool.  I get joy from it.”   Terry‟s comments suggest that chanting tends to be a highly 

effervescent IR at the Meditation Center.  First, she “looks forward” to the chants, which 

means that her prior IRs helps energize her for future IRs of the same type.
8
  Second, she 

suggests that “voices joining together,” an action that requires rhythmic entrainment, 

generated “unity.”   Third, she gets “joy,” a form of positive EE, from doing the chants. 

 Similarly, Matt‟s description of the chanting corresponds extremely well with 

descriptions of collective effervescence in Durkheim and IR theory: “I lose myself in the 

chanting.  When the whole group is doing it and you find yourself in sync with 

everybody else… nothing exists but the words.  I become completely focused.  I kind of 

lose myself in the activity of it, which is nice.”   Again, Matt‟s choice of words suggests 

the emotional power of the chanting IR.  He reports losing himself in the group activity, 

as though his individual awareness was temporarily colonized by the group awareness.  

He reports being “in sync with everybody else” (rhythmic entrainment), with “nothing 

exist[ing] but the words” (common object of attention).   

 Alan claimed that one chanting ritual at the Meditation Center actually shifted his 

perceptions of physical reality: “The room sometimes changes size….  One time when I 

                                                      
8
 Compare Terry‟s comments with those of Wendell and Addie in Chapter 4 (p. 92).  Addie, for 

instance, always has an “expectation” on Sunday mornings that Promised Land‟s service will be “spirit-

filled” and bring “joy and happiness.”   
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was leading a chant, there were a whole bunch of people there, like 60.  I felt very close 

to people.  It felt like the stage was about 7 feet tall and the ceiling was gonna scrape my 

head.”   The IR Alan recalled would have felt exceptionally crowded in the main shrine 

room.  With 60 bodies, many would have been forced into physical contact.  The sound 

of so many voices in unison would have generated significant reverberation.  All 

elements of a strong IR would have been in effect, priming the group for an effervescent 

experience.  Alan‟s account of altered awareness is consistent with Durkheim‟s 

description of effervescence: “The vital energies become hyper-excited, the passions 

more intense, the sensations more powerful; there are indeed some that are produced only 

at this moment.  Man does not recognize himself; he feels somehow transformed and in 

consequence transforms his surroundings” (1912: 424).    

 My observations and members‟ comments lead me to think that group meditation 

at the Meditation Center does little to generate collective effervescence, whereas chanting 

tends to facilitate high collective effervescence.  In the ritual I observed, the two practices 

had virtually identical levels of copresence/density.  A brief review of the other IR 

dynamics, however, suggests why chanting is the more invigorating group experience: 

(1) chanting facilitates a more obvious mutual focus of attention, which according to one 

participant is “the words themselves”; (2) chanting requires higher degrees of rhythmic 

entrainment and mutual monitoring, thus increasing the likelihood of shared group 

emotions; and (3) chanting arguably presents higher barriers with outsiders because it 

requires participants to verbalize symbolism that is foreign to most American English 

speakers.  It is consistent with the theory, then, that chanting is more invigorating than 

collective meditation.   
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Still, chanting is peripheral in members‟ descriptions of their experiences at the 

Meditation Center.  It is also peripheral within the structure of the IR—the chanting 

period is brief and is followed by a much longer period of meditation.  It is clear that 

members enjoy the chanting as part of their overall experience of the organization, just as 

they enjoy various social events and volunteer opportunities that are sponsored by the 

community.  In this respect, they are a vital organization.  A sample of events during the 

month I visited includes the following, to name only a few: Zen archery, Buddhist art 

classes, meditation instruction to prison inmates, classes on Buddhism at four different 

levels of experience, movie night (“Kundun”), public discussion about Buddhism, and a 

gay men‟s group.  The rigorous training sessions, in particular, were prominent in 

members‟ explanations of positive feelings among group members.  For example, Alan 

explained: 

We get a real family feeling in these classes that we have on the 

weekends.  They go from 7-9 on Friday, 8-5 on Saturday, and then the 

next morning too.  And we graduate together and see each other every 2 

months.  So there‟s a real camaraderie on these weekends.  Like we‟re all 

in the galley together, or army barracks or something. 

 

The Meditation Center helps members get to know each other in supplementary activities 

designed to build solidarity.  And they are effective at building “a real family feeling.”  

The weekend trainings, especially, facilitate solidarity by stimulating a galley-type 

experience.  For fellow graduates, memories of the trainings serve as emblems of their 

shared success in overcoming physical and emotional challenges.  These activities build 

feelings of solidarity, and yet they are considered tangential to the primary experience of 

ongoing meditative practice. 
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Moral Pressure and Empowerment 

Although members spoke in detail about the drawbacks of collective meditation, 

especially crowded sessions, they made additional comments that suggested why the 

practice persists.  Members value the collective ritual because it strengthens their solitary 

practice.  

Members expressed clearly and consistently that the individual‟s independent 

spiritual journey is primary.  The group‟s symbolic allegiances, then, were consistent 

with research that points to the centrality of individualism in American culture, generally, 

and religion, in particular (Bellah et al. 1996, Goffman 1967; Madsen 2009).
9
  I argue in 

Appendix A that the goal of the individual practice is to facilitate “social” solidarity 

between the different “voices” that comprise an individual‟s thought life, or what Norbert 

Wiley (1994) would call the “semiotic self.”  That argument adopts the assumption 

expressed by many Buddhists that meditation is ultimately a solitary pursuit.  That 

argument requires several pages, so I place it in an Appendix to maintain focus on this 

chapter‟s main line of inquiry. 

Collective meditation at the Meditation Center supports the solitary practice of the 

individual in two ways.  First, collective meditation makes the individual morally 

responsible to the group.  Second, collective meditation reassures members that their 

practices and symbols are worthwhile and valuable.   

After the focus group had discussed the challenges of collective meditation  

for several minutes, Alan began to speak of its rewards. He explained, “I think it‟s easier 

to meditate here than at home.  The time is a set thing...  Everything is just really here for 

                                                      
9
 Religious discourse at the Meditation Center resembles that of contemporary evangelicals in its 

thoroughgoing emphasis on the individual.  Chapter 4 provides examples from white Baptists. 
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the purpose of meditating.”  The focus group nodded and verbally confirmed this 

observation.  Terry added, “That‟s right.  I probably wouldn‟t have even meditated this 

morning if it weren‟t Sunday [the day during which she regularly attends the Meditation 

Center].  We‟ve all made a commitment to do the practice. And sometimes you feel like 

it, and sometimes you don‟t.” 

Alan‟s and Terry‟s comments suggest the moral components of time and place.  

Durkheim addresses these at several points in The Elementary Forms (1912: 9-12; 311; 

353-354; 441-442).  Time and place socially construct humans‟ responsibilities to each 

other.  Calendars, for instance, impose sacred and profane periods.  Durkheim writes, 

“The division into days, weeks, months, years, etc., corresponds to the recurrence of rites, 

festivals, and public ceremonies at regular intervals.  A calendar expresses the rhythm of 

collective activity while ensuring that regularity” (10).  A similar example is the drive for 

punctuality.  When we try to be punctual, we are typically not trying to serve an abstract 

entity called “Time.”  Rather, we usually are attempting to please other people who 

expect us to be at place x at time y.  Efforts to be on time for a lunch date, birthday party, 

business meeting, etc. are primarily efforts to avoid disappointing significant others.  

Rushing to the event, one might imagine the disappointment and shame that might follow 

the late arrival.  Latecomers often point to uncontrollable external factors that made them 

late, and this is meant to alleviate personal responsibility: “It was the damn traffic…  

[Please understand that I would never willfully ignore my duties to you by showing up 

late.]”  Meditation Center members reflected the morality of time by mentioning multiple 

times that late arrivals are distractions during meditation.  The organization agrees to 

meet at a set time and place, and they expect each other to remain physically still and 
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quiet until the final bell rings.   Members like Alan and Terry welcome the social 

pressure of having a time and place for meditation because it prods them to regularly 

practice meditation.   

Matt expressed a second way in which collective meditation supports the solitary 

practice:  

There‟s something about the shrine room, and being in there.  After years 

of coming here I‟ve never been able to put my finger on it exactly.  But 

when you walk into that room and you sit there with that group of people 

who are also meditating and you‟re doing something completely solitary, 

you know, it‟s just you working on your own mind but somehow being in 

a room full of other people doing it is empowering.  I always find it easier 

to meditate here than at home.   

 

For Matt, the presence of the group added a sense of “empowerment” to what he 

nonetheless considered a “completely solitary” activity.  Practicing as a group provides a 

sense of empowerment because the individual learns that others are committed to the 

same pursuit.  Preston made a similar observation in his study of a California Zen 

community: “practitioners sense each other‟s commitment,” and this promotes “the 

emergence of a sense of reality shared by these others and support for one‟s efforts to 

experience such a reality” (1988: 130-131).  Similarly, group meditation can be 

considered a solidarity ritual that increases confidence in group symbols.  The shared 

symbols, however, refer to the potential of the individual.  A good contrast is found in 

Promised Land‟s solidarity ritual from Chapter 4.  There, sacred symbols of group unity 

were rejuvenated through a highly charged emotional experience of the group as a unit.  

At the Meditation Center, confidence in the sacred symbol of individual enlightenment is 

supported mainly by being copresent with other people who are doing and saying the 

same things at the same time.   
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St. John’s Catholic Church: Crowds and Effervescence Indoors and Out 

Using data from the National Congregations Study and other sources, Chaves 

(2004) concludes that Catholic services tend to be more ceremonial and less enthusiastic 

than Protestant services.  Latino Catholics, however, are changing this perception as they 

radically change the demographic characteristics and worship styles associated with the 

Catholic Church in the U.S.  According to a large national survey conducted by the Pew 

Forum on Religion and Public Life (2007), close to 70% of Latino Americans identify as 

Roman Catholic.  About a third of all U.S. Catholics are Latinos, and this proportion will 

likely continue to grow due to immigration.  According to the Pew study, the growing 

proportion of Latino Catholics is transforming the image of American Catholicism.
10

   

I learned from their website and conversations with leaders that over 1200 

families attend St. John‟s Catholic Church.
 
 St.  John‟s thus falls under the category of 

“huge” urban parishes, 25% of all American Catholic churches that comprise the 

tradition‟s fastest-growing population in the U.S. (Davidson and Fournier 2006).  From 

preliminary visits to St. John‟s, I gained the impression that it is an extremely well-

attended organization.  The organization holds multiple services each Sunday and 

throughout the week.  Although I anticipated that this could diminish the numbers at any 

single service, I found that the service I attended was more crowded than any other ritual 

in my sample.   

Initially, bodily copresence may seem the simplest IR dynamic.  The analysis in 

Chapter 2 and the first half of this chapter has begun to show why copresence is actually 

                                                      
10

 This transformation is related to the style of ritual: Latino Catholics are much more likely than 

non-Latino Catholics to practice charismatic styles of worship (54% vs. 12%).  Close to half of Latino 

Catholics have attended services in which participants have spoken in tongues, prophesied, or prayed for 

miracles.  The ritual I attended, however, was not charismatic.     
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quite complex.  I argued in Chapter 2 that copresence is best understood as a continuous 

variable called social density, and that its impact on effervescence is conditioned by 

socioeconomic status.  In my analysis of the Meditation Center, I argued that the 

organization‟s high-SES members are instinctively bothered by social density, but crowd 

together anyway because doing so provides moral pressure and symbolic empowerment.  

I will now consider an additional complication suggested by my visit to St. John‟s 

Catholic Church.  I had gained the impression prior to my visit that St. John‟s was a 

vibrant church that was “home” to several hundreds of Latinos who lived in the area, and 

I knew Sunday Mass was likely to be very crowded.  I also was aware that Latinos in 

their city earn less than half of the per capita income of whites, and the lowest levels 

among all races and ethnicities in the area (U.S. Census 2000).  Thus, the observation 

controlled for the economic factors that appear to condition the effects of density on 

effervescence.  Contrary to my expectations, however, the service appeared to instigate 

very little effervescence.  I again encountered the complex effects of copresence, and 

concluded that the emotional excitement gained in crowds can be rapidly obliterated by 

ritual stratification.   

 

Density and Effervescence Outside 

 When I approached the church at 10:15 for St. John‟s 10:30 am English-language 

service, I encountered what is best described as an outdoor party.  The front doors to the 

sanctuary were closed (enclosing the 9:15 service), and there was a line of about 20 

people waiting to get in.  This gave me an immediate impression that St. John‟s was 

where the action is.  As in the cases of dance clubs or restaurants, long lines outside the 
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front door communicate that something very fun or otherwise valuable is inside.
11

  The 

door, in this case, is a physical barrier to outsiders that suggests exclusivity: more people 

want to participate than the space will currently allow.  The product inside the doors is 

perceived to be quite valuable, and those who arrive too late may not get to enjoy it.  

Waiting in line at St. John‟s, I anticipated a powerful jolt of emotional energy in their 

10:30 service. 

 This impression accelerated during the next 30 minutes.  By 10:27, the line 

stretched from the door to the street, roughly 30 feet from the entrance.  By 10:35, 

approximately 80 people were in line behind me (about 100 total) and the line now 

stretched a long distance down the sidewalk.  Additionally, a new line had formed to the 

side of the church, comprised of over 100 youths who had been released from Sunday 

School and catechism class.
12

  Over 100 cars were parked in the church lot and in the 

streets surrounding the church. 

 Although lines suggest high-value products at the front, they do not always result 

in positive collective moods.  At St. John‟s, however, the wait was a celebration.  All 

ages were present.  Some of the nearby mini-IRs were comprised of multi-generational 

families, and others were comprised of people from the same age group.  I observed 

lively conversation, laughter, hugging, hand-holding, and kissing.  In three different mini-

IRs, I observed adolescents showing off dance moves.   

                                                      
11

 In his study of line-joining rules, Gibson (2008: 211) writes, “A waiting line forms when there 

is some sought-after good (broadly construed) to be dispensed.”   

 
12

 Their participation in these activities added to my expectation of an effervescent service.  I 

discuss the energizing effect of pre-ritual rituals in my analysis of Promised Land Baptist Church in 

Chapter 4. 
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 Over the roar of the crowd, I heard the sounds of four different vendors hawking 

their products outside the entrance.  Their products included cowboy boots, kids‟ toys, 

sweets, and fruit drinks.  On the sidewalk, another man sold Mexican ice cream treats 

from a cart.  I also noted a barbecue smoker near the entrance that, according to a sign, 

could be won in an upcoming raffle.  Down the sidewalk a little bit, a group of teenagers 

from the church were holding a car wash, and they held signs and waved at cars driving 

by.  

 In short, I observed a large, informal, and exciting IR outside St. John‟s.  Social 

density was high, attention was focused on the church community, membership was 

signified by shared symbols of ethnicity and religion, and the mood was festive.  Finally, 

at 10:45, the doors opened and participants from the early service poured out the doors.  

All of us who had been waiting corralled ourselves into the church.  Within moments, the 

mood shifted significantly. 

 

Density and Drain Inside 

 St. John‟s sanctuary is long and narrow.  There are more than 30 pews, divided by 

an aisle, with space for 15 to 20 people in each.  All of the rows were filled, so that at 

least 500 were present when I attended.  The design of the building is in the Gothic style 

often found in Roman Catholic churches.  The ceiling is high and vaulted, and adorned 

with round stained glass windows.  Large murals depicting scenes from the crucifixion 

narrative line the walls.  The priests lead the service from a tall chancel at the front of the 

sanctuary.  Most of us who had been waiting in line had to sit in 10 pews in the back of 

the sanctuary.  The pews nearer to the front were roped off and reserved for those who 

had attended catechism class.   
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 The service began quickly once everyone was seated.  The priests‟ procession was 

accompanied by singing from a choir located behind us in a balcony.  We engaged in a 

liturgy of singing, scripture reading, greeting, and prayer.  I noted during the songs that 

very few men and only a small percentage of the women sang along.  This may have been 

due to the printed bulletin, wherein most of the songs were misprinted; the lyrics were 

close, but different enough to impede confident singing.  The congregational responses in 

the liturgies were also delivered tentatively because, again, the printed words were 

inconsistent with the words used by the priests.   

 The first portion of the service was brief, and Father Felix‟s homily began at 

11:05.  Several issues weakened the ability of the homily to stimulate the congregation‟s 

emotional involvement.  The first had to do with sound.  Although Father Felix wore a 

cordless head mic, the volume was low.  Worse, the sanctuary was essentially an echo 

chamber.  It was difficult to distinguish Father Felix‟s words in the midst of competing 

sounds such as coughs, turning pages, and crying babies.  Crying babies, in fact, 

effectively drowned out all other sounds at several points.    

 Related to the sound problems at St. John‟s, Father Felix mumbled and used a 

limited range of English vocabulary.  As I noted above, St. John‟s also has several 

Spanish-language services, and it is likely that Father Felix is more comfortable 

delivering the homilies in Spanish.
13

  The passage he read describes a parable told by 

Jesus about a landowner who leases his vineyards to murderous tenants.
14

  He read the 

                                                      
13

 This suggests an avenue for future research on bilingual religious organizations.  To what extent 

do collective emotions depend on high proficiency with the language used during the service? 

 
14

 The homily was based on Matthew 21: 33-43.  The parable tells of a landowner who planted a 

vineyard, leased it to tenants, and went on a journey.  Twice, the landowner sent servants to collect the 

vineyard‟s produce, and both times the tenants beat and killed the landowner‟s servants.  Finally, the 

landowner sent his son to collect the produce, and the tenants killed the son.  Jesus‟ listeners (priests and 
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sermon haltingly, often pausing to find his place in his written text.  He leaned against the 

podium and failed to make significant eye contact with the congregation.   

To the extent that it could be heard, the content of the homily was also hard to 

follow.  Since the parable describes multiple brutal murders, it was difficult to understand 

why Father Felix said “This reading is very beautiful” on six different occasions.  It was 

also difficult to understand what the parable had to do with peace.  And yet, Father Felix 

told us, “Peace is important.  We need peace.  Look around you, and you will see 

violence, bad actions…. You turn on the TV,
15

 and you see problems all around the 

world.  We need peace in the world.  And we need peace in our church, as well.” 

By 11:10 the congregation was restless.  Several individuals seated near me were 

looking away from Father Felix, several yawned, and a cacophony of coughing, crying 

babies, and bulletin rustling grew increasingly loud.  The homily ended with a mixed 

metaphor: “Do you produce fruits? What kind of a fruit are you?”  At 11:15, the homily 

ended.  The next 25 minutes of the service were mostly devoted to the Eucharist, 

offerings, and benediction.  At no point did I observe signs of intensified collective 

emotions.  Contrary to what the crowded room had led me to expect, St. John‟s service is 

best described as emotionally draining. 

 My focus group meeting at St. John‟s led me to think that the congregation 

experiences significant effervescence and solidarity together, but they achieve these in 

                                                                                                                                                              
elders) thought the appropriate response of the landowner would be swift justice.  Jesus responded by 

telling them that the Kingdom of God would be taken from them and given to people who will produce its 

fruit. 

 
15

 See footnote 13 in Chapter 7 regarding my sample‟s frequent discussions of “media,” especially 

“TV,” as either a negative force in itself or a venue for observing the terrors of contemporary life.  
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rituals other than Sunday Mass.  Lupina, a married woman in her 30s, described the 

ethnic solidarity she experiences at the church: 

St. John‟s is a place for many to come who are Mexican.  We feel like we 

belong because we see, “here are many like me.”  We have same 

traditions, and same things that we believe.  It is a family away from our 

family.   

 

St. John‟s provides a special venue through which immigrants from Mexico who 

live in their area can enact solidarity rituals they associate with their homeland.  They 

repeat common symbols and engage in common movements in each other‟s presence, 

and this provides them familial feelings that can be difficult to attain with non-Mexican-

Americans in their region.
16

  The familial feeling at St. John‟s is facilitated, at least 

partially, by hearing and speaking their mother tongue.  Lupina explained: 

There are two Catholic churches in our town that hold Spanish Mass.  For 

people who only speak Spanish, this is very important for them.  So they 

come and they are with their family, and they take Mass, and they can hear 

and speak in Spanish. 

 

Lupina‟s comments support the notion that participants at St. John‟s are emotionally 

motivated into each other‟s presence by strong feelings of ethnic solidarity.   

Other comments in the focus group confirmed my impression that the Sunday 

service, itself, is not the key ritual in this regard.  Jonathan, a single man in his 20s, 

compared his experiences in St. John‟s services with those in a local Protestant church 

that he also attends on occasion: 

I also go to [a local evangelical church].  There, the music is playing all 

the time, and it gives me strong feelings.  Here, I have difficulty hearing 

what the priest is saying.  Because of the way sound is in [the sanctuary], 

it is difficult to hear his words on Sundays.  So they tell you, do this, don‟t 

do that, but it is difficult to understand all that they mean. 

                                                      
16

 Consistent with the barriers hypothesis, prior research suggests that encounters with nativistic 

hostilities likely spurs solidarity among Latino immigrants (Bean and Tienda 1987; Porter and Washington 

1993).   
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Lupina followed Jonathan‟s comment by saying that she usually feels “relaxed” during 

St. John‟s services.  When she said this, I looked to see Jonathan‟s response.  He smiled 

and shrugged in a way that indicated grudging agreement.  Both agreed that being with 

their church family is a “calming” experience.  I interpret their comments as indications 

that they are comforted by the solidarity that comes with gathering together.  They 

experience positive emotions together, as well.  Still, I did not observe that these positive 

emotions are stimulating or energizing in a way that is consistent with the concept of 

effervescence. 

 

Ritual Stratification at St. John’s 

 As noted several times in this project, IR dynamics are recursive and overlapping, 

and any one dynamic is unlikely to independently direct an IR‟s success.  St. John‟s ritual 

is no exception, and a combination of defective dynamics impeded effervescence.  An 

obvious problem was that their ritual technologies failed to promote a mutual focus on a 

common object.  When trying to sing together, no one was confident about the lyrics 

because the bulletin was full of misprints.  During the homily, many appeared to have 

trouble understanding what Father Felix was saying because the physical space doesn‟t 

conduct sound well.  Unsuccessful management of resources impeded intersubjectivity.
17

   

These problems might derail an IR of any type.  Intersubjectivity is an absolutely 

necessary IR dynamic, and is more fundamentally important than copresence.  As 

                                                      
17

 I do not think that this is primarily an issue of inadequate resources at St. John‟s.  Chapter 6 will 

consider more closely the issue of how ritual resources are managed.  There, I compare an organization that 

squanders its substantial ritual resources (First Baptist) with an organization that maximizes the emotional 

value of its relatively meager resources (Promised Land).  Rich or poor, organizations have to exercise 

ingenuity in managing resources to maximize effervescence.  St. John‟s misprinted bulletin may have 

resulted from having an insufficient volunteer base, and they may not have had sufficient funds to update 

their sound system.  These sorts of problems can be surmounted, however, if the organization is attuned to 

them. 
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discussed at the beginning of this chapter, a degree of intersubjectivity is possible over 

the phone or during a conference call; lack of copresence simply limits the heights the 

interaction can reach.  Consider, however, copresence without intersubjectivity.  A crowd 

of strangers with no common activity or reason for gathering risks an overall decrease in 

emotional energy.  For example, passengers on crowded airplanes and elevators will 

often consider their copassengers to be impediments to their own comfort (especially if 

they have high SES and are accustomed to ample personal space).  They may achieve 

moments of intersubjectivity related to their common goal of arriving at their destination, 

but their baseline response to crowdedness is often distaste.  St. John‟s failed to achieve a 

significant degree of intersubjectivity, and that failure fatally wounded their IR.
18

   

Still, the congregation already possessed a high level of intersubjectivity when 

they were waiting outside.  What happened?  How did they lose it so quickly?  The 

concept of ritual deference used by Goffman and Collins provides reasons to think that 

particular properties of the ritual‟s copresence inside the church doors helped nullify the 

positive emotional effects that density was promoting outside the church doors.   

As I discussed in Chapter 2, IR theory stipulates that that “asymmetrical” or “one-

way” deference rituals mitigate positive IR outcomes (Collins 1975: 73-74, 100, 157, 

179; 2004: 116).  Examples of deference rituals include subjects before a monarch, 

soldiers before generals, and workers before their bosses (1975: 100).  In an assymetrical 

deference ritual, the superordinant becomes a sacred object.  The subordinate must 

carefully manage the symbolic implications of his actions so as to not profane the status 

of his superior (Goffman 1967: 57).  The design of assymetrical deference rituals 

                                                      
18

 Intersubjectivity will be considered in depth in Chapter 6.    
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precludes emotional entrainment between the two parties.  The superordinate is supposed 

to feel more or less honored, and the subordinate is supposed to feel more or less lucky to 

be in the superordinate‟s presence.  

For centuries, a central feature of Roman Catholicism has been deference toward 

the priest on the part of the parish: 

Priests are clearly marked off from laity, both by costumes and ritually 

segregated spaces in the church; only priests can handle the holy 

implements; not only is there an inner zone of physical sacred objects, but 

the vestments and to an extent even the body of the priest is made into a 

sacred object. (Collins 2010: 7) 

 

Roman Catholic rituals certainly can achieve effervescence.  There is no reason to think 

that Catholic parishioners cannot achieve a shared and intense emotional state in the 

presence of their sacred symbols, which typically include the priest who is understood as 

God‟s agent.  But the deferential nature of many Catholic rituals conditions the impact of 

IR dynamics.  In the context of America in the early 21
st
 century, assymetrical deference 

to the priest in Catholic rituals introduces a heightened experience of subordination to 

congregants who are accustomed to ritual egalitarianism when outside the confines of the 

church.  

 Collins argues that since roughly the middle of the 20
th

 century, America has 

experienced “a status revolution… in which the decline of old-fashioned deference and 

demeanor was a central part” (1975: 163).  This “evaporation” of a deference culture 

“can be characterized as a general leveling effect on manners and customs, and a trend 

toward informality and familiarity in deference rituals” (187).
19

  Although subtler forms 

remain, elaborate forms of assymetrical deference have increasingly been understood by 

                                                      
19

 He examines this historical process in detail in Collins 1975: 187-216. 
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Americans as somewhat archaic.  Rather, the dominant norm is ritualized symmetrical 

deference.  In the workplace, for instance, the boss might refer to employers as “team-

members” or “associates.”  A police officer about to penalize a speeder might refer to the 

subordinate as “sir” or “ma‟am.”  It tends to be distasteful to display one‟s high status. 

 Roman Catholic rituals are among the few occasions in contemporary American 

life where heightened assymetrical deference remains normal.  With this in mind, 

consider St. John‟s 10:30 service and how the nature of our copresence shifted as we 

entered the doors of the church.  For the most part, I had observed egalitarian mini-IRs 

outside.  The congregation had appeared to be having a great deal of fun as they laughed, 

danced, bought treats, showed affection, and so on.  It is possible that those at the end of 

the line resented those of us near the front, but they appeared to be having a comparably 

good time.   

 When we passed through the church doors, several symbols indicated a rapid 

ritual transition.  The first was a sign that read, “Do not commit crimes! You are on 

camera at all times.”  Next to it, there was another sign that read in English and Spanish, 

“God will talk to you today.  But not your cell.  Turn off your phone!!”  A third sign read, 

“No gum in church.  Show respect to God.”  We then travelled past a font of holy water 

that most parishioners used to make the sign of the cross.  Passing by all of these 

symbols, we learned that (1) we were under surveillance, (2) we were entering a space in 

which “respect” meant altering normal behaviors, and (3) the space we were entering was 

sacred.  

 Reaching the main sanctuary, those of us who had not attended Sunday school 

learned the consequence: we had to sit in the rear portion of the sanctuary.  Ropes formed 
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a physical barrier that prohibited us from sitting close to the action.  Some of us had 

waited 30 minutes or more outside the church doors, and the reward was cramming into a 

few rows near the back.  From that position, we watched the Sunday school attendees 

take their seats near the front.  Next, we watched the priests travel to the front of the 

sanctuary in a sacred procession filled with incense and holy song.  Later, we watched 

Father Felix ascend to the tall chancel. 

 In Interaction Ritual Chains, Collins writes that IR participants experience a 

range of ritual intensity based on their status within the IR.
20

  My experience at St. John‟s 

suggests, further, that ritual status is related to the arrangement of bodies in the physical 

space.  Those of us in the back received the clear message that we had not earned close 

access to sacred objects such as the priest and Eucharist.  The Sunday school attendees 

also were distanced from sacred objects, though, because the chancel was high above 

their heads.  As a result, Father Felix was difficult to see and hear.  The orientation of our 

bodies accentuated a message that was equally clear from the symbols placed around the 

sanctuary: show deference to your superiors.   

 It is not new information that Roman Catholics emphasize rank and authority, and 

this tendency in not necessarily incompatible with effervescence and solidarity.  Such 

rituals can communicate intense experiences of sanctity and awe.  Ritualized rank and 

authority, however, can be jarring or uncomfortable experiences in the contemporary 

                                                      
20

 The key passage: 

Where is the individual located as the IR takes place?  There is a continuum from persons 

who are on the fringes of the group, just barely members, barely participating; others 

nearer the core; at the center is the sociometric star, the person who is always most 

intensely involved in the ritual interaction.  This person is the Durkheimian participant of 

the highest degree, and experiencing the strongest effects of ritual membership: 

emotional energy, moral solidarity, attachment to group symbols.  At the other end, there 

is the Durkheimian nonmember, who receives no emotional energy, no moral solidarity, 

and no symbolic attachments.  This is the dimension of central / peripheral participation.  

(2004: 116)  
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U.S.  The legacy of Protestantism is probably a key factor in promoting the ritual 

egalitarianism that has become more normal.  Collins points out, “The proliferation of 

sacred objects in Catholic worship, and the resulting differentiation in religious rank 

enacted by differential access to various sacred objects, was replaced by the tendency 

towards leveling and egalitarianism in Protestant congregations” (2010: 8).  The effects 

of this “leveling and egalitarianism” are evident in contemporary U.S. culture.  In light of 

this, Jonathan‟s comments (also printed above) are unsurprising: 

I also go to [a local evangelical church] sometimes.  There, the music is 

playing all the time, and it gives me strong feelings.  Here, I have 

difficulty hearing what the priest is saying.  Because of the way sound is 

in [the sanctuary], it is difficult to hear his words on Sundays.  So they tell 

you, do this, don‟t do that, but it is difficult to understand all that they 

mean. 

 

Although he had grown up Catholic, Jonathan sounded as though he might have been 

entertaining a shift to an evangelical congregation.  If he does, or if he moves to a 

charismatic Catholic congregation, it will likely be related to fatigue from regularly 

experiencing the emotional drain of enforced assymetrical deference.  

 

Conclusion 

 As discussed at the top of this chapter, physical copresence is not absolutely 

necessary to hold an IR.  Since Bell‟s invention of the telephone in the 19
th

 century, 

incredible telecommunication technologies have made distanced IRs possible.  The 

inferiority of these IRs is suggested, however, by inherent limits on emotional intensity.  

Lack of physical consequence and risk prevents distanced IRs from being part of “the 

action.”  Although secondary in importance to intersubjectivity, the management of 

copresence nonetheless has important consequences. 
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 With the intent of summarizing its complex properties, I will briefly review the 

management of copresence in the six organizations in my qualitative sample.  First, 

Congregation Shalom provided qualitative evidence, supportive of my quantitative 

findings in Chapter 2, that copresence is best understood as a continuous variable.  When 

I first entered their service, the sanctuary was sparsely populated and low in energy.  

During the course of their three-hour service, bodies gradually accumulated until, three 

hours in, the ritual was standing-room-only.  At that point, consistent with my density 

hypothesis from Chapter 2, Congregation Shalom‟s ritual had become ecstatic.  Two 

additional strategies helped maximize the positive effects of copresence.  First, mini-IRs 

were normal and accepted.  Without distracting attention from the main event, mini-IRs 

brought small groups of friends physically close, stimulating the overall effervescence of 

the ritual.  Second, copresence was largely egalitarian.  Members felt free to move about 

the room according to their whim.  Rabbis regularly crossed the plane from “stage” to 

“audience.”  During the most intense moments of their ritual, participants freely danced, 

shuckled, and bowed in a charismatic collective celebration.  Congregation Shalom 

showed that overall density, density in subsets (mini-IRs), and ritual egalitarianism are all 

resources that organizations can use to maximize effervescence. 

 Perhaps more than any ritual in my sample, the Islamic Center demonstrated the 

importance of considering the particular orientation of bodies within a ritual space.  Their 

Jum‟ah ritual was sparsely-populated throughout.  At first, I considered the ritual a 

draining experience.  The few bodies in the room maintained weak attention to the main 

events during most of the service.  Postures were passive and eyes wandered around the 

room.  During the final moments of the service, however, something remarkable 
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happened: they drew on a resource from their tradition to mandate a reorganization of 

bodies.  In order to perform the collective raka‟ah sequence, the men left their isolated 

islands of space and formed a long horizontal line at the front of the room.  Suddenly, 

ritual properties like physical contact, trust, and rhythmic entrainment were activated, and 

the ritual ended with a buzz of newly-generated EE.  The Islamic Center demonstrated 

that density, rather than simple copresence, is the key to intense group emotions.  Of 

course, these benefits were probably only felt by the men in the room.  Due to their 

gender, their tradition granted them exclusive access to effervescence and solidarity while 

the stratified women were invisible behind a screen.  

 Copresence at Promised Land and First Baptist will be considered in Chapter 6.  

The African-American congregation at Promised Land illustrated, again, that the impact 

of density is conditioned by other factors.  Although their sanctuary was not crowded, the 

congregation stimulated feelings of density through their management of sound.  Live 

music from a loud organ and the enthusiastic sounds of a call-and-response sermon filled 

the space and gave the impression of a high degree of action.  Additionally, similar to the 

Islamic Center, the choice to adjust the orientation of bodies promoted a stirring climax 

to the ritual.  We joined hands and swayed while singing, and the physical dynamic 

ensured intersubjectivity and feelings of togetherness.  Like Congregation Shalom‟s 

charismatic ritual, Promised Land fostered an egalitarian copresence by allowing each 

other to move, dance, sing, and shout as each saw fit.
21

  Overall, Promised Land 

                                                      
21

 From another perspective, freedom of physical expression could be understood as a factor that 

introduces stratification.  For someone accustomed to emotionally restrained IRs, resentment toward 

charismatic “energy stars” might drain EE:  “Who does he think he is?  Why does he have to rub his 

spirituality in my face by raising his hands and jumping all the time?”  Although the scenario does indicate 

a form of ritual stratification, this sort of response may also be a unique consequence of the resentful 

individual‟s prior IR chains in which individualized communion with God has been the consistent goal, and 

noise from other people is considered a distraction.  Rituals that are oriented to the collective experience, 
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demonstrated that sound, orientation of bodies, and ritual egalitarianism all condition the 

effects of copresence. 

 In contrast to Promised Land, the predominantly-white First Baptist Church 

squandered its resource of high density.  When I first entered the sanctuary, I sensed a 

“buzz” exuded from a large gathering of people engaged in pre-ritual mini-IRs.  They 

seemed happy overall to be in each other‟s presence.  Despite this, benefits of copresence 

appeared to drop off significantly once they began their service.  As I discussed in 

Chapter 4, I think this drain was related to the individualistic quality of their shared 

symbols.  Since their goal is a one-on-one mystical experience with God, other people in 

the room become unwanted distractions.  The sounds, smells, and movement of other 

bodies just get in the way.  The quality of an organization‟s collective symbols conditions 

the effects of copresence. 

 The Buddhist Meditation Center, discussed in this chapter, has much in common 

with First Baptist.  Like First Baptist, the Meditation Center is a high-SES religious 

organization whose members seek individualized religious experiences through their 

central ritual.  By focusing on copresence at the Meditation Center in this chapter, I have 

indicated two reasons why people gather in public to engage in an essentially private 

activities.  Much like study groups and artist retreats, they seek moral pressure and 

symbolic empowerment in promotion of their individual practice.   

 Finally, St. John‟s Catholic Church demonstrated that the benefits of copresence 

can be wiped out by physicalized assymetrical deference.  This was evident once we had 

crossed the threshold of the front door of their church.  Outside, bodies were jammed 

                                                                                                                                                              
however, are likely to flourish overall to the extent that members are allowed a degree of autonomy in their 

physical conduct. 
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together in equality and mutual enjoyment.  Once inside, we quickly learned that we were 

under surveillance and needed to play by the authority‟s rules.  On top of this, Sunday 

School attendees had their devotion to the organization rewarded with relatively close 

access to the organization‟s sacred symbols, while free-riders and newcomers were 

punished with distance.  Once in our designated seats, we regarded the sacred symbols 

looming ahead and above us.  Unable to sufficiently hear or see the action, who knows 

what people nearby were thinking and feeling?  By their expressions, it had little to do 

with effervescence and solidarity.  In the contemporary U.S., assymetrical deference is a 

tough sell.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

Intersubjectivity 

 

As the persons become more tightly focused on their common activity, 

more aware of what each other is doing and feeling, and more aware of 

each other’s awareness, they experience their shared emotion more 

intensely, as it comes to dominate their awareness.   

 —Collins (2004: 48) 

 

 

 If a ritual is to succeed, there has to be a way for thoughts and emotions to belong 

to groups rather than individuals.  Collins refers to this as “intersubjectivity” and equates 

the experience with Durkheim’s “collective consciousness” (2004: 48).  Without 

intersubjectivity, IRs would fall apart because individuals would not gain the sensation of 

being swept up in something beyond their own independent consciousnesses.  Each 

would define the situation in his own way, respond to it according to his whims, and learn 

whatever “truth” he wanted to have learned.
1
  With intersubjectivity, interactants gain 

access to “truth” that is “out there.”  Interactants are thus able to check the 

correspondence between their personal grasp of identity, morality, and reality and the 

identity, morality, and reality that they felt in the presence of their group and that are 

prolonged by its symbols.   

                                                      
1
 As discussed in Chapter 3, this is the main problem that Durkheim (1912) was trying to solve 

according to Rawls (2004).  When the epistemological starting point is the individual, skepticism tends to 

follow because it is impossible to connect individuals’ perceptions to an underlying reality (Hume [1777] 

1975; Rorty 1979).  The other common approach is to assume that individuals possess a Kantian apriori 

grasp of truth.  However, if the starting point for knowledge is not the individual consciousness, but instead 

a social experience of intersubjectivity, it becomes possible to see how truth could be experienced by the 

individual as “something out there.”  Durkheim’s, Rawls’, and Collins’ work propose that individuals’ 

notions of correspondence to truth are regulated by correspondence between their own ideas and the 

intersubjective truth experienced in rituals. 
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 The term “intersubjectivity” unites two IR dynamics: mutual focus of attention 

and shared mood.  All of the IR dynamics are interrelated, but these two are so 

intertwined as to require co-consideration.  The tribesmembers in Durkheim’s work 

thought and felt the same sorts of things together at the same time.  They gathered around 

sacred objects, concentrated on the objects, moved around the objects, and attended to the 

objects with the same agreed-upon behaviors.  The sacred objects were perceived as 

exerting power over tribesmembers, so that improper behavior around or toward the 

objects was immediately felt as a shame-worthy violation.  In the same manner, 

Goffman’s (1959) interactants felt and responded to the power of the situation.  

Interactants nurtured IRs by attending to the situation with largely unacknowledged yet 

agreed-upon behaviors.  Again, improper behavior could be immediately sensed, the 

result of which could be shame or repair efforts.
2
  Sacred objects and situations impress 

themselves upon interactants, as if from the outside, reinforcing the experience of 

identity, morality, and reality as objective fact.   

It is possible for interactants to achieve a higher level of mutual focus than shared 

mood at a given ritual moment.  For instance, fans at a Super Bowl TV party might root 

for opposing teams.  At the climax of the game, their attention would be glued to the tv 

screen, mutually holding their breath and tracing the path of the football into the wide 

receiver’s outstretched hands.  Their moods would diverge radically upon seeing the wide 

receiver juggle and then drop the ball.  It is also possible for interactants to achieve a 

shared mood while focusing on different objects.  For instance, two preschoolers can be 

                                                      
2
 In countless scenes in contemporary life, unexpected silences or aberrant comments inspire one 

interactant to sing or exclaim “awkward!”  The interactant knows the situation has been violated, but is not 

yet able to articulate what rule has been broken.  “Awkward!” is an alarm to the group that they quickly 

need to repair the IR. 
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reasonably happy and content playing together, even while focusing on completely 

different imaginary universes (one playing “house” and the other playing Superman, for 

instance).  Intersubjectivity is most successful, though, to the extent that attention and 

mood are both entrained.  The most emotionally rewarding moments will come when 

both football fans are happy about the dropped pass, or when the preschoolers pretend 

that Superman comes home for dinner.   

 Mutual focus of attention and shared mood are facilitated by two sub-dynamics: 

mutual monitoring and rhythmic entrainment.  Again, these sub-dynamics are so 

intertwined as to require co-consideration.  Mutual monitoring means that interactants are 

“watching” each other, often peripherally, for cues on how to respond to the shared object 

of attention.  As they do so, they are able to approximate each other’s gestures and get 

caught up in each other’s physical and vocal rhythms.  When the interactants are 

successful, they experience a pleasurable synchronicity that confirms the goodness of 

their group and its ritual.  Figure 8 illustrates the core dynamics and subdynamics 

involved in intersubjectivity.  In the most successful IRs, (1) focus of attention and (2) 

shared mood will both increase as they are facilitated by (3) mutual monitoring, (4) 

rhythmic entrainment, and (5) their reciprocal influence. 

Work by ethnomethodologists and microsociologists confirms this drive for 

interactional synchronicity.  Goffman (1959, 1967), for instance, describes ways in which 

interactants monitor each other for small cues regarding the management of the self.   

Successful IRs in Goffman’s research involve careful “face-work” that protects the 

sacred object of the self from profanation.  Without mutual monitoring, interactants 

would have no idea if and when it is necessary to “save face.”  In other work, Katz (1999) 
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                                        Figure 8.  Intersubjectivity. 

 

examines recordings from an amusement park fun house to demonstrate the contagion of 

laughter.  Visitors to the fun house’s distorted mirrors tend not to laugh at their images 

until friends and family members come and join them, whereupon shared movements and 

patterns of vocalization build to a shared “fit” of laughter.  The worlds of sports and 

entertainment, as well, draw attention to the mutual monitoring and rhythmic entrainment 

necessary to turn several individuals into a unit.  Athletes sense each other’s rhythms to 

coalesce as a “team,” much like musicians respond to each others’ rhythms to coalesce as 

a “band.”   

In Chapter 4, I compared rituals in a black and a white Baptist church to 

distinguish different types of social solidarity.  I argued that their solidarities differed in 

symbolic content: Promised Land worked to rejuvenate symbols of a collective struggle 

against violent enemies, whereas First Baptist championed symbols suggesting the 

possibility of individual enlightenment.  I also note in Chapter 4 that the rituals present a 

clear contrast in terms of the output of collective effervescence.  High effervescence was 

evident at Promised Land in participants’ clapping, enthusiastic singing, shouting, alert 

postures, and visible and audible engagement with the sermon.  Low effervescence was 

evident at First Baptist in participants’ bulletin-rustling, sedated singing style, inattention 

(1) mutual focus      

      of attention 

(2) shared mood 

(4) rhythmic entrainment 

(3) mutual monitoring 

 (5) 
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to the activities on stage, yawns, and exits from the sanctuary.  Promised Land’s ritual 

turned into a jubilation, whereas First Baptist never found a rallying cry.
3
   

I do not want to suggest, though, that the organizations’ contrasting outputs of 

collective effervescence are due exclusively to the collective vs. individualistic content of 

their solidarity symbols.  I do not discount the possibility that a highly individualistic 

organization can nonetheless reap the rewards of collective energy.  Promised Land 

simply was more proficient at managing ritual dynamics.  As noted in Chapter 4, for 

example, Promised Land more successfully activated the dynamic of barriers to outsiders.  

Further, Promised Land was more proficient at focusing the organization’s attention and 

building a shared mood.  In this chapter, I return to my comparison of Baptist rituals to 

examine how the nuts and bolts of the respective rituals led to very different levels of 

intersubjectivity and collective effervescence.  I concentrate on the organizations’ use of 

technology, techniques, sacred objects, and time to focus members’ attention and mood.  

 

First Baptist Church: A Brief, Relaxing Morning 

As noted in Chapter 4, First Baptist struggled to find a serious threat to rally 

against.  Here, I show how they rushed to the ritual’s conclusion while neglecting 

techniques and resources that could have brought them together in an emotional 

celebration despite their individualistic ideology. 

In several respects, First Baptist appeared to have potent IR resources.  Their 

sanctuary, for instance, is impressive.  A large stained-glass ceiling hovers above the 

space, and stained-glass windows adorn the walls behind their high balconies.  A broad, 

                                                      
3
 First Baptist’s congregants did agree afterward that the goal of their ritual is an individual 

religious experience via contemplation of God’s words in the Bible.  In practice, though, members often 

appeared distracted, inattentive, and disconnected from each others’ experiences. 
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tall stage reaches across the front of the sanctuary, with a choir loft behind.  The stage 

holds a grand piano and conga drum to the left, and a massive pipe organ to the right.  At 

center stage is a large wooden pulpit.  Overall, the sanctuary appears clean and inviting 

and suggests a sacred space set aside for ritual. 

 The danger of a spacious sanctuary is that it can feel empty, but this was not a 

problem when I visited First Baptist.
4
  When I first entered the space, I was immediately 

struck by the sounds of voices and laughter.  These blended into a low roar as the space 

filled with people.  I heard several “good mornings” close by.
5
  An assistant pastor and 

his wife were making rounds in the pews, and warmly introduced themselves to a family 

of newcomers who sat in the pew next to mine.  Friendly interaction was taking place in 

all directions.  Physical copresence was not a problem, nor did the church appear to lack 

baseline feelings of membership solidarity. 

 Compared with Promised Land, First Baptist possessed advantages in their 

material resources and ritual technology.  They failed, though, to maximize the benefits 

of those resources.  One example of a material resource they failed to incorporate is their 

massive pipe organ, which was silent throughout the service.  I found out why it was 

                                                      
4 I discuss social density in more detail in Chapters 2 and 5.  First Baptist Church has a large 

sanctuary that can seat about 1200.  According to a bulletin posted on First Baptist’s website, the average 

number of worshipers during the month of my visit was 399, suggesting a density score of about .33.  

Based on my quantitative analysis, this is about average.  Considering that the balcony was mostly empty, 

the ground floor pews actually felt significantly more crowded than 33%. 

 
5
 “Good morning” is an IR tool that can be used for diverse purposes.  It is one of the most 

common sounds heard in sanctuaries on Sunday mornings.  It is particularly useful during unformatted 

portions of the ritual (especially before and after) in which individuals roam around the space looking for 

appealing interactions.  If an individual wants to initiate an IR or join one already in progress, “good 

morning” is a useful way to “put out feelers” and test the others’ willingness to interact.  Interactions are 

inherently risky exchanges of emotional goods, and subtle variation of intonation in the respondent’s “good 

morning” informs the sensitive initiator whether or not to continue to pursue the IR.  If an IR begins but 

becomes emotionally draining, or if the formatted portion of the larger IR is about to begin, the mini-IR can 

also be abruptly cut-off with a crisp “good morning.”  The subtle management of this IR tool suggests the 

relevance of mutual monitoring and shared moods to social solidarity. 
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silent after the service.  As I mentioned in Chapter 4, First Baptist was making organized 

efforts to appeal to youth and young adults.  Members told me that they rarely use the 

pipe organ now because they feel that it is a potential turn-off to young visitors who are 

presumed to want a “contemporary” experience with which they can “relate.”  First 

Baptist is not alone in this perception.  American Christians, particularly conservative 

Protestants, often debate the value of “traditional” vs. “contemporary” forms of worship 

music (Dawn 1995, 2003; Warren 1995; Webber 1985).  In this ongoing discourse, the 

pipe organ is regularly treated as a central symbol of traditional music.   

This is not the place to assess whether First Baptist members are correct in their 

assumption that most young Americans desire a “contemporary” worship experience, or 

whether young Americans are consistently repelled by pipe organs.
6
  Comparison with 

the ritual impact of Promised Land’s use of music, however, suggests that First Baptist’s 

strategy was detrimental to effervescence.  As I will discuss below, Promised Land’s 

digital organ dominated their service with sound and compelled speakers and singers to 

vocalize loudly enough to be heard.  It helped make Promised Land’s sparsely-populated 

sanctuary feel like the center of the action.  By contrast, I noticed very few congregants 

singing with enthusiasm at First Baptist.  Many were silent, passively watching the music 

director and choir.  Those close to me who were singing were doing so at low volume.  

The music was led by a talented worship director and sounded clean, well-prepared, and 

melodious, but it did not catalyze enthusiastic participation or a shared mood.  Further, 

                                                      
6
 Christian theologian Robert Webber argues in The Younger Evangelicals (2002) that the 

assumption is demonstrably false.  During his tenure (1968—2007) as professor at the fervently evangelical 

Wheaton College, he observed that young evangelicals increasingly have been seeking more “traditional” 

forms of worship as a way to stimulate a more firm sense of identity and connection with the past in a 

postmodern culture.  Saddleback Church’s Rick Warren, by contrast, writes that the pipe organ is a 19
th

-

century instrument that is “out of date” since no one listens to organs on the radio (1995: 290).  
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First Baptist’s neglect of the organ was hard to ignore because it was so visually 

prominent.  As a consequence, it felt like a stagnant symbol of an organization going 

through a shift in identity, possibly an identity crisis.  Finally, despite the organization’s 

concerns that the pipe organ would make them appear old-fashioned, it would likely have 

been a boon to a sense of awe.  The instrument is designed to overpower and give a 

sensation of something above and beyond mundane experience.  First Baptist would 

likely have generated more effervescence by welcoming, not discouraging, a sense of 

awe.  I am not suggesting a hard formula such as, “organs always encourage 

effervescence.”  At First Baptist, however, the unused pipe organ seemed like a missed 

opportunity. 

First Baptist also missed an opportunity by severely limiting its greeting time.  

This ritual technique is common in many types of religious organizations, but there is 

variation in its execution.
7
  One element that varies is the risk involved for participants.  

By introducing a period of time devoted to mingling, the congregation risks the 

embarrassment of members who refuse or are refused from mini-IRs, and thus are left 

alone feeling bitter, shamefaced, or irrelevant.  Perhaps to avoid such consequences, and 

also to ensure prompt closure of the service, First Baptist’s greeting time lasted less than 

two minutes.  I do not think the brevity of the greeting time was due to a lack of interest 

in talking with each other—as I mention above, I observed significant friendly interaction 

before the service.  Because the greeting time was so short, however, there was little hope 

of developing “little pockets of shared mentality” with other members (Collins 2004: 52).  

                                                      
7
 This variation is usually evident at the level of religious tradition, and is one way in which 

tradition structures the focus of attention.  Catholics and Episcopalians “pass the peace,” ensuring physical 

contact.  Black Protestants at Promised Land traveled around the sanctuary and interacted for ten minutes, 

as I report below.  First Baptist, like many white Protestant congregations, allowed less than two minutes 

for participants to turn, briefly introduce themselves, and possibly shake hands. 
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It felt, in short, like empty ceremony.  As such, it suggested that (1) intersubjectivity is 

not a serious goal of the organization, and (2) pursuing intersubjectivity might be 

unpleasant or even impossible to achieve.  The frustrating mini-ritual, then, served as a 

baffling energy drain at a crucial early moment of the larger ritual.  Perhaps this helps 

explain why nearby interactions during the greeting-time were extremely brief.  “Good 

morning” in this context was less of an invitation and more of a bitter pill.  Interactants 

seemed embarrassed, uninterested, or desirous of escape, all ironic consequences of a 

period that may have been kept brief in order to limit social risk.  

A second broad area in which First Baptist appeared to underutilize an IR 

resource had to do with the way they attended to their primary sacred object.  As 

discussed in Chapter 4, evangelical Protestants, and Baptists in particular, are a “people 

of the book” (Ammerman 1987; Boone 1989; Jeffrey 1996).  Conversation with First 

Baptist members confirmed the centrality of the Bible in their organization, as when a 

young woman named Cherith stressed the importance of “digging into the Bible” on her 

own.
8
  During the morning service we engaged in a responsive reading of Psalm 107, 

sang songs with Biblical references, and the pastor read three verses aloud during the 

sermon. 

Despite the sacred status of the Bible at First Baptist, the focus on the Bible 

during the sermon felt perfunctory.  The pastor read three short verses in support of his 

claim that Christians need to rest.  Each verse described an occasion when Jesus removed 

himself from crowds to engage in rest and solitude.  Pastor Craig abruptly moved on from 

each verse to relevant contemporary anecdotes and practical advice.  His style was 

                                                      
8
 See also First Baptist’s numerous references to the importance of hearing and reading “God’s 

Word” in Chapter 4. 
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“topical,” a homiletic style that focuses on a topic of relevance to congregants’ lives, as 

opposed to “expository,” a style that analyzes a passage of scripture and its context in 

detail.
9
  Very little of the sermon was devoted to discussing the Biblical passages, but 

extended time was devoted to the advice and anecdotes.  At First Baptist, the topical 

frame of the sermon blurred focus on their sacred object.  I would not generalize from 

this example that expository sermons are always more engaging to audiences (proponents 

of the topical style assert that the opposite is the case).  However, I observed a restless 

congregation during First Baptist’s service, and failure to give sustained and serious 

attention to the sacred object stands out as a plausible contributing factor.  Brief attention 

to the sacred object limited the organization’s opportunities to reach intersubjectivity. 

 The final example of First Baptist’s failure to focus attention and capture a shared 

mood has to do with their use of time.  First Baptist was remarkably punctual, beginning 

exactly at 10:30 and ending exactly at 11:30.
10

  Their precise use of time conveyed 

careful planning, and the worship staff was consistently ready to hit their cues and 

eliminate “dead air.”  The Meditation Center, examined in Chapter 5, also finished 

quickly.  The brevity of the Meditation Center’s and First Baptist’s rituals may be related 

in both cases to the individualistic emphasis of their solidarity symbols.  If the collective 

is peripheral to the organizational vision, there is less impetus to spend a great deal of 

                                                      
9
 Expository preaching is described in greater detail in Haskell et al. (2008) and in Christian 

literature such as Robinson (2001) and Stott (1982).  A Christian book on topical preaching is Allen (1992).  

 
10

 In Chapter 2’s quantitative analysis, service length has a statistically significant positive 

relationship with effervescence and symbolic solidarity.  First Baptist’s service length would have earned a 

score of 1, while Promised Land would have earned a score of 4.  They represent the extreme values of the 

variable’s range, making them a good contrast for observational analysis.  Congregation Shalom engaged in 

rituals all day on Shabat, and the ritual I observed lasted slightly longer than Promised Land’s.  Supporting 

the quantitative findings, Promised Land and Congregation Shalom held what were clearly the most 

effervescent rituals in my qualitative sample. 
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time in gatherings.  In terms of focusing attention and capturing a shared mood, First 

Baptist’s brevity communicated a lack of importance.  Indicative of this, one of First 

Baptist’s congregants explained to me (away from the focus group) that, for he and his 

wife, the short services are part of the church’s appeal: “For one thing, we’re both 

football fans and I know that I won’t miss any games in the afternoon.  It’s perfect during 

the fall.”  I will return to the issue of service length in more detail below. 

In sum, First Baptist had low barriers to outsiders (discussed in Chapter 4), 

underutilized ritual technology and techniques, wavered in attention to their sacred 

object, and rushed through a short service.  These dynamics appeared to impede 

intersubjectivity and effervescence. 

 

Promised Land: A Long and Intense IR 

In contrast to my visit to First Baptist, my first impression of Promised Land was 

that they might have an initial disadvantage with respect to effervescence.  When I first 

entered the quiet sanctuary, no more than a dozen individuals had taken spots in the 

pews.  This suggested a potential problem related to social density since the sanctuary 

appeared large enough for at least 500 participants.  Within a span of ten minutes, though, 

the quiet space transformed into a low roar of interaction as Sunday school was dismissed 

and the 10:45 starting time neared.   

 Sounds from a digital organ commenced the ritual.  Played by a large man with a 

beard, the organ may have been the most important technology used during the ritual.  It 

launched the service, punctuated the prayers, guided the singing, and filled the room with 

sound and emotion during transitions.  The organ was louder than all other sounds in the 

sanctuary, and reliably focused the group’s attention.  The organ also made the space feel 
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more crowded than it actually was.  Roughly 100 participants occupied the pews ten 

minutes into the service, with 30 or more arrivals by the end of the service.  The organ’s 

volume forced people to increase the volume of their own singing and talking, the 

cumulative effect of which was to convey to participants a sense of being part of the 

action.
11

  Although the sanctuary might have felt emptier in different circumstances, the 

organ helped secure feelings of crowdedness.  It was a simple ritual technology that was 

thoroughly implemented to maximize effervescence. 

 Promised Land also maximized effervescence by implementing additional ritual 

techniques common in black Protestant churches.
12

  Interactive movement was one such 

technique.  Early in the service, for instance, four older women gathered at the front of 

the stage to lead the singing.  The women smiled, clapped, and moved to the music.  The 

oldest and smallest was also the most energetic.  About half-way through the first song, 

she began to hunch her shoulders and jerkily pace to-and-fro.  She made her way to the 

first and second pews, making eye contact and smiles with the pews’ occupants.  Her 

rhythmic twitches and transgression of an invisible threshold had an energizing effect not 

only on the occupants of the first two rows, but on the congregation.  By modeling 

movements and sounds, the women made themselves available for mutual monitoring 

and rhythmic entrainment.  By crossing an invisible threshold between “performers” and 

                                                      
11

 See Collins 2004: 55 for a discussion of the priority of sound in IRs. 

12
 The historical development and ongoing use of these “cultural tools” (Swidler 1986) in the 

black Protestant church has been well-documented in other sources.  The tools include shouting, singing, 

dancing, call-and-response preaching, and narratives of deliverance (Ahlstrom 1972; DuBois 1904; Lincoln 

and Mamiya 1990; Pattillo-McCoy 1998).  The centrality of the church in African-American experience 

developed from the experience of slaves, for whom church was often the sole area of social life in which 

they could achieve relative autonomy from whites.  As such, over time it became the center for numerous 

other spheres of social activity such as finances, politics, social justice, art, and entertainment. 
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“audience,” the oldest woman’s actions rejected ritual stratification and implied that 

energy like hers was available to all. 

The call-and-response preaching also helped focus attention and mood, making 

the sermon feel less like a lecture and more like a dialogue.  The pastor’s individual-level 

EE was able to flourish through constant verbal affirmation from the congregation that 

they were hearing and supporting his words.
13

  The words used in the response are, for 

the most part, explicitly affirmative.  The Hebrew word “Amen” is usually translated in 

English as “truly” or “I agree.”  Other common utterances include “keep going,” “that’s 

right,” “preach it,” and “mm-hm.”  From the congregants’ perspective, the call-and-

response technique helps assure that they don’t lose their mutual focus of attention.  Even 

if one starts to drift or daydream, it is likely to be a short hiatus since anyone at any time 

might shout an affirmation/wakeup call.   

 The greeting time was another device that facilitated effervescence.  In contrast to 

First Baptist, Promised Land’s greeting time was more risky for participants because it 

was longer (about 10 minutes).  However, the congregation was clearly skilled at 

protecting this part of the ritual.  The choir and pastors advanced into the pews.  Some 

individuals crossed the room to meet friends, collecting energy from mini-IRs as they 

traveled.  Two individuals sitting in the pew behind me, clearly friends, laughed and 

talked for the entire span of time.  As a visitor, I was given little opportunity to feel 

shamefaced since at least 10 people shook my hand, smiled, and (in two cases) initiated 

conversation.   

                                                      
13

 A parallel can be found in conversation.  Consider a conversation in which the listener nods and 

utters verbal affirmations of the speaker’s comments, versus one in which the listener is completely neutral.  

In most cases, the first scenario would boost the speaker’s confidence and encourage her to continue.  The 

second scenario would likely drain the speaker’s confidence, and send her searching for either a new topic 

or a new conversation partner.  
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Another technique used to maximize effervescence was the promotion of physical 

contact.  There were three occasions during the service when touching was built into the 

ritual.  The first occasion for touch was during the greeting, when hugs, shoulder-clasps, 

and handshakes proliferated.  The second was during the supplicatory prayer.  At the 

invitation of the pastor, 40 congregants approached the front and held hands in a large 

semicircle while the pastor prayed for a long list of health concerns, financial problems, 

and family troubles.  The pastor cried toward the end of the prayer, noting that in Heaven, 

every day will be Sunday.  The third occasion for physical contact was in the climax of 

the sermon, described in Chapter 4.  These moments encouraged feelings of trust and 

solidarity not only with those in immediate contact, but with the entire congregation.  

Holding hands made us feel like a single physical unit.  The singing and swaying also 

induced rhythmic entrainment.   

The final strategy to focus attention and mood that I want to point out is Promised 

Land’s use of time.  Around the time that many 10:45 services around town were 

probably dismissing, the pastor approached the pulpit and began to preach.  The service 

was close to three hours long in total, conveying the ritual’s importance and ensuring 

sufficient time to achieve effervescence.  The length also added ritual familiarity and 

sense of accomplishment to participants’ list of emotional benefits.  The contrast with 

First Baptist is quite revealing, and will be examined in more detail below. 

Collective effervescence occurred during Promised Land’s service.  Even as an 

outsider, it was difficult to avoid the feeling that all in the room were united in a 

collective spirit.  This was particularly palpable in the climax of the ritual when we all 

held hands, sang, and swayed in rhythm.   
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Conclusion 

First Baptist’s resources and ritual technology are more sophisticated than 

Promised Land’s.  Resources such as a cordless headset microphone, an expensive sound 

system, and a large paid worship staff ensure a smooth performance with few delays.  

First Baptist’s service generated lower levels of collective effervescence, though, and this 

suggests that resources and technology can actually impede effervescence if their primary 

impact is to shorten the ritual and avoid appearances of human error.  Further, when 

underutilized or not utilized at all, as in the case of First Baptist’s pipe organ, impressive 

resources can suggest a fractured identity and ambiguous organizational goals.  Promised 

Land did not have equal material resources, but they thoroughly incorporated the 

interactional resources that were available.  The best example was their use of a modest 

digital organ that filled the sanctuary with persistent sound and emotion.  The black 

Protestant tradition in America provides Promised Land with several other ritual 

techniques that they fully exploited.  These included interactive and rhythmic movement, 

call-and-response preaching, a lengthy greeting time, and high levels of physical contact. 

Although the primary sacred object at First Baptist was clearly the Bible, the 

pastor’s style was to use that object as a launching point for stories and applications 

aimed at edifying individuals’ daily lives.  In this case, the choice seemed to divert 

attention from the sacred object, which helps explain the low emotional intensity of the 

ritual.  By contrast at Promised Land, the sacred object of the cross (discussed in Chapter 

4) was called upon by the pastor as a rallying cry, the only effective weapon against local 

gangs, their symbols, their violence, and the broader sinful culture the gangs draw upon.   
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Finally, First Baptist’s one-hour service presents a notable contrast with Promised 

Land’s nearly-three-hour service.  Contrary to what this differential might lead one to 

expect, however, the basic worship schedule in the two churches was similar in terms of 

the number of events (see Table 6).   

Table 6 suggests that the determining factor in their different service lengths was 

not how many events took place, but the duration of each event, as well as the duration of 

transitions between each event.  Promised Land exceeded First Baptist on both counts.  

Promised Land’s members stretch the duration of each event because they look forward 

to services that are “spirit-filled.”  As Promised Land’s pastor informed me, their services 

always last a minimum of two hours, and often go longer if the congregation “feels the 

spirit move.”  Promised Land’s members expect greater emotional rewards if they nurture 

the events of the ritual, whereas First Baptist members prioritize ending on time.  The 

members’ different expectations of event duration condition their emotional availability 

and engagement with the ritual. 

Duration of transition also played an important part, as Promised Land held 

extended transitions between events, whereas First Baptist “hit all their cues” to rapidly 

move from event to event.  The effect of these contrasting approaches was 

counterintuitive since long transitions present a risk of dissipated attention and  

intersjubjectivity.  Minimizing the time of transitions, by contrast, is a more cautious 

strategy that aims to accommodate participants’ short attention spans.  In the broader 

context of the congregations’ rituals, however, the effects were opposite.  Promised 

Land’s long transitions provided time to pause and “gather steam” in a larger ritual 

movement toward an energy climax.  Although a hiatus from intensity, attention was still 
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*First Baptist’s offering took as long as both of Promised Land’s offerings because First 

Baptist’s congregation was much larger.  Promised Land’s offerings are listed separately 

in Table 6, but could arguably have been collapsed.  This alternate coding would have 

reduced Promised Land’s number of events to 14, even closer to First Baptist’s. 

 

 

 

Table 6 

Order of Worship at Promised Land and First Baptist 

             Promised Land: 15 events              First Baptist: 12 events 

 

 Organ prelude 

 Procession 

 Congregational singing 

 Greeting time 

 Choir singing 

 Prayer 

 Introduction of visitors 

 Congregational singing 

 Announcements 

 Offering #1 

 Prayer of supplication 

 Offering #2 

 Sermon 

 Congregational singing 

 Closing prayer 

 Recorded piano prelude 

 Procession 

 Announcements 

 Greeting time 

 Congregational singing 

 Responsive reading 

 Congregational singing 

 Offering* 

 Sermon 

 Altar call 

 Introduction of new members 

 Closing prayer/benediction 
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focused by the ongoing emotional engagement of the improvising organist.  First 

Baptist’s ritual structure indicated no movement toward an energy climax, but rather 

discrete events pasted together without apparent intention.
14,15 

 The congregations’ 

contrasting ritual structures are rendered in Figures 9 and 10.  The direction of the lines 

indicate rising, falling, or stagnant energy.   

As with their contrasting management of time, contrasting management of ritual 

resources and techniques led to different levels of intersubjectivity.  At Promised Land, 

this impressed upon the interactants the sensation that something unique and powerful 

was taking place.  Promised Land came together and shared an emotional experience 

indicating shared identity, morality, and goals.  First Baptist, as discussed in Chapter 4, 

gathered together in order to foster individual-level religious experiences.  For this 

reason, it is unsurprising that First Baptist underutilized resources that could have 

promoted intersubjectivity, which is simply not emphasized as part of their ideological 

framework.  With technical adjustments, First Baptist could experience higher levels of 

intersubjectivity on a more regular basis on Sunday mornings.  If this happened more  

 

                                                      
14

 First Baptist’s altar call did have the potential to provide an emotional climax.  Altar calls are 

common in conservative Christian congregations, especially among Baptists.  They originated in 19
th

-

century revivalist movements and are associated with famous evangelists such as Charles Finney and Billy 

Graham (Cox 1995; Finke and Stark 2005; Cross [1950] 1982).  Typically, the congregation sings hymns 

or praise songs while the pastor urges individuals to “come to the altar” and commit themselves to faith in 

Jesus, to formal membership in the church, and/or renewed vigor in their “personal walk.”  However, First 

Baptist’s service never conveyed the urgency or fever of a revival, and the uneventful altar call brought to 

mind the sort of collective experience that First Baptist was not achieving.   

 
15

 These structures can be compared with the structure of dramatic performances, other rituals that 

depend on shared attention and emotion.  Shakespeare’s and Sophocles’ plays often have a dramatic arc 

involving action that rises toward a climax.  Between scenes of rising action, the playwrights often inserted 

choruses or comic interludes that gave the audience an emotional pause before the next incident of conflict.  

Promised Land had a comparable structure as it allowed several opportunities to pause and gather steam as 

the ritual built to an emotional climax.  First Baptist’s structure would be better compared with Samuel 

Beckett, where event follows event without apparent progression or purpose. 
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Figure 9.  Structure of Promised Land’s Three-Hour Ritual. 

 

 

 

                                                      •                •            • 

 

 

Figure 10.  Structure of First Baptist’s One-Hour Ritual. 

 

 

often and to a greater degree, I doubt they would be in such a hurry to leave each other’s 

company. 

energy 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Barriers to Outsiders 

 

Conflict theory is not the opposite of a theory of human ideals, social 

cooperation, and solidarity. We don’t have a sentimental good theory of 

human beings on one hand and a cynical conflict theory on the other. It’s 

all part of the same theory. 

 

….Polarization is the dark shadow of the highest levels of successful 

interaction ritual. 

—Collins (2011)  

 

 

In IR theory, groups and organizations gain solidarity by clearly delineating who 

does and does not belong.  Barriers to outsiders are the cues groups and organizations use 

to help everyone make this distinction.  These cues take a variety of different forms.  For 

instance, there are actual physical barriers such as fences and turned backs, and there are 

also more symbolic barriers such as inside jokes and creeds.  The basic principle that 

exclusivity unites insiders figures prominently in several of sociology’s most influential 

theories.  Related concepts include outgrouping (Sumner 1906), cultural capital 

(Bourdieu 1984), social boundaries (Lamont 1992; Sahlins 1989), socio-cultural tension 

(Stark and Bainbridge 1996; Stark and Finke 2000), subcultural identity (Smith et al. 

1998), and symbolic boundaries (Gans 1974; Lamont 2000; Lamont & Molnar 2002).  As 

Simmel ([1922] 1955) and Coser (1956) argued, external conflict is functional for groups 

and organizations.  In the language of IR theory, barriers to outsiders stimulate solidarity. 

Barriers vary according to their size and consequence.  By “size,” I mean the 

percentage of the total population whom the barriers exclude.  For example, a group of 

Americans in a public setting talking about their recent experience of watching the Super 
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Bowl would present only a small barrier to outsiders; many or most other people nearby 

are likely to have shared the experience and would be able to join in if they so desired.  If 

the subject of conversation were to turn to a less popular pastime, such as a mutual 

passion for dog-fighting, the size of their ritual barriers would increase significantly.
1
  

“Consequence” of barriers refers to the intensity with which the group intends 

punishment on those who trespass.  If a circle of smokers is joined by a non-smoker, they 

might tease the newcomer or try to cajole her into joining them.  In most cases, however, 

the social consequences for her trespass will be minimal.  If, on the other hand, a smoker 

were to light up at the wrong occasion—in a library, for instance—punitive emotions 

would likely run high among the non-smokers in the room.  The consequence would be 

high.  

Small and inconsequential barriers draw on tacit public agreement that IRs are 

most enjoyable when uninterrupted.  Interactants need to be given room to develop an 

interactional rhythm and flow, and most people know that it can be inconsiderate or risky 

to impose oneself into a preexisting rhythm and flow.  Traversing small barriers usually 

carries relatively minor consequences. 

In the most intense social rituals, those that produce the strongest group feelings 

and the most potent group symbols, barriers tend to be large and highly consequential.  

We know not to interrupt a couple during sex, for instance.  Traversing the sexual barrier 

would normally demolish the IR, and would threaten all future IRs between the mutually 

humiliated parties.  Also, we know that it is a serious offense to disrespect a religious 

                                                      
 

1
 The more that a culture constructs an activity as deviant, the larger the barriers are likely to be in 

rituals that promote or engage the activity.  Deviant sexual activities, for instance, induce large barriers that 

increase participants’ experience of “antinomian pleasure” in their execution (See Collins 2004: 223-257). 
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organization’s sacred objects.  Blasphemers risk damnation, as do those who threaten the 

organization’s safety or way of life.  Powerful rituals are enclosed rituals, and violators 

get punished. 

 The concept of barriers is critical in IR theory because it links solidarity and 

conflict.  As this chapter’s epigraph indicates, and as I hope to demonstrate in this 

chapter, these concepts are not contrary.  Human nature is neither good nor bad in IR 

theory.  Rather, conflict of a certain kind produces solidarity and solidarity of a certain 

kind produces conflict.  This insight has profound implications for understanding social 

problems in the contemporary world.  Opposing sides in social conflicts draw on the 

same motivations: love and fellowship. 

 In this chapter, I return to my analysis of the Islamic Center and Congregation 

Shalom to compare the ways they construct and maintain barriers to outsiders.  The basic 

hypothesis from IR theory is that clearly-defined boundaries will stimulate effervescence 

and solidarity.  As previous chapters attest, the interplay of IR dynamics is complex.  A 

single dynamic usually does not wholly account for the nature of IR outcomes; rather, 

they condition each other’s influence and take precedence over each other in ways that 

only qualitative research can untangle.  As I indicated in Chapter 3, Congregation 

Shalom’s Shabbat service achieved the highest degree of effervescence in my sample, 

whereas most of the Islamic Center’s Jum’ah was unfocused and low-energy.  The 

analysis in that chapter pointed to Congregation Shalom’s relative success at activating 

strategies and resources that maximized intersubjectivity and copresence.  While much of 

the discrepancy in the organizations’ ritual outcomes can be traced to those dynamics, I 
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provide evidence here that also lends support to IR theory’s barriers hypothesis, 

especially with regard to collective effervescence and symbolic social solidarity. 

 It is crucial to note that barriers can be imposed from within and without.  

American Jews and Muslims are religious minorities that have a long history of 

embattlement.  Max Weber (1922) referred to Jews as “a pariah people” for whom social 

exclusion from without has long been the norm and a core feature of their collective 

identity.  The systematic murder of several million Jews during World War II ensured 

that those who survived would be well-aware of the persistent threat of hostility from 

outsiders.  I addressed earlier how Muslims’ marginality in U.S. culture makes it difficult 

to even gather in a timely manner on their holy day.  Apart from this, American Muslims 

must regularly cope with general ignorance about their practices and beliefs, not to 

mention outright hostility and violence.
2
  Given the way that barriers are imposed on 

American Jews and Muslims, some might understandably raise the question of whether it 

is sufficiently precise to characterize Jewish and Muslim organizations as creating or 

managing barriers.  As Smith et al. (1998) show, however, the key theoretical issue is not 

the actual amount of hostility that is applied to social groups, but rather their perception 

and response to perceived barriers. 

 Both organizations in this chapter belong to religious traditions whose members 

face real marginalization and persecution in numerous forms on an ongoing basis.  Both 

organizations accurately perceive this to be the case.  However, the two organizations’ 

                                                      
2 
Consider the outraged protests surrounding Muslims’ attempts to build masjids in the decade 

following the World Trade Center attacks.  The Ground Zero mosque is the most famous example.  See 

O’Brien (2011) for a journalistic account of a heated conflict in response to efforts to build a masjid in 

Murfreesboro, Tennessee.   

Muslims are also regular targets of religion-based hate crimes in the U.S., although Jews continue 

to be the most frequent victims.  Together, Jews and Muslims are by far the primary victims of hate crimes 

based on religion in the U.S.  In 2010, for example, hate crimes against these two groups comprised about 

80% of the religion hate crimes tallied by the FBI (U.S. Department of Justice 2010). 
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rituals revealed that their responses to these barriers are quite different.  The Islamic 

Center is desperately trying to survive in an unaccommodating “Bible Belt” setting, and 

their response to marginalization is ecumenicism.
3
  Their imam is active in their local 

religious community, they expressed no hostility toward outsiders, and the only criticisms 

they expressed were directed toward their own organization and tradition.  Congregation 

Shalom, by contrast, rallied around their support for Israel in the conflict with Palestine.  

The most frequent sentiment expressed in their Bar Mitzvah ceremony, in fact, was 

collective pride in the 13-year old boy’s Zionism and plan to enlist as an Israeli soldier.  I 

argue that the organizations’ respective outcomes in effervescence and symbolic 

solidarity are directly related to the way they did or did not express the desire to fight the 

enemy and defend their own.  Solidarity and conflict are correspondent, not contrary.  I 

conclude this chapter by drawing on Collins’ 2011 address to the American Sociological 

Association, and pointing to the role of the “atrocities-polarization loop” in directing 

feelings of solidarity and conflict at Congregation Shalom and the Islamic Center.
4
 

 Table 7 summarizes the organizations’ basic similarities and differences with 

respect to barriers.   

 

 

                                                      
3
 This suggests a possible avenue for future research: perhaps there is a tipping-point that occurs 

when an organization becomes so marginalized that it risks elimination.  In such a situation, the motivation 

for exclusivity might transform into an urge for acceptance.  A 2007 Pew study on Muslims living in 

America provides some preliminary support for this hypothesis:  43% of American Muslims think 

immigrant Muslims should “adopt American customs,” while only 26% think Muslim immigrants should 

“try to remain distinct.”  

 
4 
I want to emphasize that my observations regarding these organizations’ management of external 

conflict are not meant to be stereotyped to rituals that I did not observe, or to any trends in their broader 

traditions.  There is enormous variety within both Islam and Judaism.  I report empirical data based on 

randomly-timed visits to two randomly-chosen organizations.  I analyze this data in terms of its relevance 

to IR theory. 
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Table 7 

Barrier-Work at the Islamic Center and Congregation Shalom 

 

Barrier-work 

 

The Islamic Center Congregation Shalom 

Barriers of ritual proficiency 

 

High High   

Barriers from without 

 

High High 

Perception of barriers from 

without 

 

High 

 

High 

Response to perceived barriers  Criticism of own 

organization 

 

 Ecumenicism 

Support for Israel 

 

References to atrocities  

 

None 

 

Two emotionally powerful 

references 

 

Collective effervescence 

 

 Moderate 

 

 Brief 

 

 Intense 

 

 Lengthy 

 

Membership solidarity 

 

High* 

 

High 

 

Symbolic solidarity 

 

Low 

 

High 

*Only applies to males.  Females were effectively excluded. 

 

 

Barrier-Work at the Islamic Center: Perception and Response 

 

Barriers from Within 

The Islamic Center evinced significant cultural and ritual barriers to outsiders.  By 

my observation, none of these emanated from the organization, per se.  Rather, all of the 

barriers were due to (1) the tools of their tradition, (2) Islam’s marginal status in the U.S., 

or (3) the confluence of (1) and (2).   

In Arabic, “Islam” means submission and obedience to Allah.  Submission is 

considered to be an ongoing act of worship, and regulations of lifestyle serve as daily 
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reminders of submission.  These involve dietary regulations, abstention from drugs and 

alcohol, modest dress, the wearing of hijabs by Muslim women, and many other forms of 

religious “strictness” (Kelly 1986; Iannaccone 1994; Stark and Bainbridge 1987).  These 

sorts of cultural barriers to outsiders are a fundamental feature of Islam worldwide.  

Along with regulation of lifestyle, Islam involves substantial regulation of ritual.  

These regulations include literal barriers, as women are usually required to worship 

separately from men, often in the same room but shielded from the men’s sight by a 

screen.  This is one of the clearest examples of ritual stratification available in modern 

religious practice.
5
  I will return to this issue later in the chapter. 

For men and women, Islamic tradition mandates careful preparation and attention 

to detail in the ritual of salat (prayer).  The requirement that believers pray five times per 

day means that Muslims must be intentional about their personal schedules.  Devout 

practice of salat is thus a means by which Islam can permeate the believer’s 

consciousness.  As an American Muslim quoted in Wuthnow (2005: 59) explained, “the 

best Muslims don’t fit the prayers into their schedules but organize their lives around the 

prayers.”  Alongside this mandate for ritual repetition, the physical movements involved 

in salat are performed in a precise sequence (raka’ah) with careful attention to detail.  For 

instance, the prescribed manner of kneeling involves sitting on one’s left foot while 

                                                      
5
 The following description from the Muslim apologist Maududi depicts salat as a highly 

egalitarian ritual.  Note, however, the absence of women from this description of ritual “fraternity”: 

When possible, prayers must be performed in congregation, especially the Friday prayer.  

This serves to bind the Muslims together on the basis of love and mutual understanding.  

It arouses a tremendous sense of unity within them, and builds them into a national 

fraternity.  All Muslims pray in one congregation and this gives them a deep feeling of 

brotherhood.  Salat is also a symbol of equality, for the poor and the rich, the low and the 

high, the rulers and the ruled, the educated and the uneducated, the black and the white, 

all stand in one row and prostrate before the same One God. (1977: 101) 
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extending the right foot behind and directing the eyes to the extended right index finger 

that rests on one’s lap.    

Prior to salat, Muslims also engage in ablution, ritual cleansings of the body.  

Standard ablution, or wudhu, is detailed in the hadiths, reports of Muhammad’s lifestyle 

that are primary sources of guidance for Muslims’ personal behavior.  The steps involved 

in wudhu are listed in Table 8.  

The precise manner in which wudhu and salat are practiced can be daunting to the 

untrained.  The same can be said regarding the heavy use of the Arabic language during 

salat.  In all of these areas, ritual proficiency increases through daily practice and 

instruction from fellow Muslims.  This practice and instruction often begins in the home 

and continues through regular masjid attendance.  As a college student from the Islamic 

Center named Fawaz explained to me, “I know how to read Arabic since my family all 

learned it, but I don’t understand all of it.  Khutba helps me understand what the Qur’an 

is saying in some places.  Khutba helps me learn parts I don’t know.” 

The rituals of salat present high barriers to ritual novices, clearly demonstrating 

who has and has not gathered enough cultural capital to belong.
6
  The ability to perform 

the right movements and say the right words is an indicator of devotion, because only a 

member who had attended numerous collective salats, or possibly (although less likely) 

one who had devoted ample time to practice on his own, would be able to keep up.  In my 

other visits for this research, I participated as fully as possible in all of the ritual 

activities.  At the Islamic Center, I never seriously considered participating in the raka’ah.   

 

                                                      
6 
See Iannaccone (1990) and Stark and Finke (2000) for detailed discussion of the rewards of 

religious cultural capital in religious organizations. 
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Table 8 

Steps Involved in Wudhu 

 

 Wash one’s hands three times from fingers to wrist (right hand, then left) 

 Rinse the mouth three times 

 Rinse the nose three times 

 Wash the face from forehead to chin three times 

 Wash the forearms from wrist to elbow three times (right then left) 

 Run water through the hair from forehead to neck three times 

 Wash the outside and inside of the ears three times (right then left) 

 Wipe the back of the neck with the back of one’s hands three times 

 Wash the feet from toes to ankles three times (right then left).  

Source: Siddiqui (2005) 

 

I was an outsider, I knew it, and fumbling through the raka’ah would have only 

broadcasted that fact.
7
   

 

Barriers from Without 

The behavioral and ritual barriers discussed thus far are actively created by 

Muslims, and can be identified as barriers “from within.”  As discussed in Chapter 3, 

Muslims also face substantial barriers “from without.”  Edgell et al. (2006) provide 

evidence that 26% of Americans believe Muslims “do not at all agree” with their vision 

of American society, while 33% would disapprove if their child chose to marry a Muslim.  

                                                      
7 
This would have posed a methodological problem.  Especially since the number of participants 

was small, and because my proficiency with raka’ah is novice, my participation likely would have drained 

the group’s EE and skewed the results.  By contrast, my participation in evangelical worship and in 

meditation drew on years of practice and gained proficiency, and was unlikely to pose a significant obstacle 

to other participants’ practice.  In those organizations, I felt I could blend in fairly easily. 
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On a list of ten different social groups,
8
 Muslims are the second-most disagreeable to 

other Americans, falling behind atheists and ahead of homosexuals.  Edgell et al. argue 

that moral boundaries with atheists are fundamental to Americans’ feelings of cultural 

membership, and the same argument should also apply to boundaries with Muslims.  For 

a large percentage of the population, American identity implies belief in Jesus and the 

Christian version of God, and the presence of Muslims provides them with a contrast 

against which to measure that identity.   

 Particularly since September 11, 2001, social context has made solidarity with 

other Americans a challenge for Muslims.  As terrorism and international conflicts have 

persisted during the 2000s, Muslim organizations have often taken steps to assure other 

Americans of their good intentions, American membership, and opposition to extremists.
9
  

These challenging circumstances, to the degree that they are faced by Muslims, are 

unique among American religious organizations.  American Muslims can be 

characterized as having high barriers with non-Muslims, but these barriers are not 

entirely of their own construction.  In many cases, American Muslims strive to collapse 

the barriers.  However, the default status of American Muslims necessarily involves 

awareness of barriers with the predominantly Christian surrounding culture.
10

    

 

 

                                                      
8 
These include: atheists, homosexuals, conservative Christians, recent immigrants, Hispanics, 

Jews, Asian Americans, African Americans, and white Americans. 

 
9 
Wakin (2002) provides several strong illustrations of this tension on the part of Muslim 

individuals and organizations.  One practice by which many Muslim organizations symbolize American 

solidarity is the annual candlelight vigil in honor of September 11 victims.  

 
10 

This shared barrier from without may be a source of ecumenicism between different Islamic 

traditions in the U.S.  The Islamic Center is Sunni, but members of the focus group adamantly emphasized 

their solidarity with all Muslims. 
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The Islamic Center’s Response to Perceived Barriers 

Islamic Center members confirmed that they are well-aware of their barriers with 

outsiders.  This was most evident in the khutba (sermon) prior to the collective raka’ah 

sequence.  During the first half of his khutba,
11

 the Islamic Center’s imam, Omar, spoke 

of the challenges of living as a Muslim in America.  In the latter portion, Omar 

challenged the Islamic Center’s members to behave with responsibility and submission 

despite those challenges.  Early in the khutba he said, “This is the hardest time for 

Muslims ever.  Watch TV.
12

  Everyone has difficulties with Muslims.”   

Rather than blaming the outsiders, however, Omar claimed that Muslim 

unfaithfulness has caused and exasperated the problem.  For one thing, he argued, 

Muslims have failed to faithfully read their holy text.  “The Qur’an is collecting dust in 

our houses,” he said.  “This is unacceptable.  You are Muslims. You follow your book: 

the Qur’an.”  He reminded the congregation that faith comes without conditions and that 

Muslims are commanded to be obedient.   

Omar went on to argue that Muslims have also failed to faithfully practice salat.  

“Nobody twists your arm to be a Muslim.  You people are here today because you have a 

conscience.  Many of us are not here.  It’s not convenient.  Look around you.  If you see 

someone who is missing, call them.”   He concluded the first section of the khutba with 

                                                      
11 

Muslim organizations often present the khutba as two separate sermons.  The first is longer, 

whereas the second is brief and prompts salat. 

 
12

 Compare this comment with Father Felix’s mention of television at St. John’s in Chapter 5.  In 

both cases, the speakers referenced television in order to remind their listeners of immanent evil and 

danger.  In neither case did the speakers elaborate how TV communicates these threats; perhaps they meant 

the atrocities constantly repeated in news shows.  Consider also Pastor Craig’s sermon at First Baptist 

(Chapter 4), where relief from social media consumption was considered consistent with Christ-like 

behavior.  These frequent references to media would be classified as contracting symbolic boundaries with 

secular culture in Draper and Park (2010).  So many references to media in the small sample used for this 

study indicate that “the media” is a poignant symbol in American religious organizations, and this is an 

area that has only begun to be explored (Clark 2005; Hoover 2006; Park and Baker 2007; Stout and 

Buddenbaum 1996). 
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his main theme: “Every Muslim knows how we are treated today.  It’s happening because 

we are not following Allah.” 

The second half of the khutba was also a call to intensified faithfulness, with an 

emphasis on personal reading of the Qur’an.  Omar again criticized his tradition, pointing 

to the confusion caused by conflicting messages by “self-made imams” on the internet 

and elsewhere.  He exhorted the men to read the Qur’an for themselves.  If possible, they 

should read it in its original language.  “I regret that I do not read Arabic.  I pray to Allah 

that before I die, I will have the chance to read Arabic.”  He concluded the khutba with a 

discussion about Ramadan, which was imminent.  “Make Ramadan special in your life.  

But don’t be a part-time Muslim.  Whatever we do in Ramadan must continue throughout 

the year.”  

Islamic Center members perceived clear barriers with outsiders, and Omar used 

this perception in an effort to stimulate participation.  This scenario is markedly similar to 

that expressed in Smith et al.’s (1998) study of American evangelicals, who communicate 

to each other that they are “embattled” by secular culture, allowing them to “thrive” as a 

community.   However, it would be inaccurate to assert that the Islamic Center 

encouraged hostility toward outsiders.  To the contrary, members of the focus group 

informed me that Omar is in fact highly proactive in ecumenical activities in their local 

community.  I was able to confirm this later by finding numerous online reports of 

Omar’s participation in interfaith conferences.  His interest is in demonstrating that 

Muslims are compassionate and sympathetic to other Americans.   

 Omar was only critical of one social group: his own.  He expressed frustration 

with brothers who neglect to read the Qur’an, or who show up for khutba only during 
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Ramadan.  The barriers he promoted, then, were with insiders whose commitment levels 

had lapsed.  His sentiments recall sociological work on organizational strictness 

(Iannaccone 1994; Kelley 1977) that points to the deleterious effects of “free-riders” and 

weakly-committed members in voluntary organizations.  The Islamic Center actively 

discourages these weaker levels of commitment, and Omar directly challenged the 

worshippers to contact absent members.  The focus group confirmed to me that members 

regularly call members of the community who are absent from Jum’ah.
13

  The Islamic 

Center does not blame outsiders for their struggles.  Rather, they admonish each other to 

be better Muslims. 

 

The Impact of the Islamic Center’s Barrier-Work on Effervescence and Solidarity 

 As discussed in Chapter 3, the Islamic Center’s ritual did not evince a strong or 

consistent experience of collective effervescence.
14

  This result would not support IR 

theory’s barriers hypothesis if we were only considering the barriers that are imposed on 

the Islamic Center from without.  Since Muslims’ cultural and ritual barriers are virtually 

automatic in the U.S. context, it would seem as though this status would promote 

effervescence within their IRs.  Further, it would not suffice to suggest that the Islamic 

Center is somehow unaware of their tradition’s marginalization in America.  The key, 

                                                      
13 

An important addendum to strictness theory is that strictness is often enforced on members of an 

organization in a gentle or gracious manner.  The focus group indicated their sensitivity to the difficulty of 

scheduling Jum’ah into hectic daily lives.  A focus group member named Antoine explained the process of 

checking up on members as follows: 

If you look around and see someone’s not there, we call and see how they’re doing.  

“Everything alright, man? How you holdin’ up?”  And that feels good.  I was gone from 

the last three Jum’ahs, and one of my brothers called me.  It feels good to know we’re 

looking out for each other.  It’s a cold world out there, and no one seems to know each 

other.  But I know these guys and we look out for each other. 

 
14 

Recall that the Islamic Center did, however, achieve a few moments of moderate effervescence 

by drawing on the resource of raka’ah and rearranging the location and orientation of bodies within the 

room.  Their barriers involving raka’ah proficiency assisted in making this process feel special, thus 

helping to stimulate effervescence. 
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however, is their response.  Other factors are involved in effervescence, as I argued in 

Chapter 3, but it likely would have increased heart rates and energy levels had Omar and 

the congregation emphasized their need to defend themselves against outside hostilities.  

Support for this assertion will follow below in my analysis of Congregation Shalom’s 

Shabbat morning service.  

The Islamic Center did appear to possess strong membership solidarity.  The 

community is very small, but a core group of 15-20 attends regularly and knows each 

other well.  A focus group member named Antoine indicated that, although these regulars 

are from different nations and backgrounds, collective salat makes them feel “unified.”  

During Ramadan the attendance numbers stay consistently around 50 as members come 

together nightly to break their fast.  Fawaz explained, “It’s a special time.  All of the 

families are here together.  We do it every night, so we really get to know each other 

better then.”  The Islamic Center’s strong membership solidarity is not consistent with the 

hypothesis from IR theory.  However, it is consistent with the quantitative findings I 

presented in Chapter 2.  Again, it appears that barriers may have more to do with 

effervescence and symbolic solidarity, and less to do with membership solidarity.  As I 

argued previously, membership solidarity is more of a baseline necessity that 

organizations require in order to survive. 

Although they do experience membership solidarity, members of the Islamic 

Center did not confirm that they share symbolic solidarity in the form of a common goal 

or vision.  As with the low output of effervescence, their low output of symbolic 

solidarity is consistent with IR theory’s barriers hypothesis, and also with the quantitative 

data I examine in Chapter 2.  Their disinclination to rally against outside threats weakens 
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their ability to maximize symbolic solidarity.  A focus group member named Tyler 

suggested another factor that seems very relevant: the small size of their community 

makes it difficult to have any common goals apart from keeping the Islamic Center in 

operation.  Based on my perceptions of the Islamic Center’s low resource base,
15

 Tyler’s 

assessment seems accurate.  The “goal” is none other than to persist with a small resource 

base in an unaccommodating culture.  Thus, whether an organization has a basically 

sufficient resource base may be a crucial factor conditioning their symbolic solidarity.   

Taken together, the evidence here and in Chapter 2 suggests an addition to IR 

theory: barriers to outsiders promote symbolic solidarity, in particular.  There is little 

evidence in my data that barriers are necessary for membership solidarity. 

 

Fractured Solidarity 

 As Fawaz noted, the Islamic Center’s meetings during Ramadan are “a special 

time.”  He connected this specialness with the presence of “families.”  As noted, Jum’ah, 

the occasion for my observation, is not a time in which female family-members 

participate in ritual alongside male family-members.  The Islamic Center, then, like most 

other masjids, allows women to participate with men in some social rituals, while 

segregating them during salat.  This ongoing segregation represents the most visible form 

of ritual stratification that I encountered in this research.  I asked members why women 

are required to sit behind a screen during Jum’ah.  Antoine explained, “Well, you know 

how men are.  It can be hard to pray when women are right there.”  Tyler added, “That’s 

the tradition, and it works for us.”  In these two responses, the men appealed to tradition 

and what they presumed was male common sense in order to promote the segregation.  

                                                      
15 

I discuss the Islamic Center’s meager resource base in Chapter 3. 
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Antoine’s suggestion of untamable male sexuality, “you know how men are,” was an 

effort to activate what he thought would be my own feelings of male solidarity.  Since I 

am a man, surely I would see the common wisdom in hiding women from my view 

during worship.  How would I, or any male, be able to focus on Allah while all the while 

yearning to have sex with women who were kneeling, bowing, and praying nearby?   

 As several researchers have discussed (Mule and Barthel 1992; Predelli 2004; 

Read 2004; Read and Bartkowski 2000), Islam’s common emphasis on a subordinate or 

“complementary” status for women is one way in which the faith invariably encounters 

tension with modernist value systems, particularly in societies where Muslims are 

minorities.  Although there is a noteworthy range of views within Islam regarding 

Muslim women’s status (Predelli 2004), the religion’s emphasis on traditional practice as 

indicated in the Qur’an and hadiths may make it difficult for even the more egalitarian-

minded organizations to fully eradicate the segregation of women during group rituals.  

By comparison, American Protestants also have a wide range of views regarding the 

status of female members (Chaves 1999; Gallagher 2003), with more stratified views 

associated with Biblical literalism (Hoffman and Bartkowski 2008).
16

  Unlike 

Protestantism,
17

 however, separation of sexes has been the predominant practice 

throughout the history of Islam, continuing in recent years (Mattson 2006).  Altering the 

ritual format and revealing women to the men’s sight during salat may have even starker 

consequences than (Antoine’s fear) the activation of male fantasies: such an alteration 

                                                      
16

 Hoffman and Bartkowski also argue that Biblical literalism empowers conservative Christian 

women by allowing them to appeal to “God’s Word,” and not a male intermediary, in discussions of 

Biblical interpretation.  However, their need to appeal to a higher authority than men further illustrates their 

subordinate status in conservative congregations. 

 
17

 See Stark (1996).  
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would symbolically threaten an age-old ritual practice, and thus, by Durkheim’s 

reasoning, the core of Muslim identity.  For this reason, change will likely come slowly, 

if at all.   

 From an IR perspective, the segregation of women from men’s sight is a potent 

example of ritual stratification.  The men are spatially closer to the ideological leader (the 

imam), the emotional leader (the muezzin), and the primary sacred object (the Qur’an as 

recited by the muezzin and imam, and as physically located on the minbar (pulpit)).  

During the khutba and during my discussions with members, the symbolic emphasis was 

on Muslim brotherhood.  Women are not expected or morally pressured to attend.  

Perhaps it should not be surprising, then, that I only observed one woman entering or 

exiting the building during my visit to the Islamic Center.  The structure and symbols of 

the ritual speak clearly to the organization’s orientation: women do not deserve the same 

access to emotional energy as men.  Even as many Muslims in the West develop more 

equalitarian views of women’s status in the home and workforce, even as the symbol of 

the hijab wanes in many Muslim communities, and even as some modern women 

continue to be drawn to male-dominated religions,
18

 Muslims’ central rituals continue to 

indicate a fractured solidarity.  This is a unique contribution that ritual analysis can add to 

the research on gender relations within Islam. 

If Muslims were to desegregate their religious rituals, one benefit would be an 

increase in social density (physical copresence).  Disadvantaged Muslim organizations 

such as the Islamic Center would likely benefit through the increase in effervescence and 

solidarity.  Perhaps modesty could be protected while also allowing women to be visible 

                                                      
18 

As Davidman (1991) shows, some modern women may opt for religious subordination in order 

to find “tradition in a rootless world.” 
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in the room.  Women could be spoken of and to as though they are not only welcome but 

necessary in collective worship.  As religionists and scholars continue to assess the 

experiences and attitudes of Muslim women, perhaps a more direct focus on invigorating 

women’s participation in collective salat will lead to innovative ritual solutions while 

preserving Muslims’ values. 

 

Barrier-Work at Congregation Shalom: Rallying Against External Threats 

 As discussed in this chapter’s introduction, American Jews have had to cope with 

persistent and serious threats from without.  Like the Islamic Center, Congregation 

Shalom was well aware of these barriers, and referred to them on multiple occasions 

during the Shabbat service I attended.  Also like the Islamic Center, Congregation 

Shalom exhibited substantial ritual barriers from within, as I will discuss below.  In 

contrast to the Islamic Center, though, Congregation Shalom did not criticize their own 

tradition.  Rather, they rallied around support for a common cause: defending the nation 

of Israel.  Combined with the high intersubjectivity and copresence that I described in 

Chapter 3, this common cause accelerated effervescence and solidarity to extremely high 

levels.  Only Promised Land Baptist Church, discussed in Chapters 4 and 6, compares 

with the emotional excitement and strong bonds I observed at Congregation Shalom. 

 

Barriers from Within 

Comparable to Muslims’ salat regulations, Judaism works into the consciousness 

of conservative Jews through their observance of an extensive list of behavioral 

restrictions during Shabbat.  The Talmud, a record of fundamental teachings from Jewish 
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oral tradition, identifies thirty-nine forbidden activities.  A selection of these restrictions 

is listed in Table 9. 

 

Table 9:  Some Forbidden Activities During Shabbat as Identified in the Talmud 

 Writing anything 

 Tearing an object in two 

 Tying anything 

 Lighting a fire 

 Cooking  

 Planting 

 Doing laundry 

 Building anything 

 Destroying anything 

 

 

In addition to these restrictions, Shabbat services often enact detailed routines that 

include speaking and reading Hebrew, wearing yarmulkes (kipas) and other head 

coverings, singing, shuckling,
19

 standing or sitting at designated times, covering their 

eyes during a particular prayer, carrying Torah scrolls from the ark to the tabernacle to 

the sanctuary, and other activities that can have the effect of making ritual novices feel 

out of place.   

Conservative Jews’ long list of Sabbatary regulations has the practical impact of 

making their worship feel exclusive.  Leaders of Congregation Shalom welcomed me to 

attend their service and were always cordial, but I was also directed to adhere to Shabbat 

                                                      
19

 See Chapter 3. 
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regulations.  As one example, I was told not to record our focus group on Saturday 

afternoon because that would require the use of an electric device.  As another example, I 

was instructed to wear a kipa during the service.  While Jewish congregations often are 

very welcoming to outsiders, it can be difficult for non-Jewish participants to shed the 

sensation that a vast gulf of history and tradition separates them from solidarity with 

members of the congregation.   

Ritual barriers are not unique to either Muslim or Jewish rituals.  At the Islamic 

Center and Congregation Shalom, I was in a good position to experience the exclusivity 

of the ritual barriers because I have limited experience with Jewish worship and even less 

with Muslim worship.  A Jewish researcher with limited experiences in Protestant 

churches likely would have a similar experience when, for instance, the “blood and body 

of Christ” are passed around for consumption, or during an “altar call” such as the one I 

observed at First Baptist.
20,21

  In order to survive, all organizations need distinct ritual 

practices that will automatically make the uninitiated feel some degree of exclusion.  

When conscious of this, organizations have a choice to (1) assimilate to their perception 

of what would make the “broader culture” more comfortable, (2) maintain their ritual 

distinctions, or (3) increase their ritual distinctions.  Even those who choose (1) may not 

be entirely successful.
22

  The logic of IR theory suggests, however, that those who choose 

(2) and (3) will have the most effervescent rituals.  

                                                      
20 

See Chapter 6. 

 
21

 Chafets (2007) and Pinsky (2006) provide funny and illuminating accounts of Jewish journalists 

writing about their experimental forays into evangelical subcultures.    

 
22

 Consider evangelical megachurches, who typically design their rituals with the aim of 

anticipating and serving customers’ demands (Chaves 2006; Thumma and Travis 2007; Warren 1995).  

This strategy has been productive over the last three decades, and Thumma and Travis show that if all 

American megachurch members were combined into a single tradition, they would represent the third 
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Barriers from Without 

I have already referred a few times to the fierce barriers from without  

that Jews have faced throughout their history.  From ancient empires in Assyria, Persia, 

Greece, and Rome; to tsarist Russia, medieval Europe, France, the Third Reich, and the 

Soviet Union; to Christians and Muslims throughout their history; to America in the 21
st
 

century (where, as mentioned above, Jews are the most frequent recipients of all hate 

crimes as reported by the FBI), Jews have been reviled, physically abused, subjected to 

pogroms, insulted, raped, tortured, murdered, and more (Cohen 1994; Levin 2001; Mann 

1986, 1993; Morris 2001).
23

   

Throughout these abuses, “Israel” has symbolized Yahweh’s promised land of  

refuge.  After two millennia of Diaspora, the nation-state of Israel was formed in 1948 as 

a haven for Jews from around the world.  For many Jews, mention of “Israel” stirs deep 

emotions of love, loyalty, and pride.  As I stated in the introduction to this chapter, 

solidarity and conflict are correspondent, not contrary.  Consistent with this, the modern 

state of Israel has engaged in violent conflict with surrounding territories since its 

inception.  The Israeli-Palestinian conflict remains one of the most divisive issues in our 

era, and countless failed efforts to achieve peaceful resolution leave the impression that it 

will continue indefinitely.   

 The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is well-documented, and I have no expertise or 

intentions that would lead me to try to add to that body of scholarship here.  Rather, it is 

                                                                                                                                                              
largest religious tradition in the country (1).  Thumma and Travis also point out, however, that the 

megachurch strategy has earned numerous harsh (and sometimes unfair) critics who consider megachurch 

rituals strange and/or threatening.   

 
23 

This list of persecutors and persecutions is far from exhaustive. 
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important to repeat basic facts about the nation of Israel and about Zionism to help 

contextualize the intense feelings evident at Congregation Shalom.   

 

Congregation Shalom’s Response to Perceived Barriers 

Rabbi Duane was the most polished and commanding speaker of all of  

the organizations in my sample.  He is tall with white hair and has a deep, resonant voice.  

His 15-minute sermon contained moments of erudition, levity, and sadness.
24

  Although 

he couldn’t have known this, his sermon seemed tailored to fit my research question.   

The subject of Rabbi Duane’s sermon was how Jews should treat their enemies, 

based on a passage from Deuteronomy in which Israeli law is established regarding 

conquered armies and the spoils of war.
25

  He swiftly shifted to the contemporary world 

and Islamic terrorism.  He read aloud transcripts of two phone calls between passengers 

on United flight 93 and family members prior to the plane’s crash in Pennsylvania.  In 

doing so, Rabbi Duane enabled the audience to make an immediate emotional connection 

to the atrocious nature of the terrorists’ attack.  He posed the question, “How should we 

respond to such a thing?”  His answer was complex and indefinite.  Bloodlust is to be 

                                                      
24 

Pastor Dave at Promised Land Baptist Church (Chapters 4 and 6) was also a charismatic 

speaker, and I consider Congregation Shalom and Promised Land to have held the most effervescent rituals 

in my sample.  The impact of preaching style on ritual outcomes is an issue of focus of attention and shared 

emotions (intersubjectivity).  Constraints on time and space prevent me from giving greater attention to 

homiletics in this project, and this is a limitation.  The impact of homiletics on IR outcomes is a great 

direction for future IR research. 

 
25 For instance, here is one excerpt from the larger passage: 

When you go out to war against your enemies, and the Lord your God delivers them into 

your hand, and you take them captive, and you see among the captives a beautiful 

woman, and desire her and would take her for your wife, then you shall bring her home to 

your house, and she shall shave her head and trim her nails.  She shall put off the clothes 

of her captivity, remain in your house, and mourn her father and her mother a full month; 

after that you may go in to her and be her husband, and she shall be your wife.  And it 

shall be, if you have no delight in her, then you shall set her free, but you certainly shall 

not sell her for money; you shall not treat her brutally, because you have humbled her. 

(Deuteronomy 21: 10-14) 
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avoided, however there is sometimes just cause for fighting “evil” and “evildoers.”  He 

stated, for instance, that “We are commanded not to kill.  But we are also commanded not 

to be killed.”  The primary impact of Rabbi Duane’s sermon was to activate feelings of 

empathy toward victims with whom we identify (specifically, fellow Americans), and 

feelings of the need to defend ourselves against evildoers (specifically, the Muslim 

terrorists).   

Rabbi Duane’s message can be summarized as: (1) evil is real, (2) defending 

ourselves against evil is important, and (3) sober justice is virtuous.  Based on what I had 

observed in the Bar Mitzvah proceedings prior to the sermon, Rabbi Duane’s message 

was consistent with the congregation’s overall Zionist orientation.  This orientation was 

explicit as members of the congregation spoke of their feelings about Michael, the 13-

year old boy who was being honored.  As his mother explained with pride, Michael “was 

a Zionist before he even knew what that meant.”  Later, a rabbi who had worked closely 

with Michael commented, “His dream is to be the prime minister of Israel,” to which the 

congregation laughed appreciatively.  As both Michael and his parents commented with 

pride, Michael planned to “join the Israeli army” when he was old enough.   

Congregation Shalom possesses deep emotions related to the nation of Israel.  

Israel symbolizes their collective identity and their sense of what is true and good.  

Support for Israel also drives their morality.  These good feelings are accelerated by their 

perception that Israel is threatened and it is therefore necessary to defend it by taking up 

arms.   
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The Impact of Congregation Shalom’s Barrier-Work on Effervescence and Solidarity 

 As stated above, Congregation Shalom held the most effervescent service in my 

sample.  I observed tears, laughter, dancing, hugging, alert body language, and 

enthusiastic singing.  Focus group members explained that their service left them feeling 

“uplifted.”  As a limitation of this research, it is impossible to perfectly control for other 

ritual dynamics in order to isolate the impact of one particular ritual dynamic; the 

dynamics are interrelated in theory and practice.  However, it is possible to assess 

whether the outcomes are consistent with the hypotheses.  At Congregation Shalom, 

direct reference to a real and immanent threat appeared to stimulate feelings of 

excitement, togetherness, and a common cause.  Rabbi Duane communicated through the 

9/11 phone texts that the threat is not simply something happening in a distant part of the 

world; Muslim terrorists attack people just like us, Americans trying to travel from one 

part of the country to another.  He skillfully made the threat feel personal and immanent.  

His rhetoric made it feel natural and sensible to do something about the threat, especially 

if this could be done with sobriety and therefore without becoming bloodthirsty like our 

enemies.   

 Congregation Shalom possesses symbolic solidarity in their common support of 

Israel.  The organization also is in a position of considerable power and influence.  I 

asked the focus group about Congregation Shalom’s relationship with the local 

community.  A retired high school teacher named Mary responded, “Well, we have a 

former [political position of substantial influence] here, as well as several [political 

positions of lesser influence].”
26

  Matt, a man in his 50s, added, “There are a lot of 

                                                      
26 

I withhold the particular political positions to preserve the organization’s anonymity. 
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powerful people in this congregation.  And a lot of money.”  Other comments by focus 

group members, as well as my own observation of clothes, accoutrements, and car 

models confirmed a high level of socioeconomic status among members.  As an 

organization, as well, their campus and reported donations evinced substantial financial 

resources.  I note these observations because it is unlikely that Congregation Shalom’s 

symbolic solidarity only has symbolic effects.  Politicians and the affluent are in a better 

position than most of the population to exert power in support of a particular cause.  

Members of Congregation Shalom gain emotional energy from the congregation’s sacred 

symbols, and this is likely to impact interaction ritual chains that extend outside the 

congregation, as in business, politics, and other spheres of influence.  

 

Conclusion 

 In Randall Collins’ 2011 American Sociological Association Presidential address, 

he discussed an extension to his general conflict theory.  He described the “time 

dynamics of conflict.”  Part of what escalates intergroup conflict over time is the 

“feedback loop” of solidarity and conflict.  Strong solidarity feelings make members 

more sensitive to threats to their solidarity, and they also improve members’ ability to 

organize to protect their borders; external conflict stimulates solidarity by focusing 

attention on a common enemy that everyone feels the same about (anger and fear).  As 

the solidarity-conflict feedback loop takes place in opposing organizations, their mutual 

conflict escalates.   

 Collins added to the model an additional feedback loop that further escalates 

conflict over time: the “atrocities-polarization loop.”  He defines and elaborates on 

atrocities as follows: 
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Atrocities are actions by the opponent that we perceive as especially 

hurtful and evil, a combination of physical and moral offense that we 

found outrageous.  Atrocities generate righteous anger, and especially 

Durkheimian emotion, bringing about the imperative feeling that we must 

punish the perpetrators, not just for ourselves, but as a matter of principle.  

(Collins 2011: 11)  

 

 Atrocities are accelerated by “ideological polarization,” which he describes as 

follows: 

“Polarization is an intensification of the Durkheimian process of 

identifying the group with good, and evil as what is outside the boundary 

of the group…. The enemy is evil, unprincipled, stupid, ugly, ridiculous, 

cowardly, and weak, negative in every respect.  Our side becomes 

increasingly perceived as good, principled, intelligent, brave, and all the 

other virtues.”  (12)   

 

Atrocities increase ideological polarization, and ideological polarization increases the 

likelihood of additional atrocities.  The atrocities-polarization loop escalates conflict.  

Because the enemy is bad and because we visualize the atrocities he will commit in the 

future, he deserves what we will do to him.  Further, because he is stupid, cowardly, and 

weak, we can be confident that our smart, courageous, and strong forces will be 

victorious over his.  Of course, this works in both directions, which helps explain why 

some conflicts seem to persist indefinitely.  Figure 11 models the atrocities-polarization 

process. 

At the Islamic Center, there was no mention of atrocities by enemies to Islam.  

Omar did indicate that “Everyone has difficulties with Muslims,” but he did not depict 

these difficulties as unjust, enraging, or terrifying.  Instead, he suggested to his 

congregation that if American Muslims were more devout, the barriers from without 

would decline.  Whether or not Omar’s prognosis was accurate is not pertinent.  The 

point is that he did not repeat atrocities, did not promote polarization, and failed to 
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conflict                                              group solidarity 

 

                                              atrocities                                ideological polarization 

 

 

Figure 11: Solidarity, Conflict, and the Atrocities-Polarization Feedback Loop.  

Reproduced with the Permission of the Author from Collins (2011). 

 

 

generate strong symbolic solidarity.  Accordingly, the Islamic Center’s ritual did not 

escalate conflict with any outsiders.  Barriers with outsiders did not promote solidarity 

within the Islamic Center, nor did solidarity within the Islamic Center provide an 

emotional charge for further conflicts with outsiders.  I indicated earlier that the Islamic 

Center’s lack of symbolic solidarity is likely related to its marginalization in the U.S. 

(and within “the Bible Belt,” in particular) and its poor material base.  Even if Omar did 

want to promote conflict with non-Muslims,
27

 such efforts would likely be futile unless 

he were able to generate external financial support.  

In contrast to the Islamic Center, Congregation Shalom repeated atrocities that 

stirred our emotions (the 9/11 transcripts), gave moral support to a conflict (celebrating 

Michael’s desire to fight in the Israeli army), and performed an intense ritual that 

demonstrated strong symbolic solidarity.  Their moral support for Israel was 

accompanied by the material means to do something about it.  The organization 

                                                      
27 

Omar never gave any impression of such a desire, either in personal conversation or during his 

khutba. 
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possessed substantial financial resources, contained “a lot of powerful people,” and was 

in a position to offer at least one young soldier to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.    
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CHAPTER 8 

 

Conclusion 

 

 

 In this chapter, I will (1) summarize this study’s most important discoveries about 

each ritual dynamic, and (2) suggest directions for future research.  I begin with the 

discoveries. 

 

Discoveries 

 

Collective Effervescence 

 Collective effervescence is the centerpiece of the social epistemology proposed in 

Durkheim’s The Elementary Forms of Religious Life.  He considers effervescence to be 

the crucial mechanism through which groups of people interact to arrive at shared 

identities, moralities, and ideologies.  Consequently, an organization’s proficiency at 

achieving effervescence shapes its levels of power over and conflict with other 

organizations.
1
  This research essentially attempted to “bottle up” and measure collective 

effervescence.  There is no established way of doing this, partially because the experience 

is theorized by Durkheim as immaterial, elusive, and almost magical.  I do not think I 

have found the perfect measure of effervescence in either phase of the research, and I am 

not certain that such a measure is even possible.  Because effervescence is so 

consequential in social theory, however, it will not suffice to ignore it.  Rather, we can 

                                                      
1
 This project is limited to analysis within organizations, and can only point to likely 

interorganizational dynamics.  Promised Land and Congregation Shalom provide examples.  Promised 

Land knew based on their enthusiastic ritual that gangs and a corrupt secular culture were their enemies.  

Congregation Shalom had a similar experience wherein Muslim extremists were their enemies.  Due to 

Congregation Shalom’s wealth, political influence, and willingness to send members to battle, their 

effervescence and symbolic solidarity are forces that feed into a major contemporary conflict. 
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move forward with the best indicators we have, knowing in the meantime that research in 

this area is incremental, partial, imperfect, and worth the effort.
2
   

 The quantitative phase of this study supported Durkheim’s proposal of a strong 

positive relationship between collective effervescence and social solidarity.  In model 

after model, multivariate regression showed that effervescence is a robust and consistent 

correlate of solidarity, second in influence only to organizational worship attendance 

rates.  In interaction effect models, effervescence and attendance rates cause solidarity to 

soar, providing support for Collins’ notion of IR chains as ways that people link past 

rituals with subsequent rituals.  Organizations that have felt extremely good together in 

past rituals are able to carry those experiences with them into subsequent rituals, and 

these sorts of organizations maximize their ability to thrive together.  

 The qualitative phase of this research showed that organizations actively pursue 

effervescence through their management of ritual dynamics.  In every ritual studied, 

effervescence was either achieved or lost.  At Congregation Shalom and the Islamic 

Center, effervescence was clearly missing until the ritual dynamics shifted.  Congregation 

Shalom accumulated effervescence as bodies filled the room.  The organization made it 

normal for participants to (1) engage in enthusiastic mini-IRs throughout the larger ritual, 

(2) physically move around as each saw fit, and (3) relax and enjoy the Shabbat morning 

service as merely one portion of a longer day devoted to the sacred.  These strategies 

helped everyone enjoy each other while revering their sacred objects.  As copresence, 

                                                      
2
 Goffman models a cautious-yet-determined approach to data collection and analysis in the 

Introduction of Behavior in Public Places.  He writes:  

Obviously, many of these data are of doubtful worth, and my interpretations—especially 

some of them—may certainly be questionable, but I assume that a loose speculative 

approach to a fundamental area of conduct is better than a rigorous blindness to it (1963: 

4). 
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intersubjectivity, and barriers were steadily maximized, the organization was rewarded 

with group ecstasy.  The experience felt intoxicating and positively addictive.   

The Islamic Center also stimulated effervescence through the management of 

copresence, but they did it differently than Congregation Shalom.  The organization 

overcame low density by activating the ancient ritual of raka’ah to rearrange the 

orientation of bodies in the room.  After passively listening to an uninspiring khutba from 

the vantage of their own private islands of space, participants stood and formed a long 

horizontal line across the room and began to practice salat in unison.  The collective 

activity required rhythmic entrainment, mutual monitoring, and trust, and stimulated 

strong collective feelings to end the ritual.  

Promised Land exhibited a pattern similar to that of Congregation Shalom and the 

Islamic Center as they utilized resources from the black Protestant tradition to transform 

a low-density ritual into an invigorating celebration.  By contrast, First Baptist, the 

Meditation Center, and St. John’s experienced moments of effervescence that they later 

forfeited.  Although an excited buzz filled the sanctuary when I first entered, First Baptist 

squandered their high density, strong membership feelings, and substantial ritual 

resources by speeding past opportunities for intersubjectivity.  The Buddhist Meditation 

Center enjoyed intense group feelings during their chant, but subsequently chose to tune 

each other out in order to meditate.  Meditation is a ritual of self-solidarity that attempts 

to control thoughts and emotions, and so collective effervescence is mostly to be avoided 

rather than sought during the practice.  St. John’s initially delighted in each other’s 

company and celebrated shared symbols, but effervescence drained away once their 

stratified formal ritual began.  Emotional intensity ebbs and flows, but the process is 
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hardly random.  It is up to the organization to utilize ritual dynamics to their own 

emotional advantage. 

 

Social Solidarity 

 Social solidarity is an experience of collective identity, morality, and truth that 

extends beyond the practice of the ritual.  Solidarity is stored in the feelings and thoughts 

that arise when members of an organization encounter each other and/or their sacred 

symbols.  In the quantitative phase, I measured solidarity with survey questions about (1) 

feelings of belonging and (2) shared commitment to organizational goals.  The first 

discovery I want to note is that the first type, membership solidarity, is much more 

common than the second type, symbolic solidarity.  No organization in the USCLS 

sample had less than 51% agreement that people in the organization feel like they belong, 

but there was greater variance in symbolic solidarity.  In the qualitative phase, as well, I 

never saw obvious signs that membership solidarity was seriously lacking.  Further 

research is needed, especially from ethnographers, to more precisely compare levels of 

membership solidarity in different organizations.  The evidence here suggests (1) a 

minimum level of membership solidarity, around 50%, may be necessary if an 

organization is to survive; nonetheless, (2) membership solidarity does vary in religious 

organizations, and as expected it covaries with effervescence. 

 Symbolic solidarity was easier to identify than membership solidarity.  In the 

qualitative phase, I identified symbolic solidarity in words, phrases, and movements 

characteristic of each organization that were expressed by different members at different 

times.  The black Protestant Promised Land Baptist Church engaged in an intensely 

emotional ritual that reinvigorated their common commitment to ending violence in their 
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city through the power of the gospel.  Although their enemies (Satan, gangs, and a 

corrupt secular culture) had demoralized them in the week prior to the service, their 

charismatic pastor led them through a ritual that restored confidence in the power of their 

organization’s sacred symbols.   

 I found that the nature of an organization’s symbols is instrumental in shaping 

their ability to stimulate effervescence.  Specifically, Promised Land’s symbols 

emphasized their collective experience, whereas First Baptist’s symbols emphasized an 

individual-level religious experience.  First Baptist’s focus group made it clear that their 

primary goal in corporate worship is cultivating the individual’s mystical experience of 

hearing God’s personalized instructions through the words of the Bible.  These 

observations pertain to Emerson and Smith’s (2000) work on white and African-

American Protestants’ contrasting views on the racialized nature of American life.  I 

argue that the circuitous racism of white evangelicals observed by Emerson and Smith 

perpetuates in weekly rituals that empower symbols of individualism.  Additionally, 

comparison of Promised Land’s and First Baptist’s rituals provides evidence that symbols 

emphasizing the group feed effervescence, whereas symbols emphasizing the individual 

starve it.   

 The connection between the nature of an organization’s symbols and their ritual 

proficiency was evident in my other visits, as well.  Much like Promised Land, 

Congregation Shalom had a clear sense of enemy threats and a strong collectivist 

orientation, and these symbols appeared to stimulate emotional intensity in Congregation 

Shalom’s ritual.  Much like First Baptist, the Meditation Center discussed no enemy 

threats, had a strong individualist orientation, and (in their central ritual of collective 
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meditation) generated little emotional intensity.  The Islamic Center and St. John’s 

Catholic Church helped reveal another relationship between the nature of sacred symbols 

and effervescence: both organizations sacralized symbols of subordination.  Islamic 

Center members emphasized their “duty” to Allah, and this emphasis limited their 

anticipation and facilitation of emotional rewards during Jum’ah.  The Islamic Center’s 

low expectations limited the emotional heights their ritual might have otherwise reached.  

The Islamic Center further stratified their ritual by gender, blocking women from equal 

access to effervescence.  St. John’s emphasized rules and assymetrical deference, an 

unpleasant scenario for many in the contemporary U.S., and I think their emphasis 

limited participants’ availability for effervescence. 

  

Physical Copresence 

 One way to assess the ritual value of copresence is to consider non-copresent 

rituals.  In Chapter 5, I suggested that copresence may be the least necessary ritual 

dynamic, because exclusively-verbal and exclusively-oral rituals can also stimulate 

momentarily shared realities and social solidarity.  Still, copresence is powerful because 

it allows organizations to reach the highest levels of emotional intensity.  When managed 

well, copresence promotes mutual monitoring, rhythmic entrainment, and a sense of risk 

and action. 

  I argued in Chapter 2 that copresence should be considered a continuous, not 

dichotomous variable.  Gatherings can be more or less crowded, and I hypothesized that 

more crowded rituals would correlate with higher levels of effervescence and solidarity.  

I found support for this, but I also discovered an important corollary: crowds are 

associated with lower levels of effervescence in high-SES organizations.  I argue that this 
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is because high-SES organizations are more likely than other organizations to have grown 

accustomed to ritual deference in the form of personal space.  Overall, though, the 

crowdedness hypothesis is supported. 

 Copresence turned out to have complex effects in other ways, as well.  The 

Meditation Center experienced different outputs of effervescence in two sections of their 

ritual that had almost identical levels of copresence.  When chanting in unison, emotional 

intensity flourished as participants monitored each other, synchronized their speech, and 

concentrated on the same thing.  However, when the chanting ended and the collective 

meditation began, collective emotional intensity drained from the room.  The Meditation 

Center’s focus group members helped me understand how this happened: they were 

trying to have an individualized religious experience, and the presence of other 

meditators often functioned as a distraction.  Their remarks also helped me understand 

why they collectively meditate despite the drawbacks: being with the group provides a 

welcome sense of moral pressure and symbolic empowerment that supports members’ 

private practice.   

 Like the Meditation Center, St. John’s had comparable levels of copresence in 

two different moments of their gathering, but the two moments had significantly different 

outputs of effervescence.  As we travelled from the outdoor pre-party to the indoor 

worship service, emotional intensity rapidly disappeared.  Although the indoor ritual also 

had high social density, the potential positive effects were spoiled by the organization’s 

strong tendency toward assymetrical ritual deference, enacted in part through the physical 

arrangement of bodies in the room.  I suggest that organizations who ignore the status 
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revolution that has taken place in the U.S. risk losing members to other organizations that 

allow them to interact in a more egalitarian manner. 

 I have already mentioned some of the complex properties of copresence that I 

observed in the other four organizations.  Congregation Shalom accumulated 

effervescence as they accumulated participants.  Further, Congregation Shalom promoted 

density through their normalization of free physical movement and enthusiastic mini-IRs.  

The ritual’s overall density was supplemented with “pockets” of density around the 

sanctuary.  The Islamic Center demonstrated that consideration of a ritual’s overall 

density needs to be accompanied by consideration of how the bodies are oriented to each 

other.  The raka’ah sequence required Islamic Center members to shift from islands of 

personal space into a line that positioned them right next to each other, and they were 

rewarded with effervescence.   

Promised Land Baptist Church compensated for their relatively low density by 

filling the space with sound.  Loud organ music, shouting, and energetic singing helped 

the sanctuary feel more crowded than it was, and collective emotions were thus allowed 

to flourish.  First Baptist Church, by contrast, squandered their relatively high density by 

focusing almost exclusively on the religious experience of the individual and also by 

neglecting to focus sufficient attention on their primary sacred object.  Overall, I 

discovered that copresence is not nearly as simple as it may first appear.  Research on IR 

theory will benefit from future research aimed at further untangling its complex 

properties. 
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Intersubjectivity 

 Unlike copresence, intersubjectivity is absolutely necessary for a ritual to have 

any level of success.  Intersubjectivity takes place when ritual participants experience 

similar thoughts and feelings together, allowing discrete individual consciousnesses to 

feel the power of the collective.  In the presence of a shared sacred object, mutual 

monitoring and rhythmic entrainment feed on each other and facilitate the sensation that 

something is happening that is larger and more powerful than any one participant. 

 The quantitative phase of this research indicated that service length is an 

important factor in intersubjectivity, as longer services correlate with higher levels of 

effervescence and symbolic solidarity.  I think there are a few reasons for this.  First, 

emotional entrainment often takes time to develop.  Increasing the time spent together 

increases the likelihood that participants will share moments of emotional connection.  

Second, voluntary organizations are likely to anticipate and thus facilitate rewards that 

correspond with their investments of time.  Third, increased familiarity with an 

organization’s practices and symbols increases members’ proficiency with those practices 

and symbols.  Fourth, the effects likely are reciprocal: organizations that have 

emotionally invigorating rituals will be less inclined to leave each other’s presence.   

The quantitative finding regarding service length was supported in the qualitative 

phase of this research: the two longest services, held by Congregation Shalom and 

Promised Land Baptist, were easily the most emotionally intense rituals in my sample.  

Both rituals lasted around three hours, and both climaxed in laughter, tears, and other 

signs of strong collective emotions.  By contrast, The Islamic Center, First Baptist, the 
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Meditation Center, and St. John’s all ended in one hour or less, and effervescence in 

those rituals was relatively weak and sporadic. 

In Chapter 6, I showed how intersubjectivity is impacted by specific strategies 

employed by organizations.  These strategies are numerous, and this project only points 

to a few of them.  At First Baptist, I found that their underutilization of ritual resources 

limited their intersubjectivity.  For instance, their choice to ignore their massive pipe 

organ spoiled an opportunity to stimulate a sense of awe, and turned the massive piece of 

technology into a symbol of confused organizational identity.  Also, the pastor’s brief 

attention to their primary sacred object, the Bible, made it needlessly difficult to generate 

a mutual focus of attention.  Also, First Baptist rushed through their ritual in order to end 

promptly, and that weakened their ability to relax and enjoy each moment of the service.  

Promised Land, by contrast, stretched out the length of each ritual moment, milking each 

moment for good feelings.  Promised Land also allowed periods of transition wherein the 

improvised organ music was the main focus of attention, and these moments allowed 

emotional intensity to gain steam and build toward a climax. Also, Promised Land 

benefited by drawing on ritual resources from its historical tradition, engaging in 

interactive movement, call-and-response preaching, and affectionate physical contact.  

Promised Land possesses a large proportion of long-time members who look forward to 

church and regularly attend Sunday school, and these characteristics are consistent with 

their considerable ability to feel as one.  

Among other successful ritual strategies, Congregation Shalom facilitated 

intersubjectivity by allowing participants to talk with each other much as they would if 

they were outside the doors of the sanctuary, in the campus cafeteria, or in their homes.  
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Rather than distracting from the sacred objects of the larger ritual, their coincident 

commitment to mini-IRs and the larger ritual allowed them to gain a degree of certainty 

about what each other were thinking.  Congregation Shalom’s management of 

intersubjectivity was captured when I overheard one woman tell her friend, “I love this 

part!” to which the friend replied “Oh, I know!”  In contrast to Congregation Shalom, late 

arrivals at the Islamic Center were detrimental, not beneficial, to intersubjectivity.  Each 

late arrival distracted from the action at the Islamic Center because (1) their entryway 

was in a bad spot, (2) low density caused each new arrival to seem unduly significant to 

members, and (3) they couldn’t afford to waste a single moment of their brief ritual.   

At the Meditation Center, the causes and limitations of intersubjectivity were 

fairly clear and the details have already been mentioned: chanting is designed for 

intersubjectivity, whereas meditation is supposed to turn it off.  At St. John’s, the 

mismanagement of ritual resources made it exceedingly difficult to generate a shared 

focus of attention.  Sound problems, a halting homily, and bulletin misprints made it 

extremely difficult to bond in ritual practice. 

 

Barriers to Outsiders 

 Barriers to outsiders allow organizations to establish their identities and draw 

close.  There is great variety in the types of barriers an organization may erect.  For 

instance, barriers vary by size (the proportion of the total population whom the barriers 

exclude) and consequence (the intensity with which the group intends punishment on 

trespassers).  Barriers also vary according to whether they are imposed from within or 

without.  Perhaps most importantly, there is variety in the ways organizations perceive 
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and respond to barriers.  As Smith, et al. (1998) show, a strong sense of embattlement and 

a resulting sense of mission promote groups’ ability to thrive. 

  For the quantitative analysis, I built an index of behavioral restrictions to measure 

barriers.  The measure is very similar to indexes used in research on organizational 

strictness, and I think there is considerable conceptual overlap between IR theory and 

strictness theories such as those considered by Stark and Finke (2000) and Iannaccone 

(1994).  Research on symbolic boundaries as found in work by authors such as Lamont 

and Molnar (2002) and Edgell, et al. (2006) also has considerable conceptual overlap 

with the barriers hypothesis.  Social theory might benefit from a concentrated effort to 

integrate all three perspectives.
3
  In this analysis, I found that the barriers index has a 

statistically significant relationship with symbolic solidarity, but not with effervescence 

or membership solidarity.  I interpret this particular finding with caution, however, 

because there is enormous variety in the forms that barriers can take.  Organizations with 

few behavioral restrictions might find other ways of drawing boundaries; they might 

demand great proficiency in ritual practices, for instance, or they might repeatedly tell 

each other that a dangerous enemy lurks nearby. 

 The Islamic Center and Congregation Shalom have similarities in this dynamic 

that make them good cases for comparison.  Both build barriers from within by requiring 

high ritual proficiency.  Also, both perceive threats to their borders since both belong to 

marginalized American religious traditions that experience substantial and ongoing 

persecution.  The Islamic Center’s marginality in the U.S. makes it difficult for them to 

even gather promptly on their holy day, and their intersubjectivity is therefore 

                                                      
3
 Barone (2007) and Baker (2010) have also suggested this natural link between IR theory and 

strictness theories. 
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compromised.  They might have achieved effervescence anyway, however, if they had 

used their marginality to galvanize a fighting spirit.  By directing criticism at their own 

tradition and organization, however, and also by attempting to collapse barriers with 

outsiders, they missed an opportunity to achieve unity.  This conclusion gains credence in 

contrast with my observations of Congregation Shalom’s Shabbat morning service.  

Congregation Shalom repeated emotionally poignant accounts of enemy atrocities, and I 

think this strategy contributed heavily to the intense emotions and solidarity they 

experienced.  My analysis lends evidence to Collins’ recent theoretical work on the time 

dynamics of conflict, as atrocities and ideological polarization fed directly into a 

collective cause that Congregation Shalom spoke of on several occasions: the urgent need 

to support Israel militarily.     

 Like Congregation Shalom, Promised Land Baptist had a strong sense of an 

imminent violent threat from without.  Promised Land discussed the ongoing threat of 

gang violence in their local community, and the ritual I observed was primarily a 

communal response to a multiple murder that had occurred in the week prior to my visit.  

As discussed above, the ritual rejuvenated the power of Promised Land’s sacred symbols.  

Similar to the Islamic Center, First Baptist Church downplayed any need to protect the 

organization from outside threats.  Further, in their desire to attract new members, they 

mostly avoided stringent demands of ritual proficiency.  Their service appeared to 

possess the smallest barriers of any ritual in my sample.  Consistent with the barriers 

hypothesis, their ritual was comfortable, even “relaxing,” and communicated little 

urgency to draw close in a defensive organizational posture.  
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 Even more than First Baptist, the Meditation Center communicated open-

mindedness and ecumenicism.  And, as already mentioned, the individualistic focus of 

their primary ritual generated some barriers between members of the organization.  The 

most effervescent moment of their gathering, however, the collective chant, generated 

barriers in the sense that they collectively uttered Tibetan words and ideas that are foreign 

to most Westerners.  St. John’s Catholic Church also refrained from giving sustained 

attention to enemy threats.  The depth of Catholic symbolism and the high proficiency 

demanded by Catholic ritual can, in other contexts, stimulate high levels of effervescence 

and solidarity.  The difficulty is, again, that these benefits are vulnerable to corruption 

when participants also erect barriers with each other by requiring one-way ritual 

deference.   

 

Methodological Directions for Future IR Research 

 This project has been an early effort to evaluate and extend IR theory in the 

context of religious organizations.  My hope is that a mixture of methods applied to a 

large and diverse sample has provided new models for testing the theory.  I have 

suggested several directions for future studies throughout the text, but I can now offer a 

few suggestions on how to refine methodology in this area.  Because IR theory is a 

general theory, most of these suggestions should apply comparably to research on non-

religious organizations.  

 

Quantitative Analysis 

 I mentioned several future directions for quantitative research in Chapter 2.  For 

instance, more precise measures of ritual timeframes might allow sensitivity to ebbs and 
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flows and possible curvilinear variation in effervescence over the course of the ritual.  

Longitudinal data would help verify conclusions I have offered regarding organizations’ 

interaction ritual chains.  Two-level models might be able to provide evidence on how 

individuals tend to respond to organizational-level dynamics, as when wealthier 

individuals attend crowded, low-SES churches.  Homogeneity indices could be used to 

measure the effects of different concentrations of status and power (based on attributes 

such as age, gender, SES, or race) on ritual outcomes. 

 There are good reasons to be cautious when using statistics to analyze IR theory.  

The theory draws heavily on Goffmanesque micro-phenomena such as glances, frowns, 

and double-takes.  How can survey data possibly inform propositions from a theory that 

deals with activities like “mutual monitoring” and “rhythmic entrainment”?  I think the 

crucial thing to keep in mind is that quantitative analysis is a tool, and only a tool.  

Quantitative findings always need to be interpreted cautiously, whether the question has 

to do with causes of suicide or global economies.  Here, quantitative analysis allowed me 

to track basic organizational dynamics and outcomes across a broad spectrum of religious 

practices.  The USCLS contains rare and valuable measures of organizational 

effervescence and solidarity, but even these measures are admittedly incomplete.  The 

data set has a weaker capacity to assess dynamics such as barriers to outsiders and 

intersubjectivity.  These dynamics are extremely difficult to capture because they are so 

multifaceted.  There are too many ways an organization can erect barriers, and there are 

too many strategies that an organization can use to promote intersubjectivity.  Still, 

quantitative analysis can benefit this area of research to the extent that it controls for the 

different strategies as well as possible.  Such efforts can lead to useful new insights, such 
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as the finding that longer religious rituals are usually more exciting, or that members of 

wealthy organizations tend not to enjoy crowds.   

 

Qualitative Analysis 

 While quantitative analysis is informative regarding broad trends, qualitative 

analysis needs to be the primary focus of IR research.  Observation is the best tool we 

have for understanding micro-level interaction and the complexities of ritual dynamics.  

My main suggestion for future qualitative research in this area is simply that we need 

more.  I look forward to the first IR research review article, which can confirm whether 

certain findings are consistent across a large sample of studies.   

Related to this, it will help to conduct multiple observations in very similar 

organizations.  Early research on IRs in religious organizations has emphasized diversity 

of ritual practice.  I designed this project’s sample with diversity in mind, Preston (1989) 

attended a Zen Buddhist organization for several years, Barone (2007) followed the Soka 

Gakkai in Italy, and Heider and Warner (2010) considered Sacred Harp singers.  At some 

point, it will be helpful to conduct repeat observations within particular religious 

traditions.  Also, without sacrificing attention to religions that fall outside the 

mainstream, repeat observations of organizations from powerful national religious 

traditions (for example, evangelicals in the U.S.) should help demonstrate to the broader 

research community the immediate relevance of IR research.   

To help verify qualitative findings in this area, it would be a good strategy to have 

teams of researchers observe rituals together.  Team members could check each other’s 

observations to determine whether they all perceived, for example, comparable levels of 

effervescence during certain moments of the ritual.  These teams should be made up of 
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researchers from different backgrounds to help control for biases.  In the current project, 

it would have helped if I had a team of 6 comprised of a Jew, a Buddhist, a Muslim, a 

white Baptist, a black Baptist, and a Latino Catholic.  Teams of researchers would want 

to physically locate themselves in different areas of the ritual space during the 

observation.  My imaginary team of six could have spread out so that one sat in the front, 

one in the back, one in the middle, and so on, allowing us to more precisely assess spatial 

variation in IRs.  A team of researchers would also be able to conduct multiple focus 

groups at each organization, scanning a larger proportion of the congregation for 

variation in reports of ritual dynamics.   

 The focus group format was well-suited to this project’s research questions.  

Although I always worked from a set list of queries,
4
 the sessions worked best when they 

took the character of naturally-developing conversations.  I found that asking a few 

simple questions and encouraging respondents to elaborate on their answers was a good 

formula for getting the groups to talk at length about their organizations.  In future IR 

research, I would consider supplementing the focus group discussions with written 

questionnaires.  Pairing recorded group discussions with questionnaires would ensure that 

all the group members would have sufficient opportunity to respond, while also allowing 

the session to develop naturally and end in a timely manner.  I recommend the continued 

use of focus groups in this area of research.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, an efficient way to 

discover how people feel about their organization is to encourage them to engage in an 

interaction ritual in your presence. 

 

 

 

                                                      
4
 See Appendix B. 
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Applications 

 The inherent generalizability of IR theory means that any discussion of potential 

applications will be insufficient.  The ideas and methods used in this project are relevant 

to virtually every area and subarea of social research that can be imagined.
5
  For instance, 

as Collins (2008, 2011) has shown, IR theory gives insight into the mechanics of violence 

at the micro- and macro-levels.  Along those lines, methods and findings from this study 

could be used to better understand how gatherings turn into riots, or how fist-fights erupt 

in schools.  In political sociology, researchers could examine how election campaigns and 

approval rates depend on the campaigns’ management of ritual dynamics and symbolic 

solidarity.  Similarly, the success of social movements could be assessed based on the 

management and success of movements’ rituals.  Work in rural sociology and urban 

sociology could examine how social density at community levels interacts with social 

density in IRs to impact a ritual’s production of effervescence and solidarity.  Gender 

studies could examine how conflict between genders is stimulated in IRs that turn 

gender-based stereotypes into sacred objects.
6
 

 The applications that are most readily evident to me pertain to issues in the 

sociology of religion that were beyond the scope of this project.  As mentioned above, 

rational choice and organizational strictness theories have considerable overlap with IR 

theory.  One of the challenges of rational choice theory is determining what exactly 

represents “increased value” to actors.  Interaction ritual theory has a solution: emotional 

energy.  On the demand side of the rational choice equation, micro-level analysis could 

                                                      
5
 Exclusively macro-level theories will not draw on this sort of research.  However, as I discuss in 

Chapter 1, ignorance of micro-level interaction weakens such theories.   

 
6
 I gathered evidence on this point in my observation at the Islamic Center (Chapter 7). 
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focus on the IR chains that inspire individuals to seek EE in certain types of organizations 

rather than others.  On the supply side, researchers could consider the extent to which 

organizations’ awareness of IR dynamics shapes their product and ability to win 

customers.  Regarding organizational strictness, IR theory and rational choice inform 

each other.  Iannaccone's (1994) argument is that strictness strengthens organizations by 

weeding out free riders.  That is very close to the idea that barriers to outsiders stimulate 

organizational solidarity.  In this project, I considered different types of barriers that 

stimulate solidarity in different ways.  Expectations of ritual proficiency, as in the Islamic 

Center's and the Meditation Center's rituals, either weed out novices or inspire them to 

quickly become experts.
7
  Smith et. al's (1998) subcultural identity theory also is 

pertinent.  Subcultural identity theory proposes that groups thrive when they respond to 

perceived embattlement from hostile outsiders.  Interaction ritual theory proposes that 

perceptions and responses to specific outgroups stimulate solidarity, as in Promised 

Land's and Congregation Shalom's rituals.  Organizational strictness and subcultural 

identity are strong ideal types, and two of many types of barriers to outsiders.  

Research on moral communities (e.g., Gault-Sherman and Draper 2012) can 

benefit by considering how norms of larger areas are affected by micro-level interaction 

within and between those areas.  For instance, researchers could examine the extent to 

which interaction ritual chains explain the “cultural diffusion” of cohabitation norms.  

Sociologists of religion can also draw on this research in work that focuses on religious 

experiences.  Collective effervescence is itself a religious experience, but what are the 

                                                      
7
 Alex, the new Muslim convert I quote in Chapter 3, had learned Muslim practice very quickly.  

Even if he hasn't yet had enough time to consider Islamic thought in all of its complexity, he learned how to 

practice raka'ah and salat soon after his conversion.  New converts can often learn group symbols by 

practicing the religion more quickly than they can learn them intellectually. 
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steps by which some organizations learn to attribute effervescence to deities, while other 

organizations emphasize the actions of humans in the construction of effervescence?  

Further, how do these attributions impact the rituals?  Related to religious experiences, to 

what extent can belief in paranormal and folk religious phenomena (e.g., Bader et al. 

2010; Draper and Baker 2011) be attributed to successful management of the IRs in 

which they are discussed?  Images of God research (e.g., Froese and Bader 2010) can 

draw on this project, as well.  Do specific configurations of ritual dynamics shape the 

construction of specific mental images of God?  Conversely, how do religious 

organizations’ emphases on particular images of God shape their ritual dynamics?  In this 

study, the Islamic Center’s ritual emphasis on an authoritarian God or Promised Land’s 

ritual emphasis on an active God (to give just two examples) may have been influential in 

the levels of effervescence the organizations were able to achieve. 

 The potential applications of IR theory are virtually limitless.  I hope I have 

demonstrated here, with religious organizations as the object of research, new ways of 

using empirical analysis to assess the theory’s propositions. 

 

A Final Recommendation for Future Research 

Despite this project’s happy-sounding title, I will conclude by recommending that 

future IR research should not shy away from the theory’s emphasis on social conflict.  

This was not always this project’s main focus, but I pointed to ramifications for social 

conflict when I thought it was fitting to do so.  In religious research, in particular, 

understanding the social sources of religion-based conflicts may be the most important 

contribution we can offer.   
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According to Collins (1975, 2004, 2011), effervescence and solidarity are not 

optimistic concepts that can be extracted from a pessimistic general theory.  Rather, 

effervescence and solidarity stimulate conflict within and between groups of people.  

Within organizations, emotional energy is usually synonymous with power: those who 

have more of it are often envied, and those who have less of it are often despised.  To the 

extent that an organization is able to stimulate powerful emotional experiences in each 

other’s presence, they become more collectively certain about why they are special, good, 

and right.  This collective certainty accelerates when the organization is able to pit its 

own version of solidarity against that of an enemy who clearly can’t distinguish right 

from wrong and true from false.  When the organization tells each other that the enemy 

poses a realistic threat, two things are likely to happen to them: (1) their unity will 

flourish and (2) some type of battle, more or less bloody, will ensue. 
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APPENDIX A 

Propositions for a Model of Internal Solidarity 

 

In Chapter 5, I argued that collective meditation is valued by Meditation Center 

members because it supports the solitary practice of meditation, providing moral support 

and empowerment for the individual’s religious journey.  A fundamental question 

remains, however: what is the motivation for solitary meditation?  To an outsider, it can 

be difficult to understand the appeal of sitting in silence for 15 or more minutes per day, 

especially since practitioners admit that they often experience boredom, anxiety, and 

fatigue.  All of this is easier to understand in light of qualities that shamatha is supposed 

to provide in the long-term: peace, mindfulness, wisdom, and self-discovery.  Recent 

work in symbolic interaction and IR theory points to ways in which meditation might 

cultivate such qualities over time. 

Norbert Wiley (1994) developed a detailed symbolic interaction model of the self 

that integrates insights from George Herbert Mead and Charles Sanders Peirce.  Wiley 

focuses on the “conversation” that goes on “inside one’s head,” reconfiguring and adding 

to Mead’s and Peirce’s models of the reflexive self.  For Wiley, the reflexive self can be 

divided into six parts: the “I” and “Me” from Mead, the “you” from Peirce, as well as 

“the unconscious,” “permanent visitors,” and “temporary visitors” (the latter two standing 
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in for Mead’s “generalized other”).
1
  These can be thought of as the cast of characters in 

the drama of daily thought.  To Wiley, these different “voices” can be more or less 

harmonious within an individual.  When more discordant, the self is full of conflict.  

When more harmonious, the self approaches “internal solidarity.” 

Wiley draws on Collins to support his idea that efforts to regulate one’s internal 

life (i.e., play director to the inner drama) are internal IRs that boost intrapersonal 

solidarity: 

[T]he internal conversation… is often an attempt to repair, maintain, and 

build up internal solidarity...  The self spends much of its flow soothing, 

reassuring, congratulating, and daring itself.  This is a variant of Collins’s 

“strong drive for solidarity”...  This kind of conversation is a pure 

transformation of Durkheim, replete with rituals, totems, solidarity, and 

(the intra-subjective version of) collective consciousness.  Moreover, just 

as communal ritual gave Durkheim’s aborigines semiotic power, 

bondedness, and energy, ritualized self-talk can do these things for the 

“community” which constitutes the self.  (124) 

 

Collins (2004, 2010) supports Wiley’s notion that much “self-talk” is an internal 

IR of self-solidarity.  He also challenges Mead’s longstanding view that the “I,” the part 

of the self that takes action in the present, is unamenable to analysis (2004: 205).
2
  We 

can observe and analyze it, Collins argues, using the concept of EE.  As Collins argues 

with respect to interpersonal interaction, EE is the force that draws the individual toward 

some social situations and away from others.  An individual’s choices regarding which 

interactions to engage are shaped by the chains of interactions that she has previously 

                                                      
1
 Whether these specific components precisely model consciousness is not my main concern.  For 

the present purposes, precisely delineating them is less important than grasping how such components 

“interact.”   

 
2
 As Mead puts it, “I cannot turn around quick enough to catch myself” (Mead 1934: 174, cited in 

Collins 2004:204).  The argument indicates that as soon as we investigate the action-taking part of the self, 

it becomes object rather than subject.    
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engaged.  For instance, a junior high girl who has been bullied by the popular crowd 

might avoid sitting near them in the lunchroom and avert eye contact when passing them 

in the hall.  She might instead eat lunch with friends who share her lowly status but 

always laugh at her jokes.   

In a similar way, the “I” is drawn to some intrapersonal interactions, and away 

from others, based on prior chains of interactions between parts of the self.  Individuals’ 

unique interaction histories render certain types of self-interactions more or less 

satisfying.  Consider, for example, a person who makes a habit of strict self-judgments.  

Perhaps he has grown up in a religious tradition that rewards asceticism and considers 

guilty feelings virtuous.  He might be drawn to “conversations” where the voice of his 

father (a permanent visitor) scolds his “Me” (the self as object, especially in the past) for 

committing certain sins, or where “I” admonishes “You” (the future self) to be perfect 

from now on.  In the process, he might also consecrate certain mental images, such as a 

sanctified version of his future self.    

Alternately, another person might habitually engage more lighthearted 

communications between parts of her self.  Perhaps she has repeatedly gained EE in 

social interactions by playing the clown.  Thus, in a moment of thought “I” might 

remember how her “Me” cracked up a group of coworkers this morning when she 

performed an impression of their boss.  In the next moment, her “I” might challenge her 

“you” to try it again tomorrow on a different set of coworkers, eagerly anticipating the 

reactions of these “temporary visitors.”   
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“Self-talk” is a way in which individuals can actively pursue balance and 

direction in their emotions and thought life.  Collins suggests the relevance of this notion 

to the practice of meditation: 

Successful meditation is the high point of self-integration, carrying out an 

intense Durkheimian ritual but inside the self rather than in an external 

social assembly.  Since the self is made of parts…, it is possible to carry 

out IRs internally among the parts of the self; when successful, internal 

IRs produce an internal version of collective effervescence, self-solidarity, 

and emotional energy.  (2010: 23) 

 

Here and elsewhere (2004: 203-205; 2010: 21-26), Collins makes a clear case that 

meditation is a ritual of self-solidarity, with many of the same properties as IRs between 

persons.  Meditation, when successful, facilitates emotional unity between the disparate 

parts of the reflexive self. 

 The inner drama can become raucous.  Friendly or mean comments by permanent 

visitors, warnings to You by I, nostalgic images of a past Me, sense memories, and so on 

can seem to confront one’s thoughts in a random onslaught, much as strangers, sights, 

and sounds might collide with someone trying to walk through Bourbon Street during 

Mardi Gras.  The ubiquitous presence of advertising and media intensify this process, 

forcing many individuals in the information age into a state of continuous partial 

attention and a frenzied inner dialogue.  In this kind of internal context, qualities like 

peace, wisdom, and mindfulness can be elusive.  

 Meditation Center members explained that meditation makes them more aware of 

the internal drama and eventually helps them quiet it.  Bree explained: 

Internal awareness has to do with quieting the conversation in one’s 

head—the discursive thoughts.  To move out of that part of the brain and 

move to another part of the brain that is just simply present in the moment 
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and it’s not occupied with the prior moment or the past or the future.  It’s 

just right here [motions to the ground]. 

 

Terry added: 

It’s very human to have a lot of chatter going on in the brain, to have a lot 

of storylines that may nor may not be true.  And that’s one of the parts of 

the practice: to identify those.  And to quiet them so you can be more 

aware of what’s going on in front of you and how your behavior impacts 

what’s going on around you.   

 

Meditators claim that over time, after much practice, they gain some control over the 

inner drama and the impact it has on their emotions.
3
  The individual gains peace because 

the “voices” are not as insistent or unruly, wisdom because she begins to recognize 

internal and external “illusions,”
4
 and mindfulness because she trains her ability to focus 

on the present moment. 

 If meditation is a ritual of “social” solidarity within the self, how do the different 

“characters” or “voices” find unity?  Is effective meditation driven by the same dynamics 

as external IRs?  Based on my experiences at the Meditation Center, I will offer a few 

propositions.  First, physical copresence obviously cannot apply in the same way as it 

does in interpersonal rituals.  Physical presence, though, is important to consider.  This is 

not a simple dichotomous variable since the meditator’s body is, needless to say, a 

necessary precondition.  However, practitioners of meditation often emphasize that one 

can be more or less “present,” and this is a physical as well as an emotional or cognitive 

                                                      
3
 In his research on Zen communities in California, Preston made a similar observation: “The 

ritual organization of Zen practice attenuates the reflexive processes typical of everyday life…. The selfing 

process is altered, as is the role of thinking as it occurs in everyday life” (1988:126). 

 
4
 Collins (2010), Moore (1995), and Preston (1988) suggest that meditation deconstructs 

individuals’ default perceptions of reality and draws attention to the individual’s activity in creating those 

perceptions.  Moore refers to this as “dereification.”  This dereification perspective corresponds well with 

the idea that meditation allows practitioners to become more aware of and in control of their inner dialogue. 
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variable.  Physical presence in meditation involves slowing down the body’s rhythms.  

The practitioner is ideally relaxed yet not sleepy, upright but not tense, attentive to but 

not manipulative of breath, with eyes open but unfocused.  As indicated by several 

comments from Meditation Center members, reported in Chapter 5, as well as by my own 

experience, physical presence can be very difficult to achieve.  This is especially true for 

beginners (see Preston 1988: 88-91).  In my own meditation, pain from an achy back and 

clammy feelings due to the heat sporadically disrupted my concentration.  By allowing 

myself to simply sit and breathe, however, recognizing but not dominated by the 

discomfort, I was able to better “observe” my thoughts and feelings.  Meditative practice 

assumes that the body and mind are connected, and that proper calibration of the body 

can prevent it from dominating the meditator’s attention.  Meditators who are relaxed, 

awake, still, and otherwise physically “present” will increase self-solidarity in internal 

IRs.   

 From this relaxed physical state, the meditator must focus her attention.  Physical 

presence helps prevent the body from becoming an undue focus of attention.  Along 

similar lines, Shambhala meditators are instructed not to talk to or look at other people, 

but to look at the ground a few feet in front of them.  From an IR perspective, it is easy to 

understand why other people can be so distracting: as EE-seekers, individuals are drawn 

to or repelled from particular occasions for interaction.  One’s internal IR is threatened 

not only by external IRs, but also by trains of imagined IRs that can be set off when the 

other is sensed.  A glance, a smell, or a sound might set off a fresh inner drama.  My own 

musings during meditation (also reported in Chapter 5) illustrate what this drama can 
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sound like: I need to remember to ask Perry if I can read some of his poems.  Wait—

Perry isn’t here today.  That’s funny.  I was eager to ask him and so I hadn’t realized 

he’s not even here.  He could be sitting behind me, but I don’t think so.  At a previous 

visit to the Center, Perry and I had a pleasant conversation that made me feel welcome 

and improved my mood.  Now, without intending it, my mind rehearsed and planned for 

a future IR that, based on a prior IR, held good potential for giving me an EE boost.  Real 

and imagined conversations, images, sounds and melodies, physical sensations, and more 

all threaten to derail one’s focus.  The advice of Meditation Center members was not to 

somehow think about nothing, but to lightly focus on the act of breathing.  The breathing 

process is the sacred object of meditation.  Meditators who successfully focus attention on 

their breathing will increase self-solidarity in internal IRs.    

 Breathing is a rhythmic reminder of the present moment.  Especially for the 

beginning meditator, attention to breathing is a reference point against which to assess his 

success at quieting the inner drama.  Although reflexive thought is likely to intrude at 

various points, cognizance of the task of attending to breath can bring awareness to the 

voices and mental impressions that, when unattended, shape one’s mood.  This process 

allows the meditator to feel internal “peace” or “unity” relative to former thought 

processes.  In this sense, a unified emotional state should be included as a component of 

successful internal IRs.  Ideally, the inner drama will not dictate the mood, but when it 

“surfaces” the practitioner does not let it gain control.  Meditators who gain control over 

the emotional impact of inner dialogue increase self-solidarity in internal IRs. 
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 The need for barriers to outsiders is clear.  This is true of both external and 

internal “outsiders.”   Experienced meditators claim that it is possible to turn external 

“distractions” into opportunities to increase concentration.  In other words, it may be 

possible to make external perceptions a smoothly integrated feature of their inner 

awareness.  This does not mean that perception has to cease, only that it must not distract 

from the flow of internal awareness.  This process is suggested in Bree’s comments (in 

Chapter 5) about cultivating a “360° awareness.”  This is a goal for practitioners, but they 

acknowledge that mastery is extremely difficult to attain.  For the most part, meditation 

requires separation from external distractions.  Meditators who barricade consciousness 

from external objects of attention will increase self-solidarity in internal IRs. 

 

Conclusion 

  Despite the Meditation Center’s emphasis on the individual, the intended 

outcomes of their meditation IRs can still be likened to social solidarity.  This is not 

social solidarity in a strict sense.  Rather, the solidarity is experienced between parts of 

the self.  These parts are depicted by symbolic interactionists as characters in the dialogue 

of thought.  Wiley (1994) argues that self-talk is often an internal ritual aimed at 

generating feelings of unity between the different personas that comprise the inner drama.  

Left unattended, these voices can become cacophonous and the “self” can feel divided.  

Collins (2004, 2010) suggests that the successful practice of meditation produces a high 

level of self-entrainment, or self-solidarity.  Meditation Center members indicate that 

meditation helps them listen to and bring a measure of quiet to the “discursive thoughts,” 
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“storylines,” and “chatter” that runs through their minds.  As a result, they become more 

“present’ and “aware.”  

This appendix considered solitary meditation as a ritual of self-solidarity.  I asked 

whether internal IRs of meditation benefit from dynamics similar to those that invigorate 

external IRs, and offered four propositions regarding conditions that need to be met in 

order to maximize internal solidarity in meditation.  This discussion assumed that the 

theoretical concept of internal solidarity is equivalent to Buddhist sacred symbols like 

peace, mindfulness, and wisdom, and the propositions help draw out implicit links 

between Buddhist discourse and IR theory. 
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APPENDIX B 

Set Questions for Focus Groups 

 

1. Are you a member of [religious organization]? 

 

2. How many years have you been attending [religious organization]? 

 

3. During a typical week, how many times do you attend worship services at 

[religious organization]? 

 

4. Would you say that today’s service was a typical service for [religious 

organization]?  

 

5. [How so/why not]? 

 

6. Did any aspects of today’s service stand out to you as, for any reason, particularly 

memorable? 

 

7. [If “yes”] Why does that stand out to you? 

 

8. What is/are your favorite part(s) of a typical service at [religious organization]? 

 

9. How would you describe your mood after today’s service was complete? 

 

10. How would you describe your mood before today’s service had begun? 

 

11. How would you describe your mood during today’s service? 

 

12. Did you learn anything new in today’s service? 

 

13. [If “yes”] Please tell me about what you learned. 

 

14. To what extent do you think people [in this organization] experience a sense of 

belonging? 

 

15. Describe [religious organization’s] relationship with your local community. 

 

16. What other activities, other than worship services, do you take part in with 

[religious organization]? 
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APPENDIX C 

Demographic Characteristics of the Focus Groups 

 

 Organization Gender Approximate Age Marital Status 

Congregation Shalom    

 female 50s widow 

 male 30s married 

 male 50s widower 

 female 60s married 

 female 60s married 

The Islamic Center    

 male 20s single 

 male 30s single 

 male 50s married 

 male 20s single 

Promised Land Baptist    

 female 70s married 

 male 40s married 

 female 60s married 

 female 40s single 

 female 30s single 

 female 40s married 

First Baptist     

 male 50s married 

 female 50s married 

 female 20s married 

 male 50s married 

 female 60s married 

The Meditation Center    

 male 30s single 

 male 40s single 

 female 20s single 

 female 30s married 

 male 30s single 

 female 30s single 

St. John’s Catholic Church    

 female 30s married 

 male 20s single 

 female 70s widow 

 female 40s married 
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